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REGARDING ^TRANSFERS. 
]. Before issuing a transfer, note 
that the member wishing to transfer 
must be a member not less than 6 months 
m good standing in your local. 
• % When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the apac^pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatnres. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste/the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
TRAVELING CARDS IN 
BOOK FORM 
l •.•-HI - • • i n i r . . . :irc i-i>.|iicii--i l » n o t e 
l h a t Mi-:ti:-.-r •>' t"r.i(rlli if 1'iaril* o n n o 
m o r e b o nl i lal i ir- l In l o o « e Iratvca. Thr««< 
• r e n o w In book f o r m of 100 1. i . - - r n r h , 
» . t Ikr p r i c e I* O n e D * l l _ r p*r t> .»h . 
Named shoes axe frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
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THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
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sbopmatcs that you are a loyal member of your organization. 
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My Tour 
Bj JOHN 
AT TIIE n O U B S B OBKTBAI-K I»U TRAVAIL. 
It appears that tho French delegates must 
hare been very pleased w»th n , v attitude dur-
ing the Vicuna Congross, for on my arrival in 
Paris I got from the local trade unionists a 
very flattering reception. Delegate Dumas'was 
away in Lillo looking after a strike, still when 
I arrived at tho depot I was mot by a group 
of French trade unionists, among whom was 
Virmin Vignaud, tho secretary of tho Parisian 
tailors, who. accordeS me a very hearty wel-
come. .After I was provided with hotel ac-
commodations I was taken to the Bourne du 
Travail, wfae/e I was scheduled to lectnro at 8 
o'clock that evening, July 20th, 1913. 
The Bourse du Travail is a sort of Labor 
Lyceum. I t was built by tho Municipality as 
headquarters for the Paria unions, or syndi-
cates, as thoy are known there. The Intention 
of tho French Municipality in providing head-
quarter! for the Parisian -trade unionists was 
to moderate their revolutionary and irreconcil-
able attitude to. constituted authority. Prom 
the information 1 gathered later on, it appears 
that the Municipality was not successful ia thla 
respect, for tho central body of Paris union-
ists, the "Confederation Generalo du Travail," 
is as hostile to tho government as ever, and 
the result of their quarrels left an influence 
on the*bailding. As you enter, the first thing 
that strikes you is Its dilapidated condition. 
The place has not been painted or whitewashed 
for year*. On the whole you feel disappointed. 
It ia so different from what one would expect 
of a municipal enterprise in such a beautiful 
and lively city as Paris. The building consists 
of one large hall, providing 2,500 seats and a 
number of small offices occupied by the various 
•sber unions, of France. 
m JCu r o p e 
A. DYCHE 
' I waa taken into tho office of Mr, Vignaud, 
of the Parisian tailors, which is snuill and in-
siguIUeaut, having no telephono connection, no 
typewriting machine and, in fact, nothing to 
suggest an oflice except the dust-covered papers 
and shelves. It' reminded mo of the office of 
the old notary .public in my native town. At 
first I felt uncomfortable. ' Those Frenchmen 
aro x-ery voluble. My French vocabulary you 
could number at one dozen words. But Mr. 
Vignaud tried to put mo at enao by calling In 
nn interpreter. Ho introduced me to a rather 
intelligent, handsome looking young man, about 
30, named Davidson, who greeted me in plain 
Yiddish. He told me that Mr. Dumas spoke of 
mo very highly. 
UNION METIIODS I N I i:A.vCE. 
Mr. Davidson invited me to his own office, 
the headquarters of the Cap Makers' Union of 
Paris, of which ho is. tho i«ecretary. "Our 
organization," said Mr. Davidson, " i s a small 
one, because our trade is small, but it ia the 
only syndicate in Paris which controls the 
trade. About Ky per cent of the people en-
gaged in the-making of caps aro organized. 
Tho whole trade Is in the bands of Russian 
Jews." 
"Tho German unions," I said to Mr. David-
son, "demand no recognition of the union and 
no closed shop. How about your organiza-
tion t " 
"Wi th us i t ia qnlto different/' » W Mr. 
Davidson. "Al l of our union shone are closed 
shops. The manufacturers sign contracts, by 
which they undertake to employ only members 
in good standing with our union. This con-
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tract is written ou government stamped paper, 
nhiffc has legal force, and in cane the employer 
violates any of i u provisions he most pay dam-
a g e * . " 
X then explained the difficult/ we experience 
in the United Sta tes in trying to collect dam-
age* for the infringement of any our oar trade 
agreement*. 
• ' T h e French l a w , " said Mr. Davidson, " « 
different in this respect. Any one who signs 
a document must live up to i t . The French 
vMttUft will listen to no plea of ' duress . ' Tho 
'on ly trouble wo experience here is to get em-
ployers to sign such agreements. In oar t rade 
we a r e fortunate in having tho bent mechan ic 
shops, where the atandardB are lowor, they lock 
out their people and declare the agreement void. 
The court, in such cases , ' would sustain the 
manufacturer, with the result tha t we wouM 
have a strike on band. Here in F rance I t is 
very hard for a union to win a s t r i k e Once 
tho Preach employer makes up his mind to 
fight tho union, ho will fight to tho b i t t e r end. 
H e prefers to go into the bankruptcy court 
and lose every cent ho may possess r a the r th*:> 
concede to the demands of the union. Although 
our employers are Russian Jews, still when any 
of them decide to fight the union they go to the 
limit, j u s t as the native French employers d o . " 
ile in the office of Mr . Davidson I noticed 
* 
organised. Any employer who wants to manu-
facture a better class of cap* must apply to us 
for help and sign an agreement, otherwise he 
cannot manufacture them. There is only one 
difficulty that we have to encounter, and i t ia 
a very serious one, namely, our members are 
not allowed to work in nun union shops. I t 
la on this condition only tha t the mauufaetu -era 
will agree to sign a a y t rade agreement, lha t 
la, we cannot supply non-union shops with Itelp 
from among oor members. Of coarse, this cre-
ate* a great deal of hardship. I a time of slack-
ness they are tempted to go to work in son-
ttaioa shop*, aad in such a case ws are ronv 
palled to expel them from the union. V'lieo 
the mft&niacwrer* learn that ifap member1 of 
the naioD are allowed to work in nonunion 
a placard on the wall, which 1 also noticed in 
the office of Mr. Vlgaand. This placard de-
picted three scenes, the first representing a faa 
tory showing a woman attending t o weavir,.; 
looms; the second representing a workman's 
dwelling, the woman cleaning the home and 
the man smoking a cigar, and tho third repre-
senting the man, woman and child in the eoun 
try. I was told that these pictures' represented 
the new movement in France for a 8atnnU> 
half holidav. 
THE WOUKEBS' FA1 i H I LMJKT : 
T o me this appeared very s t r ange . I said 
tha t this half holiday is rather a half holiday 
for tho man and not for tho woman, fof she 
ha* to spend that time a t tending to her home. 
' 
f • • 
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" D o you not s e e , " said Mr. Davidson, " i t 
|i M much bet ter for the woman to do her 
home work Saturday afternoon than to do It 
when riio return* from the faetorj ' t ired and 
exhausted af ter ten hours ' work, a s the is com-
p i l ed to do j u s t n o w t " 
" T h e Amorican t rade unionist 'a i dea l , " I 
said, " i s to earn enough to enable him to keep 
his wife o u t of t h e factory, fo r she has enough 
work looking af ter the home and U>o children. 
Thin ideal we have come very near refilling, 
for there are fewer married women in the 
United State* working in the factory than in 
F rance . " 
SIB. DAWf>HO>. 
" W i t h u a , " nald Mr. Davidson, " t h i n g s are 
quite different. Ggr ideal ie to have no chil-
dren. A Par is ian-workman who lias a child 
considers himself a poor devil, and when be has 
two children bo U utmost a bvggur. I t is very 
difficult for a working family with three chil-
dren to find dwelling accommodations in Paris . 
No, our ideal of family life Eccins t o b e quite 
different to yours. When our boys and girls 
cwae t o o t h e r they a r e very young. Son*, go 
through the marr iage ceremony and others <li-
pen«e with i t Up to 30 or 35 they enjoy life, 
by going to concerts, thea t res and entertain-
Tint*. Then they settle down and commence 
' " save money, until such a t imo as they are 
able to re t i re from work and become ' rent iers , ' 
that is, live on their ravings in some little vil-
lage or small country town. This i s their Heal . 
The birth of a child is known as the resu t of 
a ' S a t u r d a y night accident , ' for thon the peo-
ple get their pay and drink more wine than 
usual and become careless. I t Is truo tha'. the 
Bourgeois PgaM dcerlcfi tho depopulation of 
Prance and urges tho workmen to havo fam-
ilies. Tho revolutionary and progressive ele-
ments, on tho other hand, carry on a cnmrnlgn 
among the working people not to reproduce off-
spr ing, since b y doing so they provide wage 
slaves for the B o u r g e o i s i e " 
Dur ing my conversation: w i t h H l r . DnvldBoo 
I learned that he understood Engl ish very well, 
b in only wri t ten or printed and not spoken 
HngUnh. Ho explainod tha t he had learned the 
English language during hi--: three yea r s ' con-
finement in a Russian ja i l . " T h e truth i s , " 
said Mr..Davidson, " t h a t you are the first man 
from whom I havo hoard an English w o r d . " 
When he tried to read English aloud his p r o 
nunciation was so Ituwinn-liko that one «ould 
not understand what he was saying. 
Dur ing tho course of our conversation there 
was A terriffic uproar in tbe adjoining ctUcc. 
I t looked to mo as if there was going to be 
some bloodshed affair, but Mr. Davidson told 
me not to be disturbed, for i t was only a 
friendly conversation carried on by his French 
neighbors, tho Sheet Metal Worker*. 
As I was about to lenvo his office I was told 
not to be in a hurry, for although my loctnrc 
had been scheduled for 8 o'clock I would not 
be too late a t 0 o'clock, 
MY ADDMCSS AT M U J . PKBRKK. 
I t was a quar ter past ninejwhen the meeting 
was called to order. Tho hall was about hnlf 
filled. Some 1,500 people were present. Since 
there was nothing doing In P a r i s a t tha t time 
and most of the tailors were out of town, the 
nttondance was riot as large as It would have 
been ordinarily. I experienced some difficult* 
In making rny»elf understood, for tbe Anglo-
Yiddish which I use is BO different from the 
Preach Yiddish used by my audience. Luckily 
there were people present who had worked in 
Tendon and understood English, and one of 
my audience was a man who a t ono time was 
n member of our Lad ies ' Ta i lo r s ' Union of 
New York, when it was known as the " I n t e r -
national Independent L a d i e s ' T a i l o r s . " | Such 
words as ' ^ con t r ac to r s , " " r a a a a p r t , " " f o r e -
m e n , " e t c had to be t ranslated. 
In giving a brief history of tho eloakmakers' 
organization In the City of New York ami the 
formation of the In ternat ional Union I de-
-
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•c r ib* H m t o n of affairs which **ieted 
among the immigrant tailors some five years 
ago, when the more Intelligent and progressive 
element among them eamo to the conclusion 
that the "economic struggle" n i a thing of 
tha past; that trade unionism had outlived its 
uaefujnese; that the work people could, by 
•MMJt of litrikes and hoyentia, gain advantage* 
year* ago, wlien capital * M not so powerful 
and so concentrated. Theae so-called intellec-
tuals would apevd their leisure in the eifes 
discussing the merits of political action as 
against physical forte whereby to overtrrow 
present capitalist society, or they would en-
gage In controversies about the " tomorrow" 
after the revolution, I/awns, higher wage*, re-
in of hours, fights with employer* over a 
ualljr, enthused the indifferent and converted 
the skeptical, with the result that a veritable 
"industrial revolution," as President Qompen 
called it, was created in the cloak industry a> 
a result of the general strike. Our success wa» 
due to the combination of Russian idealism 
and revolutionism, Jewish energy and intelli 
nwnco and practical eomntob acneo American 
ism. 
The ngnal was first given at the end o.' 
1909 by the Jewish girls engaged in the Wais: 
and Dress industry. A handful of thorn demor. 
•trated the possibility of proclaiming a general 
Btrlko and getting the masses with them. I: 
was the strike of 1909 of Local 26 which final!: 
converted all the hesitating and skeptical cloak 
makers to the practicability of a general strike 
HOW T l t r VBENCH AOITATK FOB A 
nickel more or leas, had bees too insignUS rant 
as undertaking for them. When one of theae 
workers was asked why he did not join the 
union, he replied: " I am an intellectual *nd 
therefore have no need for joining the union." 
In saying so be rightly expressed the wntfinent 
then prrrailiag among the progressive elements 
hATtKDAV HALl'-MOUDAT. 
movement in the cloak trade. To this handful 
of Jewish girls we must give credit for tha 
revival of unionism, not only In the cloak trade, 
but nhm In the fur and men's garment ifldu*-
try and other branches of the garment trade* 
where Russian Jews are employed. T thafl ex-
plained the workings of our Protocol arrange. 
on the East Side. There were, however a feat- avnt between manufacturers and employees. 
fal of impatient people who did not care to Of course what I related was a revelation 
wait far the social revolutioe to improve the to them. The audience seemed to have been 
condition of their craftsmen, and whfi, la • very intelligent one. as shown by their rigiii 
season aod out of season, kept up the banner appreciation of every point I made in my lee 
aioniam aowng the Xear Terk eaaak tare, but they had a very hazy idea of what 
took place in this country among the immigrani ataaera. When ate started an agitation for a 
general atria*, they at first thought we were 
dreasners, but the detemiination and energy' dis-
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" Preachy" indeed. I was at onco transplant-
, ,1 into a foreign country among strange people, 
• ii apitc of the fact that my nudionco consisted 
lof almost exclusively eountrymen of mine. 
The remarks of tho first speaker seemed to 
bnv* called forth yells, whistles and peculiar 
•-•in,.Is from tbo audience. Whim I inquired 
of the chairman as to tbo cause of it he ex-
)>l,iined that the speaker took advantage of inv 
lecture to attack a certain faction of the 
Parisian labor leaden. " T o you," he said, 
" i t may feem. very strange, bat in France ii 
i- rustomary. A lecture » a j be delivered on 
tutu an impartial subject as astronomy 01 
Egyptian archaeology, and some one of Uu 
audience will nuike it a pretext for attacking 
a faction with which he happens to disagree. 
order the noise began to subside. The next 
-j'tTikiT also delivered a Frencby kind of 
speccli, although ho spoke in Yiddish. He 
showered compliments upon me and cited tome 
passages of my sjH'Oi'h made at the Vicuna 
Convention, which were reproduced in the 
French newspawrs, and concluded by saying 
that " the deliberations of a convention in 
which there had participated such men as th« 
speaker who addressed the audience tula even 
ing, Bjuat certainly have a beneficial effect upon 
the labor movement." Ho appealed to hi* 
audience to follow tbo example of their country-
men in America and organize along tho same 
line*/ He wound up his speech by exclaiming 
tiiij't until tho great final day of reckoning I ><• 
*v. | , n the Proletariat and the Bourgeoisie on 
i !"i >• - i » r TRAVAir . 
- the icar-of the hall I noticed a group of 
' • ' i ' Frenchmen engaged in. heated argument 
..'••I ready to get ntjScach other's throats. 1 
•a- told that these young men were descend-
» U *f ftamiao .lewa and, although they did 
»ot speak Yiddish, thay understood it and came 
'» Mea to my lecture. They were tailors and 
Hoeialiatfl, and were settling their party quar-
"p* in the customary French fashion. For a 
•«»* it appeared that the noiso aud turmoil 
*°uM he'v«r snbside. It kept on Increasing in-
•tt*d of diminishing. ' 
The men on tho platform appealed to me to 
try to bring about order. Here French polite-
oe»» and the consideration for strnngers camo 
'» my rwne . Far, the moment I called for 
tho barricades tho working mon must organize 
and obtain, all th* advantages possible under 
tho present Bourgeois fystom, through union-
ism and direct action.-
,.Tho phrase "day of reckoning on the barrl-
cades" was used by every speaker. It appeared 
to bo the regular stock in trade of every labor 
orator- In order to " g e t " his audience and 
gain their applause or good will ho must con-
clude his speech with a "fight on the barri-
cades," otherwise he leaves no impression, no 
matter what ho says. There were several others 
who spoke in the same straiu, all appealing for 
direct revolutionary action. Their perorations 
were full of beautiful highfalutin phrases 










th.ng familiar, but for a time I could cot locate 
It, Finally I thought of Brother Cure! and 
our Italian members iu N'ow York, and it 
occurred to me that 1 era* getting a dose of 
Latin emotional**". It waa all a torrent «f 
empty, beautifnl end hlghecunding phrases 
and catchwords in which tlwy aeem to delight. 
It U a kind of "afaaiatiie" for them; they 
t^eaaaot more without i t Our Banian inuni-
* grunt* take no well t* it. It just suite their 
esnetioaal temperament, and their Bussian 
idia8—, Here in this country it takes some 
time before they cool down, and only after a 
considerable process of Americanism they grad-
ually and reluctantly drop their mental fire-
work*. But in Prance My countrymen are 
j u t i* IWr element. Nine-tenths of their 
speech** are along those liaee. It i% a shower 
of beautiful phrases. 
The Only speech worth reproducing was de-
livered by a young' man who summariMd by 
lecture la a very able manner, praising the 
Protocol, the Board of Sanitary Control, the 
Board of Grievances, the system of adjusting 
shop disputes by clerks, ete. Be eould not, 
swallow the arbitration clause of the 
worthy leetsrer," he said, 
"aald us the reason the Protocol ft a success 
and proves beneficial to the union is because 
this collective agreement relieved the union of 
the necessity of wasting it* energy on endless 
email .Wp a t * * w k k . aever gar . any re-
salt* and led nowhere, bnt which the union was 
always compelled to undertake when it had 
te deal with individual cniploysrs only. Under 
the present arrangement of a strong onion and 
a -tree* organirstio* of manufacturers the 
•aioe knows it cannot go abort a certain limit, 
because of the strength of the Manufacturers' 
Association. The employers, on the other hand, 
are equally afraid to go the limit out of re-
•meat 6 : taa tfasajth if t>... tab* MpteM 
lioa. I'ader such an arrangement all that is 
possible is a general striae, a lusury which 
neither tl* onion nor the Manufacturers' As-
•Delation engage to too frequently. This ay. 
riagssswrit would be admirable and ideal, for 
labor is entitled to no more than its strength 
can giro i t Tfal* strength lies in the solidarity 
ef the members, in the intelligence and hon-
esty of its leaden, and in the finaaclal *i 
What i t should 
U i l t i M more or Urn than the heJaaee, 
reasth ef the opposing force*, the 
and ergauiaed capital. 
such an arrangement where does the Board of 
Arbitration fit inf Who will your arbitrator* 
bef Your arbitrators will bo members of tbi. 
Bourgeois class. The lecturer did not tell us 
of the personnel of the arbitrator*." 
"They are certainly not members of th« 
proletarian class1" he asked of mt. I shooY 
my head in the negative. '' There you are," he 
exclaimed triumphantly, "they are of the Bour 
geols. class- The whole business of this arbitrn 
tion undermines the spirit of class war ami 
etifett strnggff. the spirit of the proletariat. 
Whenever arbitration gives the workmci 
leas than what they can get through th. 
jtowor of organisation, then the workmen ai.' 
robbed by i t If, on the other baud, the Bonn, 
of Arbitration decides on something more thsr. 
the power of organisation can obtain for (hem. 
they are receiving ehurity, charity which 6V 
grade*, demoralises, enervates and crushes the 
manhood of the workers. 
The justice this board or arbitration caag i" 
you will be Bourgeois justice and Bourg"oi-
rigbta. Our lecturer informed us that the gr«>M 
bulk of his membership are cia»-ooneeious an<' 
Socialistic workingmen. But if'you conduct yoi 
unions in this way, why do you need to be mi:. 
•ant; what do you want fundfl for; why de 
velop among your members the fighting spirit. 
what is the need of class solidarity 1 Gif» op 
your treasuries, close your ojus, close jour 
mluda aud open your mouths and swallow" nil 
the Bourgeois arbitrators will give you; #bi !<• 
by the dispensation of justice a* the BourgC"* 
understand it- The organised proletam' 
must tolerate Bourg" 
j ustice.' ' 
AU I could reply lo this was that there b * 
difference of opinion in our organisation as f> 
the advisability of frequent arbitration, and, 
strange a* it may seem, it is the so-called ra•!• 
ir«U who want more arbitration, and the patty 
known as the conservatives which wants !•* 
of it. This remark of mine seemed aa Amen 
can joke to then. 
After the cuttomary vote of thanks the (neet 
ing adjourned at 12 o 'clock^aarp. It wwlt 
have continued longer if tho janitor had »M 
given strict orders to movo. The audienr ' 
encountered waa more refined and more int 
it than similar working class audience* -
York. Some of the men on the platfeim. 
tough workiog ui»lur». woro "ell rend ^ 
as we ssjarcely see here 
the impression of "1" ' 
rr 
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• ,nt i" and hopeless intellectuals, rather than 
-.rker*. I doubt very much whether they will 
ocr build up a unio*? worth while. 
" A few mom speaker* liko you," a young 
Lily told mo after llio lecture was over, "would 
a-ouse our people out of their lethargy and 
.!,c an organization possible." " I have my 
dmibts about i t , " I answered. " I t is not 
ij.-wbes or lecturea that build a union. There 
will have to bo lees mental fireworks of- the 
"barr icades" variety and more of practical 
hard work before you will succeed in establish-
ing a solid organization. 
During tha discussion I was introduced to a 
gentleman by tho name of Mound, the editor 
of La 'BataUit Byndiealiste, who wbrtiod to bavo 
an isfterriow with roe. I promised to be at his 
offlco at 7 o'clock the following day, Tuesday, 
-I»ily 30th. 
(To Be Continued.) 
» * • 
General Executive Board in Session. 
KXTBACT8 mOM MINUTES. 
The seventh quarterly meeting of the General 
Executive Board was held at the General Of-
fice, 32 Union Square, New York City, begin-
ning Monday, December'29th, 1913, and ending 
Saturday, January 3rd, 1914. 
President Rosenberg presided and all the 
Members of the Board were present. 
COMMITTKEH. 
mothers Vogel and Ahlborn of to* Ladles' 
\'i ..•.-•.!r Workers, Local 108, consisting at 
prercnt of cutter* only, requested the Board to 
help organize the operators, as otherwise they 
rould not maintain their position. They also 
asked that their rent bill, amounting to $31.00, 
be paid. Agreed to pay tho bill and to refer 
the organising matter'to President Rosenberg. 
Brother Sberchefsky and Miss Cohen of the 
Wrapper and Kimono Makers, Loca'l 41, in-
formed the Board that their employers were 
their Local jurisdiction over the special order 
ladies' tailors ompfoyed in tbo department 
stores. 'Agreed that the General Office call a 
conference of representatives of Locals 9 ond 
38 with a view of arranging the jurisdiction 
in accordance with the decision of th« Toronto 
convention.. 
• 
COMMUNICATIONS AND A1TKAU, 
The request of tho Women's Auxiliary of tho 
Cloakmnkei*' Union of Toledo, Loea] 67, for 
a charter was referred to President Rosenberg 
"for action. . 
Appeal of Brother Max Sifccrmao of the 
Pressor*' Union, Local 3ft, from the, Local's 
decialon, debarring him from becoming % mem-
ber of tho Executive Board, on the ground that 
he had been a foreman pressor wa« not sus-
tained. Tho Local acted in accordance with 
a resolution it had adopted to this effect, and 
the International Union could not interfere. 
Samuel Cohen, of the Indies ' Tailors' aioring their factories out of town. Quite a 
number of tbem bad moved to Kingston and Union, Local 38, appealed from the refusal of 
Newburgh. They requested tho Board to assist the Local to reinstate him as an old member 
'• organising those shops. Agreed that Vice- becanso ho had resigned to become a foreman. 
. 
!"•<•«HICOI Mitchell be aligned for this work. 
Brothers Grubsteln and Babitx of the Clonk 
Tailors' Union, Local 9, complained of the ox-
'"cixion of maehine work la tbo finishing lino 
10 all kinds of garments, thereby throwing the 
finishers out of work. They reminded the Board 
°f tlie resolution adopted at tho Toronto con-
•ration against this system of work and called 
'or prompt action. Agreed to call a conference 
tn as pee-
of delegates from l » e 
" • • - - . • • - - . . 
*
 a Brut hers SoloviotT, I 
tat Ladies ' Tailors , 
\ 




• ' • ; • ' 
Agreed to recommend Brother Cohen for rein-
statement at as small an initiation fee 
sible, » 
The information eontained in a letter from 
tho Clonk makers* and Ladle*' Tailor*' Union 
of Newark that there wero about 10,000 white 
goods workers in that city that stood.U eeed 
of being organired wa* referred to t V Presi-
dent and Secretary for action, 
Tho information contained in the conunual-
cation from the Ladles' Garment Workers' 
f of Seattle, Washington, Local 28, that the local 
engaged in disruptive work against 
B THE LADIES* GARMENT Woocm 
Lewi 2S, was referred to Presides* Rosenberg 
and Secretary Dyehe for action. 
I "re*! dent Rosenberg and Vice-Presidents 
t 'ehen and Witashkin were appointed h com-
mittee to investigate * protest of Brother 
Bracks of the Cloak maker*' Union of Browns-
' vill*, Leeal H . against the election of Brother 
Pa*low*ky »« secretary of the Local, because 
*- for noma time he had been carrying on a earn-
palgn of hostility against the organisation. 
Communication rend from President Goinpers, 
calling the attention of the General Executive 
Board to the fact that the Journeyman Tailor* 
Ua lM of America had changed their name to 
the " X t t a r a t i o a a l Tai lore ' Industrial U n i o n , " 
and tha t the object of this union was to organ-
is* ail branches of the tailoring trade. LTI 
view of the fact that this will br ing about a 
jurisdiction fight between the now e x i t i n g 
organisations in this branch of the tailoring 
<\-*ndu«try. President Compere wished to know 
^ what stand our International Union would take 
in th i s matter when t h e question will come up 
before the Executive Council. Agreed to reply 
to President Gowpers tha t while oor Interna-
tional Union is perfectly satisfied with their 
prevent jurisdiction and do not care to extend 
i t to any other branch of the garment industry, 
except over tho*e people engaged in the nwmu 
factum of ladies ' garments, still our Interna-
tional Union emphatically protests against any 
at tempt on t h e pa r t of any other International 
Union to encroach upon oar jurisdiction. The 
Hoard is of the opinion t h a t while our own In-
ternational Union Tory seldom, if ever, has any 
jurisdiction fight with a n y of the other two 
International Unions in the garment trade, the 
existence of two separate International Union* 
in the men 's garment industry Is quite super-
fluous and tha t one organisation would serte 
the purpose much better. 
RETORT* OF COttMITTKK*. 
• 
ry Dyehe reported in reference to the 
of Brother Stollar of Local 21, w h w e 
transfer the Cut te r s ' Union, Local 10, bad re-
futed to recognise, tha t he would l>e admitted 
OK passing the examination required by the 
ktesjarding the jurisdiction dispute between 
and Preeeanakers, Local 25, and the 
Local 35, and the claim of the latter 
for eontrol over the pressors working in waist 
shops. President Rosenborg reported tha t Local 
to wai ts 
that Local 35 should charge the same ioltb 
tion fee us that charged by the Pressers ' Union. 
The matter was, however, still pending. 
Vice-President Polnkoff, for the Label Com-
mit toe, reported that Mr. Bartholomew, man. 
ager of t h * Press and W a i s t MannfaetorerV 
Association, and himself, representing the 
Union, a t tended the conrention of the National 
Consumers* League. Tho convention decided 
that in they event of tho adoption of a Protocol 
label on waists and dresses the League would 
be willing to withdraw its own label on thi< 
class of merchandise "and support the Protocol 
label. 
\ 
n i l . INTKKKATIONAI. AND TfllG PROTOCOL 
The secretary rend the following rorrespot:: 
enee: 
Mr. Abraham Rosenberg, Preside**, 
Mr. John A. Pycho, Secretary, 
Tho Internat ional Ladies ' Garment Worker-" 
Union, and 
j f e J - f la lpr ia . President, 
Mr. M. Perlstein, Secretary, 
The J o i n t Board of the Cloak and Skirt 
Makers ' Union. 
Geotlemen: 
We are informed tha t Dr . Isaac llourwieh i* 
to continue to represent the Jo in t Board in their 
dealings with our Association under the Pro: • 
col. We rrarrct to bo obb'ged to «sk you to dole 
oate some one else with whom wo may haw 
official n a t i o n s . Dr. llourwieh has public!* 
cliarged o-ur Association with bar ing offered 
him a n inducement to work for the Association: 
has publicly charged us with having eonnmv 
to warp the statistical inquiry of the Board of 
Arbi t ra t ion; has attacked the good faith of 
our Association, the Board: of Arbitration, the 
Board of Grievances, yoar International office" 
nnd your Jo in t Board, and stated in the pre? 
enco of t h e Board of Arbitration that , in vies 
its recent decisions, he could not work ii 
harmony either with the Board or with ns. W* 
rr-cogoixe fully tho right of each party to tfc* 
Protocol freely to select i ts own agents, hot 
-•inec i t in of the oasence of tho Protocol tfatf 
thero shall be mutual respect in tho daily tin-' 
•ngs o f t b e par t ies , i t I s obviou* tha t neiil*' 
parties can have dealings with a rcpresentjiti" 
of tho otbor, whoso deliberate purpose i t i* '° 
create distrust and, ultimately, destroy the Pr* 
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yt,rt at the doty of upholding tho Protocol and 
•biding by the decisions of tlie Board of Arbi-
tration, we prefer not to be obliged to <U-.-»l 
with ODD who has both insulted and assumed nn 
attitude of dictatorship In tho industry. 
We regret exceedingly, therefore, to be 
obliged to ask you to designate some one with 
4ta«» wo may eontinuo business relations, BO 
that tlm dally bualneaa may be conducted with-
out friction. 
Very truly yours, 
(Signed) L. E. Ros*srK.i,D, 
Chairman, Executive Committee. 
) 
After due discussion and in view of the re-
fowl of Dr. Ilounrich to hold himself responsi-
tie to anyone except tin) 6,500 members who 
oted for him in a referendum ballot, the fol-
lowing resolution was adopted unanimously: 
"WHEREAS, In accordance with the deci-
sion of tho Board of Arbitration rendered Feb-
ruary 3rd-ith, the Internetional Union has been. 
made the guarantor for ihc .Joint Board in it* 
lieating with the Manufacturers' Association 
through tho instrumentality of the Protocol; 
«V 
"WHEREAS, Upon farther decision of tho 
Board of Arbitration on October 4th last, this 
guarantee implies a joint responsibility and 
joint cooperation of the officers of the Inter-
national Union with representatives 'of tho 
Joint Board In carrying out the provision* of 
iW Protocol; and, 
'W1IEREA8, Tho prtsent Chief Clerk, Dr. 
Itaac A. Hourwich, who sine*'he attached bis 
"ignaluro to this arrangement made by the 
Board of Arbitration, ha* persistently and sys-
tematically attacked the policies of tho Inter 
utioosl Union and openly denounced its offi-
<*rs as tho agents of the Manufacturers' Aa» . 
'isoon and has in every way triod to discredit 
'Mm before our members and thus brought 
•trot a condition of affairs whereby bo ba» 
made it impossible for the International ofli-
to work fa co-operation and harmony with 
df 
"WHEREAS, His policies are radically and 
fomUmenlttlly opposed to the policies, and 
ihods hereto pursued by the International 
«rs; and, 
'WHEREAS, I t is tho firm belief of tho 
«*ral Executive Board that the methods pur-
by Dr. Isaac ilourwlch are detrimental to 
best Interests of our organization; there.-
we, be It 
"BESOLVED, That the Joint Board of the 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Unions be informed 
that under the clerkship and guidance of Dr. 
Hourwich tho International Union cannot ro-
main tbo guarantor for the Protocol." 
It was further ngrood that this resolution 
with an explanatory note be seat to the Joint 
Board, requesting them to give it immediate at-
tention. 
HTATKMENT OF TIIK CONF!SRKNO*S COM-
The Secretary read tho following statement, 
which was drawn up by tho committee appoint-
od by tho eonferouco of well-known labor men, 
including Samuel Gompers, President, Frank 
Morrison, Secretory, John B. Lenon, Treasurer. 
and John Mitchell, former Viee-Preaidaot of the 
American,Federation of Labor, as well as W. 
Thompson and Peter Sussman, Of Chicago. 
The conference wits held on Saturday and Sun 
day, December 27th and 28th, for the purpow 
of considering tho crisis caused by tho refusal 
of tho Cloak Manufacturers' Protective Asso 
elation to deal witu Dr. Hourwich as Chief 
Clerk of the Union on tbo Board of Grioraiwea: 
Dccombor 20, 1013. 
To the Officers of the I . L. 0. W. U. and Joint 
Board of tho Clonk and Skirt Makers' Unions 
of Now ,York and the Affiliated Locals. 
Gentlemen: 
Uader date of December 16th the oflleorr. 
of the ^International Ladies' Garment Workers 
Union and tbo officers of your Joint Board re-
ceived a communication from the officers of 
tho Manufacturers' Association ID which thoj 
say, that while they "recognise fully the right 
of each party to the Protocol freely to select 
its own agents; but since i t is of the essence 
of the Protocol that there shall be mutial re 
speet in the daily dealings of the partioa, it Is 
obvious that 'neither party can hard dealing* 
with a representative of tbo other whoso delib-
erate purpose is to create distrust one', ultl-
nniely, destroy tbo Protocol. Sinco we desire 
fully to perform our part_of the duty of up-
holding tho Protocol and abiding by tho deci-
Mona^f the Board of Arbitration, we prefer 
not to bo obliged to deal with one who tins 
both insulted and assume.! nn attitude «f .lie-
tatorship in the industry. Wo regrot exeectK 
ingly to be obliged to ask you to designate some 
ono with whom we may continue business rela-
tions, so thai 'be daily business may be con-
ducted withoitl friction.*' 
• 
(. 
10 THB L*DIW' QARMENT WORKER 
I.'PM reesipt of this eessmnnieal io . the • « - Chief Clerk of the Board of Grievances, in-! 
ess* of the International Lad ie s ' Garment Dr. Hourwich w u not elected by tha t Boar!. 
Worker t Union, believing a crisis had arisen However, deferring to the wishes of some of 
which threatened the destruction or the Union, the members of the Union, the action of «:•• 
and be ing anxious to have counsel and advice J o i n t Board in refusing t o r ee l ec t Dr . Hour 
from men experienced in . the labor movo^ 
meat , and interested in the welfare of all those 
engaged i n the Cloak and Ski r tmakiag Indus-
t ry d e e d e d t . U * H . r ^ r e ^ U U « . of tho 
American Federation of Lobar , the Central 
Federated Union of New Tork , the United He-
brew Trades , the United Brotherhood of Tailors, 
the UniWd Capmaker*, the United GartDODt 
Workers at* Chicago aad also representatives 
of the Workmen 's Circle to roeet in the City 
of New York with the representa t ion of thi* 
Internat ional Ladies* Garment Workers Union 
the Jo in t Board of the Cloak and Skirt 
wich to the position of Chief Clerk was snl 
mit ted to a referendum vote of the member-
of the local unions. The names of no otfcu 
candidates were submitted for election to tbi< 
office, with the result t ha t about 6,600 voir . 
were caft for Dr. Hourwich, thus electing him 
Chief Cbrk for the period of one rear . 
Wo are informed by the members of jour 
Joint Board tha t among thei r reasons for re' 
Tuning to re-elect Dr. Hourwich »•#&!*» *«••* 
t ha t his methods of administer ing file affair* 
of his office were not in harmony with the 
Idcas of tho Jo in t Board and not calculated*to 
Tork and represents < protect tho best interests of tho members of the 
aome of 1U afflliated Locals, for tlte Unions, 
of considering the conditions t ha t had II is . fnr ther necessary to say that the Inter 
ar ises , a a d if possible to devbe means by imttoo&vUnioti of the Lad ie s ' Garment Work 
which the crisis might be averted and the sta- ers, whkh i s the guarantor of the Protocol, i« 
WUty of the Orsjnoiaattoa iasared. responsible for the faithful maintenance of t l * 
In accordance therewith, a conference was agroemeat. 
held a t the offices of the W a g e Scale Board on 
Saturday afternoon, December 2<tb, whicli 
was at tended by representatives of all "Asso 
elation* referred to above aad which was pre-
sided over by Samuel Gompers, President of 
the American federa t ion of Labor. Tho si tua-
tion which e t l s t s in the Cloak and Skirtmakiiig 
Indus t ry was fully discussed and earefj l ly 
Dr. Hourwich, dnring his incumbency a« 
chief Clerk, refused to consult wi th tbe oil 
cere of the Internat ional Union, refused to rec-
ognise tho authori ty vested in them • by the 
constitution of the Internat ional Union, than 
making i t impossible for tbem to fulfill Die 
obligatioa imposed upon them as signatories to 
t h a Protocol. 
By special inritmtioo Dr. Hejirwieh From a statement made a t the confer**** it 
ft-.' 
session e f our Committee and 
in th« discosvion. I t dmcUijuvl 
during the discussion tha t the machinery .pro-
vided for in the Protocol for the adjustment of 
grievance* and the transaction of business be-
tween the Manufacturer* ' Association and the 
Local Unions of the Joint Board of the Cloak 
and Skir t Makers ' Union, bad come to a stop 
was perfectly d e a r to us t ha t a very «eriou< 
-ituation had arisen—a *it nation which dr 
manded such action an would protect the inter 
est of .1*0 members of the Union and preserve 
llie integrity of tho Organisation. Wi ih this 
•ilitntion and these circumstances before .us , tl 
was the conseosus of opinion tha t the following 
suggestions and recommendations should be 
and thai it was imperative to Jake nome action mads to the Jo in t Board, with the request that 
i a order to mainta in the advantage* 
Cloak and Skir t M a k e r s ' Unions. 
to folly nnderstand tho situation 
confronted us, it is n*vs*ory here -o 
review, some of the event- which led up to tho 
present si tuation. 
In the la t ter p a r t of November tho J o i n t 
Board of the Cloak and Skir t M a k e r s ' Unions 
of New Tork , acting upon the author i ty vested 
in i t . decided that the interests of the member-
of the Union required that Dr. Isaac Hoot 
wieh should not be re-elected t t aoaJt io . 
raents and these recommendations 
isrefol consideration. 
( 1 ) We have considered both the merit-
end defects of tho Protocol. We a r e united is 
declaring tha t the Protocol should bo wain 
tained, in order t ha t the advantages gained br 
t i c workers which were secured ia the past, 
as a result of the grea t str ike of 1910, shouM 
not be placed in jeopardy, and in order that 
reasonable opportunity for far ther improve-
ments nay not bo lost. To this end wo roeo'i 
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favor of the maintenance of lionorable indus-
trial peace through the continuance of the Pro* 
•d. 
t2) Io making this recommendation, wo are 
:.--f*Wmindful of tbo fact that the Protocol 
does not provide efficient machinery for tho 
•i-.-i.v and final adjustment of questions which 
(ho worker* feel to be of vital interest to them. 
There o u grown up in the minds of tqo mem-
l«rs of the Union a conviction that the Board 
of Grievances should liave its authority extend-
ed and that upon It additional duties should lw 
imposed. I t is not necessary to state her© in 
3:1 the nature of these complaints. I t is :ient to say that the proper execution of 
the obligations imposed upon tho parties to 
tbo Protocol demands that thero shall be ma-
chinery for the prompt adjustment of every 
depute, which is brought before the Board 
(.i.i which affeeta the relation* of the parties 
to the agreement 
la- order that this prevailing dissatisfaction 
may be removed and confidence restored, wo 
recommend that immediate overtures bo made 
by the representative* of tho Unions to secure 
a conference with tho_Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, the purpose of the conference being to . 
provide either for a supplemental agreement 
or such modification of the present agrecmont 
as will provide for a disinterested person to 
act as Chairman of the Board of Grievances 
and whose function it shall b« to decide any 
dispute that has not been or cannot to decided 
by the Grievance Board itself. 
(3) As stated above, wo invited Dr, Moor-
men to attend one session of our committee 
sad requested him to give os an expression of 
his views. Dr. Honrwich did attend und gave 
us a lengthy statement of bis position and of 
the views he entertained in regard to the Pro-
tocol and the administration of the Union's 
affairs. From his own attitude and hat own 
"presaions, to say notUnjpof tho information 
given to us by the lepreeentati*** of tho Union-, 
«e are fully convinced that the interests of tho 
ocmbers of the Union would be beat eon-
H-rred if Dr. Houmieh would withdraw from 
Ae position of Chief Clerk o£-
the Board of Grievances. 
It is our judgment that tbo Chief 
dionld bo a man who is familiar with 
"•ion pellciea and who is-acquainted with the 
trade affairs of the Industry, a man whose 
»hief latere* la to promote the progress of 
% % 
the Union and tho welfare of its members, and 
who baa such practical expeiicnca in trade 
union affairs as would make him tactful in the 
administration of matters entrusted to him and 
at the same time determined to secure for tbo 
workers all they aro entitled to under tho terms 
of tbo agreement. We feel that Dr. Ilourwlch 
does not possopa tho necessary qualifications 
which would enable 'aim to perform properly 
tho functions of the office of Chief Clerk, and 
this notwithstanding any qualifications ho may 
havo in the literary and legal field. 
Being convinced of this, we rocommend that 
your Joint Board request Dr. Ilourwlch to ten-
der his resignation as Chief Clerk, and wo fur-
ther recommend that you elect to this position 
a man having the necessary qualifications. 
As anjevideaco of the interest of tho trade 
unionists of this country In tbo development 
of organization among the workers in the 
Ladies' Garment Industry, wo are authorised 
to say that the American trado union movement 
will place a t your Berries an experienced trade 
unionist who will act in an advisory capacity 
to tho Chief Clerk, who will render such aid as 
ho can to tho officers of your Union. This 
service will be rendered without any compensa-
tion. 
The undersigned havo been authorized by the 
conference to formulate this stntement and to 
transmit this document to tho proper officers. 
(Signed) JOHN MIK-HXLL, Chairman, 
Firm BUMUAX, 
W H . THOMPSON, 
HARRY KT-EINMAN, 
JOHN P. Preset. 
Upon motion i t was unanimously agreed that 
the action of the" Genoral Secretary/Treasurer 
in calling this conference bo approveu. I t was 
further agreed that copies of the statement of 
the Conference Committee be transmitted ' to 
the i.n.-iLl- affiliated with the, Joint Board and 
each Local of the International Union, and 
that tho Joint Board, as woll as lis affiliated 
Locals be given time until the 10th of January 
to carry into effect tho resolution passed by 
the Genoral Executive Board, namely, that tin 
ess Prof. Hounrldi is removed from office as 
Clerk on the Board of Grievances the Interna-
the ProtocoL 
It was likewise agreed that a committee of 
five, consisting of Viee-Presidedts Amdur, , 
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Hc-seabers bo appointed to draw op a state-
iiicot to top Locals explaining tho position of 
the General Executive Board and the si tuation 
which bad compelled the Board to inn"'- upon 
the removal of Dr. Hoorwka from the o*»oe of, 
Clerk, am] tha t the name of every member of 
the Board .be attached to t h u statement. 
nfei The 
l*a r i«c on t h e Maw aob je r t : 
December 21*n, l i l t . 
! - • ( * « Officer* of the faleraot iOMl !**<** ' 
Gonr i r t t H ' e r f em ' Pa toa . 
Oeat lemeat : 
The Ceaua l t t t a , w a s * , da ty i t was to formu-
late the s ta tement ia regard t o the situation 
in <ft£c Cloak a n d Suit Industry, bcliere t ha t it 
would be advantageous i f a n investigation 
were made by the representative t rade unionists 
aa to the operation of the Protocol. That is to 
•ay, it would be interesting to know the Dum-
ber of disputes t ha t have been adjusted 
through. the agents of the onions and 
the representative* of the manufacturers , the 
number of d isputes t ha t have been referred t o 
the Jo in t Grievance Beard and the disposition 
of all questions in dispute- Wo believe further 
t ha t i t would b e advisable if a brief statement 
• f all questions and disputes and the decision 
•poo each dispute were made and transmitted 
to the officers of the Unions and to the Local 
Unions, part ies to the Protocol. 
i M M L 
of the . ' « a t Board, bu t i t had been agreed to 
appoint a Conciliation Committee; throe rep^ 
repenting the Jo in t Board, three representing 
the supporters of Dr. Hounr lch and threa rep-
resenting the International Union. He, then 
fore requested the G. E. B. to appoint a com 
tuitte* of three to nerve on the Conciliation 
Committee. Upon motion agreed to appoint 
Vie*Presidents Amdnr, Polakoff and Slgmsn. 
Upon motion agreed that the answer to the 
Manufacturers ' Association to their letters of 
the 10th and 27 instant, bea r ing on the Bout 
wich affair , should be referred to this e o n ' 
inittiM- of five. 
_ 
< s •• 
• 
PSTXA S U S S MAN, 
W M . T H O M P S O N , 
HAKRT K L E I N M I N . 
be referred to t h e t<r 
" 
t ea l Executive Board. 
' 
Coin a u n t r a t i on r 
of the Jo in t Board tha t owing to pressure 
•>f business, the communication addressed t> 
the Jo in t Board by the Conference Committee, 
an well aa t h e resolution pasaed a t the las t 
•asatao af the ' 
Mtioa 
SCNDKY l>B«HIONH. 
Vice President Lapidus reported tha t The 
members of the Preaser*' Union, Local 12, of 
Boston, had decided by a decisive majority at 
* referendum vote to substi tute piece work for 
week W k , despite the fact t ha t week work had 
been agreed opou by the manufacturers under 
the terms of tho Protocol. Agreed to notif; 
Local 12 ; that the system of week work cannot 
be changed before tho mat te r is submitted to 
the next convention, in J u n e , 1914. 
Agreed to par t ic ipate In tho t r ade union ex 
position, which will tako place in May, 191*, 
in I A M I S France, by sending, l i terature anO 
other documents showing the working of our 
Internat ional Union. •. 
Agreed to submit to a referendum vote of 
the members the cities of Chicago, CleveUiuil 
and Toledo for the holding of our next COB-
rent ion. 
Also Hint the nest meeting of the General Ex-
ecutive Board be held in Montreal, Canada. 
Agreed that the i a a a e i a l transact! oaa l a cos* 
nection with the general str ike of Philadelphia 
should be audited by Mr, Dunderdale, tire ac-
countant of the Internat ional Union, and thst 
Viee-Presidents Klciaman and Cohen serve ©a 
tho Audi t ing Committed of the Pbilodelphis 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jons A. DTCUE, 
PURE GOLD BUTTONS 
We have on hand a limited lumber of pure gold buttons, suitable 
for presents by locals to active members for faithful service. These will 
be supplied to Local Secretaries on request. Price per button, $1.50. 
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MOMENTOUS STATEMENT BY THE BOARD OF ARBITRATION. 
\ 
ntivc of any par ty . Bu t i t is of the very ea-
se-nee of l iberty and of collective barga in ing 
anil of tho r ights conferred by tho P i 
that each pa r ty to the Protocol should be 
to select a s its representative such person a s 
St sees f i t . Ne i ther pa^ ty h a s a r igh t t o in terfere 
with tho exercise by the other pa r ty of free 
ilom in tho selection of Its own representatives. 
On the other hand, it is of the essence of the 
Protocol t ha t tho par t i r" thereto shall work to-
gether in harmony, cneli s tr iving to the utmost 
of his ability to soiuro the rights and the 
proper advancement of tho interests which he 
reprefents -^Tho relation between the part ies to 
the Protocol should n i t bo one of hostility. I t 
IM n condition of peace nml nut of wat which 
mrdmtion to find somo wnv out t>» the - . * _ 
tho Protocol is designed to create . In order that 
the interests of each pa r ty and of both part ies 
may bo subserved, tkose who represent ei ther 
side must ho able to work with the other with 
mutual respect and without undue friction. 
" T o bo-more specific, tho Union has an un-
questionable r ight to be represented- by Dr . 
Honrwieh, a s chirk, ns counsel or In whatever 
other capacity the .Joint Board may wish to 
have him represent them. The manufacturers 
may, of course, make their friendly represen-
tat ions and suggestiens, indicat ing any obsta-
cles which may possihly be created in tho work-
ing of tho Protocol through tho presence of a 
par t icular individual or a resort to par t icular 
practices. The rigkt of the manufacturer 
under Mich circumstances, if redrofs in not 
otherwise nflV>rded, >• l imited to terminating 
tho Protocol. 
" T h e manufacturers have declared tha t it 
i« their firm intention to te rmina te tho Protocol 
forthwith because of tholr conviction tha t i t s 
period of nearly three and t foe half years marks purposes cannot be 'carr led out so long a s tho 
in the history of industrial relations. P rom ,,m'<"> J* represented by Dr. Honrwieh. Whether 
«ery party to the Protocol, the. i fnnufac tu re r s ' , h i * conviction of tfce manufacturers is well 
Association, the Jo lu t Board and tho Interna- f o n a d $ | **> express no opinion, bu t beyond all 
tional wo have hoard sincere acknowledgment <l"Mtidn n crisis for tho Protocol has arisen in 
" ' the Protocol a s a benefirinl collective agree- "h l eh Dr . l lourwieb olone can supply the relief, 
• w t , which, despite imperfections which in- " W b i l o the manufacturers havo no right to 
hero in all human institutions, has to an nnpre- compel his withdrawal, he himself has the r ight 
CeaenM extent improved conditions in the to withdraw, and if in his loyalty to tho Union 
Cloak and Suit Industry.
 r and to tho Protocol lis should voluntarily decide 
" T h e differencea between tho part ies nave * p « ° »# a continuance of tho Protocol would. 
"Dieted largely about a single individual. I t I" our opinion, be assured, and a dangerous and 
anomalous crisis, involving the cer ta in ty of 
g rea t suffering for tens of thousands of men, 
KttfABMNG THE HOCRWICn CONTKO-
An our readers already know, the Board of 
.Arbitration under the Protocol of 1910 had long 
raifenaeos with the part ies t o tho Protocol 
on Sunday, J anua ry IBth, 1914, upon tho call. 
of P r . Henry Moskowte, Its clerk, and Issued 
the following s tn tcmest : 
" W e , the Board of Arbitrat ion of the Cloak. 
Suit 'and Skir t Industry of New York, have 
conto here today a t our own init iat ive, recog-
ni /ng that a grovo crisis exists. Wo have not 
come to arb i t ra te . 1»eau«e «o question has 
been submitted for our decision, by any party 
(o the Protocol. W e have come to endeavor 
thrti 
nangerous situation which threa tens tho 
w e of the Protocol. 
" W e have conferred separately with tho rep-
resentatives of the mnmifnetnrers, tho roprc-
tentatives of tho Internat ional Garment Work-
ers ' Union and the rfpr.'scn: s t ives of tho Jo in t 
Board, and have, among other th ings , asked 
each of these part ies f>r any suggestions which 
might in their opinion lead to a solution of the 
present problem. 
" l a conferring with them' we havo neces 
i wirily considered to tome extent tho clreum-
•tanees out of which the present difficulties 
havo arisen. Wo hav? done this, not with a 
vitw of passing upon nny question, bu t in 
order that wo might understand fully the sit-
uation, and perhaps be enablod to make, fn our 
capacity as friends of the part ies and of the 
Protocol, some suggestions which would lead 
lo Its being preferred, for we are mindful, of 
tho very great advance which the inaugurat ion 
and continued existemc of this Protocol for a 
not our purpose to express any opinion upon 
o fitness or upon the action of the represent-
. 
• >*«.. 
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-. u d chiidrew, would be I W M d . 
" E a c h side to the Protocol has the right to 
terminate its existence a t a moment ' s notion. 
In the present crisis, however, where feeling h t a 
been aroused by months of acrimonious. dJs> 
eassion, a short time should bo allowed to 
••lapse before there is t akes any action whi 'h 
"say lead to a permanent destruction of th i s 
the effect of inch associations upon tho ml* 
t lon* between employers and employees; iato 
the extent and results of methods of eo'lec 
t i r e ba rga in ing ; into any methods whiek 
have been tried in any s ta te Or in foreign 
countries for mainta ining mutually snlit 
factory relations between employees nM 
employers- into methods of-avoiding or ad-
great Protocol of Pesos . We, therefore, s u r • ****** _ t o b o r _ d ^ . t w ^ ^ ^ ^ , " d 
' 
gest a truce of eight days. 
" W * suggest tha t the Manufacturers ' Pro-
tectire Association, the International Garment 
Workers ' Vaion and the d o a k m s k e r s ' TJnl-M 
each agree that they will not before noon Mon 
conciliatory mediation and negotiat ion; into 
the scope, method*.and resource* of exUtin| 
bureaus of labor and into possible wa; of 
increasing their usafulne**. 
This is tlie first time the c o i n m i w l n has got* 
concretoaituati'Mi t.i day. J m u a r r 26, take action terminat ing tbe into tho investigation of a « 
Protocol. ***** *•**• " d decide a question imports*! 
" L o u i s D. B S A K M B * , 
" A t t e s t e d b y : 
"HkXRY H o u o i m z , C l e r k " 
to labor and capital , whether or not the pn»» 
Protocol has proved i ts usefulness. 
A large number of persons connected with 
tho Protocol gave evidence before the comrou-
sion^Alncluded aniong these on the side of t b 
I'nion were: President Bosenberg, BeereUrt 
Dyche, Vice-President Polakoff, Dr . Honrwieh, 
Ab. Bisno, Morris Q. Leader, P . Kotler, M. 
Pearisteiu and others, while on the side of Ik* 
IXDCSTBUAl, KKIJITIONS COMMUTES W -
VK*TI«ATKS THK WOKKIMIiS O F 
TUB ritOTOCOI. I 
of the Industr ial RelstioM Manufac turers ' Association L. E . Booeafeld, 
on appointed by President Wilson to M. SUberman, Ju l ius Henry Cohen and Dr. 
into the cause* of the labor unre. t . Abelson were the most prominent w i tnes s , 
started a n inquiry as to the workings of t »«• The hearing was concluded on Saturday, Jaa-
Protocol in the Cloak Indus t ry of New Yo*k nary 17th. when the commission returned U 
• a Thursday, J anua ry 18th, a t the City Hall . Washington to atndy the testimony.. I t « t 
The inquiry was conducted by the foltowing said tha t a similar inquiry would bo mado b; 
members of the comnilaeion * John B . Lennon the commission regarding tho working of tU 
and James O'Coenell, representing labor; S. Protocol in the Waist and Dress Industry. 
Thorstoa Ballard, of LouisviBe, Ky. , repte - — 
assrtiag the saanafacturing interests, and l i r a A I T K K F A B T E K . 
J . Borden Harr imaa, representing the p u b i c He was quite evidently from the country, sod 
The section of the federal act empowering he was also quite evidently a Yankee, a i d tram 
the Industrial Re la t ion Commission to inquire behind his bowed spectacles he peered inqan* 
into situations like tha t now prevail ing in t ae lively a t tba little Hebrew who occupied tW 
and Suit Trade in this city r a m : o t t e r half of the c* r seat with him. 
•*--* the commission shall inquire into The Hebrew looked a t him deprecating!;. BH 
the general conditions of labor in the p r 'n assasssjsaasassssj _ 
cipal industries of the United States, 
eluding agriculture, and especially 
which are eair ied on in corporate 
. - J - into existing relations between employers 
•UBBBBBBBBBjaSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBl 
Nice d a y , " he began politely. 
queno-i It' 
and employees; into the effect of i c d o s t r a l 
- - — m i . . _ « - » . . - • • - - - S * - * - * * - -
w 
m 
a clothing sa l e sman , " hand 
ing him a card. 
" B u t y o u ' r e a J e w ! " 
" T e e , yes, I ' m a J e w , " came the answer. 
" W e l l , * ' continued the Yankee, " I ' m i 
therewith; into the) coaditions of sanitation Yankee, and in tho Uttle village in Maine when 
and safely of eceployees and the proviskn* 1 come from I ' m proud t o say there ain ' t > 
for protecting the life, limb a a d health of J e w . " 
t h e employees; Into the growth of assocn " T h a t 
little Jff 
conditions oo public welfare and into the 
gfats and powers of the community to deal 
0 
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In this fight carried on 
vSSSau* b7 t h e diaruptivo against 
the responsible element in 
our Organization, the cry of treason has 
been used for all it ia worth. The mass 
were told by no less an authority than 
Dr. Hourwich that the International of-
ficers had become the agents of the Man-
ufacturers' Association* It was caught 
up by such an "impartial*' organ as the 
•li wish Warkeit) and became current 
rain among many of the members, par-
ticularly those who seldom, if over, at-
'end a Local meeting, and therefore 
never came in contact with the officers 
of the International Union. The cry of 
"treason" was seconded by such a* 
"union-loving** organ as the Jewish 
Morning Journal The thing was done, 
*ith the result that I>r, Hourwich be-
came the darling of the disruptive ele-
ment, which spread terror among those 
who could not conscientiously agree 
with his opinions. 
• . 
DO THJS MANU 
rACTCBBBH 
HKALLY CAKK 
TOR T H E IN-
r i l l S A I H i N M . 
O F F I C K B t r 
Our readers willl remem-
ber the strike at the firm 
oft J . C. Strattou in the 
month of* October, 1912. 
At thaTiime committees 
from a number of other shops where 
Italians were employed visited the strik-
ers and gave them to understand that 
they were ready at a moment's notice to 
go on sympathy striku with them. There 
was talk that the irreconciliablc element 
among the Jewish workers also had been 
ready to join forces with the Italians 
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l f i .:• ! ,vn , ; - ' -iiKWKNT WOitKKl! 
nfatsufeiV Association ln-ld A confer- (cm reminding the International of-
ence with the representatives of the fibers of their guarantee T Why did tin-
Joint Board and the International oflt- manufacturers continue sending their 
cers, and'there wo were toW by the ofli-
cers of the Association, plainly and 
definitely, that the Association would 
deal with the strongest parly; that if the 
Italians could command the situation 
they would w^ogniec them, for if the 
Joint Board or the International Union 
cannot control the •Hottim i t h »o oae 
dealing with them. 
On another occasion, daring a con-
ference between the Association and the 
Union, when we asked for a raise of 
wages for the prwwers and a standard 
bills to the International Union, after 
they were well aware we were un-
able to meet them J Having con-
sidered this question, the Interna-
tional officers came to this one con-
clusion, namely, the Manufactured* As-
sociation, in writing those letters, know-
ing full well the situation we were in* 
wauled to put the International Union 
in such a position that should they sex-
fit to jfitapgate the Protocol and begin 
n light "with the Organization they 
should be able not only to fight the 
Joint Board, hit to fight the whole In-
era, the MnnufaetaoW Association r*^ '^nationaHJnion, and to discredit the 
fused to proceed wiih Ike conference and °*™* » ,th* «** * <he M * f and the 
deal with the representatives of tbe In- «»P>«y«« Aawciat.ons m the Waist 
ternational Union, cUhning that the In-. ««« » " * »«'' ° ' h " '"dustr.es, deal..* 
, : ,mand w , t h m u n d e r l r o t o c o 1 arrangement* 
them that 
until they bring credentials from fhe 
Joint Board they would not deal with 
them. This has been the policy of the 
Manufacturers' Association all along. 
They were ready to dot! either with the 
ternational officers were not in coim 
of the situation, and informed They could then cite this guarantee business as an example of bad faith on 
the part of the International Union. 
Knowing the danger confronting us, we 
came to the conclusion that we were not 
going to'-give them this opportunity. 
If they were going to have a fight with 
ih» Joint Board locals, let the fight be provided it would suit their convenience. 
u TO B » A f l " ' Vatom* <»m-
OVAMANTKE o r P&ign c a m 
*.? f*g£*r Hourwich against the of-
ficers ,of the Interna-TIOPSI. 
and having succeeded in 
redneing them to a afcadow, it bAWM 
and to 
Intcrna-
it teased to 
it was rea-
lly, then. 
eonfined to tho cloakmakers' locals nmi 
not be extended into tbe other unions, 
Locals 25, 41, 50 and 62, the Protocol in 
Boston and the standing and credit of 
the International officers in other cities 
whom the employers still recognize anil 
carry on negotiations with. 
Dr. Hourwich had been, 
illing to agree to the 
of the Internation-
al Union acting as guarantor for 
his conduct; if the Joint Board had been 
anxious to have the InternationalUnion 
guarantee for its conduct; if the racra-
liers of the Cloakmakers' Union ha<l 
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! ( ( . , l!rWrous of haviug the Internation-
al Union control its trade policies, 
then this cry against ns for re-
voking the guarantee might have 
had sonic justification. But since l)r-
ilourwich, right from the first day, 
lie met tho Manufacturers' Association 
in the capacity of representative of the 
.lo/nt Board, had always expressed 
his disapproval of the guarantee idea; 
since during this ugitation he thorough-
ly succeeded in converting the entire 
membership to his views,-then this no-
tice of withdrawal of the guarautomhip 
meant nothing leas than the yield-
ing of the International officers to 
the views of Dr. Iloifrwich on 
this particular point Here let us say 
that of all the arguments advanced by 
Dr. Ilourwich ir. this controversy, there 
was only one point with which we agree, 
namely, that the International Union 
' under the circumstances could not guar-
antee for the. Joint Board. This.being 
the case, it became the duty of the\re-
sponsible officers to notify the pnrties 
concerned of our position and our views. 
That was exactly what we did. If this 
straight and above -board action consti-
tutes treason, then we admit we arc 
guilty. 
must be no hiding aud no disguising of 
tho truth. We believe in dealing with 
any party above-board, and in making 
no promises whifitt wo cannot keep. 
This is what we call responsible trade 








TI1K - M I < h. I > -
NRJ*S o r 
C O S 
The International officers 
believe that it is the duty 
of a labor organization to 
and spirit of any 
mrrepineiit it has entered into with an 
— .-'ion or en individual PlftlKiftft-
lurer. They believe in discharging their 
obligations to the manufacturers as speck 
fied in the contract arrangements they 
entered into. The moment a situation 
iiri*.>8 where the International officers 
euawt honestly aud conscientiously dis-
charge those obligations, it becomes their 
business to notify the parties. There 
In sending the letter to 
the Joint Board and 
the International Union, 
that they would no long-
er deal with Dr. Ilourwich, the Manu-
H focturers' Association made him a mar-
tyr and gave him plausible reason to 
argue that in doing so they were dictat-
ing to the Union who should represent 
the workers. If the $fanufacturers had 
not insisted on that course and had 
simply carried out in practice the rules 
and opinions laid down by I)r. Hour-
wich himself on the question of the right 
of the manufacturers to hire and 
charge; if they had chosen to act, in cdri-
sounnce with the views of Dr. Hotrr-
wich, be would have had to rntire frtfrh 
the field in a very short time. For his 
promises to the people were something 
quite different from what he sajd at the 
Board of Grievances. 
On December 11th last, in discussing 
at the Board of Grievances the employ 
era ' right of discharger Dr. I lourwich 
mado^he following statement, which ap-
pears on piigi> 47 of the minutiae 
"With regard to thin question of riU-
eharge, of eoune, we a n just arguing in an 
ncademit way. , We have never disputed the 
right of'the firm lo dlnehnrgo a tnnn, nil em-
ployee, without enure. Wo have uo such pro 
vision in the Protocol as would bind the manu-
facturer to keep • ranu in his emptor. If a 
mini ive&rs n mustache, and the manufacturer 
wants him to lie smooth shaven, he haa a' rlftht 
to dhwharge the man. And we have m»#er 
raised any question over it. I hava put it 
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ranipkuiits it ia when a n»»a w discharge for 
union mctiritr. That i i the only CAN." 
The Manufacturers' Association never 
yet tried/ to go so far in dealing with 
discharge canes as did Dr. Hourwieh. 
They knew very well that if they 
allowed their members to discharge 
for no reason whatever, simply 
for disliking the mustache of an 
employee, the Protocol would have given 
th<* unscrupulous manufacturers, of 
who A' there are quite a number, a pre-
text to drive out of their shops every 
member who stands up for union stand-
ards. On this proposition the manufac-
turers knew better than Dr. Hourwieh. 
In dealing with cases of discharge thu 
employers had to state reasons. They 
were not allowed to discharge members 
for no reason whatever. The records 
will prove that in each case where the 
manufacturers did not offer a good rea-
son satisfactory to the clerks the mem-
bers were reinstated. Knowing that he 
might have to reinstate a discharged em-
ployee he would think twice before tak-
ing the liberty of discharge. Under Dr. 
Hourwieh a ruling, all the employer had 
to say was, "1 do .not like your mus-
tache." Then, instead of being pro-
claimed a martyr and hero by the cloak-
raakers the Dr. would have been declared 
a traitor and driven out. Under this rul-
ing it would devolve on the Union to 
prove discrimination, which every 
out- having practical knowledge knows 
to be rarely possible- All our fights and 
the so-called dead-locks at the Grievance 
Hoard ranged around the cases of dis-
charge, which, according to Dr. liour-
wich.'* ruling, the employers were in the 
righu But the manufacturers were in a 
Henee this unfortunate situation. For 
the supporters of Dr. Hourwieh, and the 
enemies of the Protocol in the ranks of 
the Manufacturers' Association, nothing 
better could have happened. 
Technically the manufacturers may 
be right in contending that they do not 
care to deal with the Union through the 
medium of Dr. Hourwieh, since tb^ Pro 
toco! is not a binding proposition. It is 
what one would call an arrangement of 
"free" love." Just as two lovers, who 
have not gone through a process of civil 
or reltofous ceremony, can terminate 
their relation at any moment, so both 
parties to the Protocol deal with each 
other as long as they care, and are at 
liberty to drop the relations at a mo-
ment's notice. As long as the Protocol 
is in effect the employers must comply 
with certain conditions stipulated in this 
document, but the Protocol itself is not 
binding upon them for any length 
of time. Technically, the Manufac 
turers' Associate a can contend that 
in their relations with the Union they 
are merely extending the views of Dr. 
Hourwieh on the discharge question, to 
the chief clerk. If a manufacturer cai. 
discharge an employee because he do 
not like his mustache, then the Associa 
tion can object to the chief clerk be-
cause they do not like his nose. Morally, 
however, they are wrong. 
The great mass do not 
such fine points. The refusal of the 
manufacturers to deal with the Union 
through the medium of a particular per-
son may be easily interpreted as dictat-
ing 1o the Union who should be their 
oflicers. The authority of Dr. Hour 
wieh and the agitation of the Yellow 
hurry to take a stand and tell the Inter- Press on the East Side is suf f ic^ t to 
»nal Union that Hourwieh most go, render such an interpretation and to 
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TUB OPPOSI-
TION TO T U B 
1'ROTOCOI.. 
/ 
That it is not .difficult 
to stir up opposition 
among our peoplo 
against the Protocol ar-
rangement could easily be explained. 
Here arc people, who have for over a 
quarter of a century been engaged in 
constant strikes against their employers. 
fviieh strike was always a fight to a fin-
ish. The manufacturers spared no ef-
forts to crush unionism in their shops. 
The employers' opposition to unionism 
U not confined to their own trade. Class 
1
 war and class struggle are going on all 
around them in almost every industry. 
All of a sudden, in the midst of this 
Kreat war between capital and labor, 
our members find that their officers 
have entered into arrangements with an 
organization of their employers, which 
implies co-operation and mutual help. 
Of course, it is "treason!" 
To the minds of the .average person 
uuionism and strikes are synonymous. 
Very few of our men have joined the 
I:nion except when ready to strike. 
Ninety per cent, of our members have 
joined the organization on the eve of a 
general strike. The workman joins the 
union to enable him to strike and make 
the strike effective. All of a sudden he 
was told that in Protocol shops he cannot 
strike. He is up against it. Especially 
when side by'tside with the Association 
shops, strikes do take place in the shops 
of the independent manufacturers. Any 
'•••••• who is acquainted with the psy-
chology of our" people knows that when 
they work in shops where they can strike 
at any time, they arc not at all anxious 
to leave their employment, whereas, on 
the other hand, if they work in shops 
where they cannot strike, especially in a 
anion shop, they are on "needles and 
pins'' The Protocol would not let them 
strike. Then comes Dr. Hourwich and 





however, who had 
deal with ! unions 
know that a union which 
has to keep on striking, in order to main-
tain conditions, must be destroyed. Es-
pecially is this known by the officers of 
our International Union, who for over 
a quarter of a century have been 
trying to organize the cloakaiakers 
and ' t o maintain an organization. 
In a trade and in a city where 
there aje about 2,000 employers, it is 
absolutely impossible to maintain an 
organization if one has to deal with 
2,000 individuals, mostly irresponsi-
ble manufacturers, who grow up 
and disappear like mushrooms. The 
great value and the only value that the 
Protocol has for the Union is that it is 
possible for us to maintain Union stand-
ards without strikes. But it takes some 
time before this idea is absorbed into the 
minds of our members—a task which has 
become almost impossible, whon the of-
ficial organ of the locals kept harping 
on the principle that " a Union which is 
supported by manufacturers has no 
moral right to exist." That is where the 
whole trouble started. 
The United Mine Workers of America, 
the most radical eTement of the labor 
movement in this country, have agreed 
with the employers on the "check off" 
system. That is, the employers deduct 
the Union dues from their employees' 
pay and hand the same over to the 
Union in a lump sum. They are the 
agents for collecting dues for the Union. 
According to the philosophy of Di^  
Hoffman, such a Union has no moral 
right to exiBt We have had in our 
Organization a gentleman, who volun-
teered to negotiate with the manufac-
tQ , Tnx liADOS' GABMBNT WORKER . 
turers for the purpose of having them 
collect the dues for the Union, but our 
"conservative'' leaders objected to this 
kin£ of procedure. Kaeh time a Union 
signs an agreement for a closed shop, it 
virtually/ means that the employers 
should become the organiser* for the 
directed towards the abrogation of the 
Protocol. In some of them he directly 
inflamed the workers' minds against it. 
And he never cautioned the irresponsi-
ble press which ranged itself on his aid* 
against their repeated use of the words 
"fake protocol." If not for these un-
I'nion. In fact, aa agreement with an restrained tactics the complicated situa 
dem 
tion would ue%-cr have arisen. 
Moreover, can Dr. Ilourwich 
Hjat upon the.reeeipt of the **«& letter 
from the manufacturers (December 
17th) he immediately proceeded, with-
out the. authority of the Joint Board, to 
employer for the recognition of the 
Union implies the co-operation of the 
manufacturers for the maintenance of 
the Union. 
* The I. W- W. and the syndicalists, of 
course, will have none of i t They 
recognize no employer aud in turn de- stop the machinery of the Protocol, by 
mand no union recognition from the giving an order to the complaint clerk 
employers. But is the New Post the of- not tytttoceive any complaints from the 
ficial organ of the Syndicalist movement, Association shops! Will ho deny thai 
or of the Joint Board of New York af- without consulting the Joint Board he 
filiated with the I. U G. W. Ut aent -word to Dr. Price, the Director of 
We have very often been taken to the Joint Board of Sanitary Control, on 
task for opposing the policies of,the the very same day, that the Union would 
"Newpoet," but it is the official organ no more contribute its share towards tin* 
f t a w M n l &asrdthat pnporod the Board's expenses for ON 
ground fur those meddling 
i - • * 
eoiuc into thi> citnntion an 
new year' 
outsiders to Then, it was lie himself, and not the.In-
into the situation and cause 
If the Protocal ia to exist, 
official organ of the Joint Board will 
hsve io become a medium of "educating 
the members in the principles of union-
inateod of being a medium of 
miaedncation," as the Board of Arbi-
tration rightly termed i t 
• a • 
• • o • » "When Dr. 
stKAixr TO threw the onus 
• " " " • sponsibttitv 
tt-rnational Union, who started the'pro-
breaking up the Proloeol—a Pro-
ten contended en 
slaved the work-people. 
Therefore, when Dr. Ilourwich and 
his supporters assert that the manu-
facturers' stand-pat attitude had been 
occasioned by the resolution of the Gen-
eral Executive Board relating to the 
guarauforship, and that this is a proof 
of the alleged conspiracy of the Interna-
tional with the Manufacturers' Associa-
stand-pat attitude on tion to abrogate the" Protocol—they 
the International Executive Board, he simply throw sand in the people'* eyes, 
acted iik»> a shrewd politician trying to • • • 
get out of a complication he had himself
 T H K pent***. The Bsard of Arbitra-
t » n in rendering its de-
cision in favor of a *« 
ertaled. SftNCK OF 
Was the International to blame when 
in the beat of his agitation for reforms partial Chairman, mode use 
ng others, of the following remark; 
the Protocol) a-4^Uarte i" 
' 
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; 
sltuinent. The very basis of it U co-opera-
tion.** . . - "Tba parties to It are not 
hostile, that each has aa interest, tut that 
tffatA w'U *» h*8* Rubserrod by each party 
^presenting Uiat iiitereat fairly and intelli-
,;. oily, recognising it as a part of the whole. 
It caaoot exist in a itate of hostility. It i-
ixace, not war, and an effort to improve the 
industry depends upon the spirit with which 
it is approached. Any one who does not so ap-
proach it is a traitor to this Industrial com-
monwealth which yon are trying (o create in 
t)ie clou* and Bolt trade.*' 
Our readers who follow our editorials 
have read this opinion in our columns 
over and over again, that the Protocol 
is a Protocol of Peace and you cannot 
have peace and war at the same time. 
Therefore - the Protocol cannot live 
in 4 state of war. If wo are to have war 
with the manufacturers, the first thing 
to do is to drop the Protocol and then 
carry on war. For this reason we 
so persistently opposed the policies of 
Mr. Biflno ,and Dr> Hourwich, who 
thought they could improve the Proto-
col by waging war and by threatening 
and abusing the other side. I t proves 
again that these gentlemen-do not under-
slnud the fundamental basis of the Pro-
tocol and therefore made a mess of i t 
• » . 
THE t m i u ; When an ordinary con-
rsssr™81 cern cm&°yB *" '*w«rt 
AND A ONION **"> cannot make good, 
CONCURS.
 n e can se],iom throw the 
responsibility and blame on anybody else. 
The business agent in a Union is in a dif-
ferent position. The Union agent or clerk 
who lacks the ability of dealing with 
employers, instead of going to the Union 
and saying, "Gentlemen, I am not fit. 
for the position you assigned me to, I 
must quit the job," he has the alluring 
alternative of going before the members 
of his organization and denouncing the 
employers, declaring war against capital 
and capitalists. In such a case, instead 
of being removed for incompetence he 
easily becomes the darling of the masses, 
who acclaim him a hero and martyr. 
It has so happened with ordinary agents, 
but now we have this troublo with our 
clerks who deal with the Manufacturers' 
Association. The business agent very 
often explains his incapacity of getting 
along with the manufacturers by de-
nouncing the individual employer. Our 
Chief Clerks have an easier job, and get 
more glory, for they can denounce a 
whole ,-association of manufacturers. 
Their/influence with tho masses and 
their glory is all the greater and the 
danger to the organization, from this 
kind of action", is correspondinBly ' 
greater. 
INTERNATIONAL when the din and 
INION AND . . , -
\MI.ini AN LABOR smoke of the wordy 
UOVKMKNT battle will have dia-
TRIE TO , . - « * 
roNsriKNCB appeared; when ptej-
ANO DOTY. udiee and acrimony 
will have been forgotten; when the party 
which has been mostly responsible for 
tho present situation comes to survey the 
field calmly and dispassionately, it will 
then be seen that the actions of the In-
ternational Union were conceived in rea-
son and moderation. In callijig a con-
ference of representative labor mon to 
deliberate on the situation the Interna-
tional officers took tha most practical 
step. 
:e our Organization is part of the 
trade union movement of this 
r, it was necessary for the respon-
leaders of this movement to express 
their opinion as to whether or not this 
great Organization, built up at great 
sacrifice, should be placed at the dan-
ger point Moreover, it was the consen-
sus of opinion of all those leaders that 
danger to one member of the great labor 
• 
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j - - ^ - b "> 
• • •• 
movement involved possible danger to 
other membere. So that the conference, 
9 although without legal power to enforce 
its ppinion, felt invested with moral 
power to persuade and utter warning. 
In this sense the conference was a per-
fectly responsible body and acted ac-
cording to the dictates of its conscience 
and its sense of duty. 
The Hourwich partisans blamed the 
International officers for calling this 
conference. The anarchists and irre-
sponsible scribes condemned the confer-
ence as "black treachery.'' But the re-
sponsible leaders would have blamed 
them for inaction had they done nothing 
to avert a dangerous situation. The ac-
credited leaders of the American labor 
movement would hare been blamed for 
indifference and aloofness. The impar-
tial historian of the future, who comes 
to sift the evidence, will bear witness, to 
the fact that the International Union 
has been true to the call of conscience; 
that, the conference of labor leaders has 
discharged a solemn duty that dtd'iu-
deed devolve upon it, and that the 
Hourwich partisans and irresponsible 
«ribr* were urt.-H, i„ •>,, WTO* 
There is a saying, "Tell mo the com-
-
and last, ebut not least, the anarchist 
sheet, the "Preie Arbeiter Stimme." 
POISONING 
THE FOUNT 




pany you keep and I will tell you who 
you are." Those who are not acquainted 
with the inside affairs and the details of 
our controversy, if they wish to know 
what Dr. Hourwich and his associates 
stand for, and who they arc, let them 
observe" what portion of the Yiddish 
J T » M is with him. That is, the "Morning 
Journal." which had its windows 
broken 00 Hera than one occasion for 
inserting scab advertiaements in it* 
columns, "The Warheit, , , which be-
came notorious during our strike in the 
cloak industry, when it recommended to 
mM the workpeople a Protocol that had been 
saoch inferior to the preatflt 
To charge any one with 
treason it is necessary to 
make sure of one's facts 
Yet the mud-slingers on 
this occasion have used it indiscrimi-
nately; they have used it with a mali-
cious purpose; they have circulated it^  
among the masses of our trade and in 
flamed their minds. Moreoverj^they 
have poisoned the fount of publio opin-
ion outside of our trade, until the people 
who were unfamiliar with the situation 
and ignorant of the facts came to be-
lieve itfljfca gospel truth. With this and 
other charges against tried and trusted 
officers they have loosened discipline and 
dealt a blow at the Organization from 
which it will take a long time to recover 
This loose and careless use of the word 
verrotk, or treason, by the Hourwich 
supporters rather shows that in the heat 
of controversy they have lost all control 
over their tone and temper; that Iney 
went so far in frenzy as to become nn-
able to u*c reasoned argument or mesa 
ured utterance. -If difference of aim 
and policy be construed as treason, then 
treason would become so common as to 
fill the jails and penitentiaries. 
The International officers had an un-
questioned right to oppose methods 
which in their honest belief tended to 
disruption, and to act accordingly. Thoy 
had a right to urge that by carrying on 
a destructive campaign against the Pro 
toeol and its machinery; by insinuation 
and insult against the other side; by cre-
ating mistrust in the officers of the 
Union, the Hourwieh supporters could 
never effect improvements or bring 
about reforms; the International offi-
cers rightly believed that such • meth-
SstM9Jbl& 
: : 
' - • • 
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INTEGRITY 
AND CLKAN 
RKI'OBD o r 
ri*rr. r.. B 
As to the International 
officers ana Q. B. B. 
they are known for their 
integrity and clean rec-
ord; they are known for their self-
sacrificing devotion to the cause 
and for their strenuous fight, to 
maintain a s t rong union in the Cloak In-
dustry. They are known as men who 
ever stood in tho forefront of the battle 
aes, waging the fight in and near the >ps and at the local meetings, braving 
police persecution, imprisonment, suf-
fering and privation, suffering even the 
slander and insult of the revolutionary 
Jirebrands and violent phrase-volcanoes 
at a timo when (he Union could not af-
ford to pay $5,500 a year salary to one 
man. 
Are these t rue and devoted veterans 
traitors? Are these men capable of con-
spiring with the manufacturers agaiust 
the workers? How stupid or utterly 
devoid of shamo must be those cloak-
makers who ape-like ropeated the libel-
ous words of irresponsible scribes! How 
senseless of them to allow doubtful out-
siders with selfish motives to throw mud 
and blacken the character of such men ' 
While these veterans have been and will 
ever remain the best friends of the 
workers the outsiders who now make a 
great pretence drfrbeing their friends, 
v. ill discontinue taking a n y interest in 
the workers ' affairs as soon as the " h e n 
of sensation" will lay no more "golden 
eggs" of circulation. 
The at t i tude of the General Executive 
Board has been indisputably logical and 
honest [throughout. They believed that 
- a t the present juncture when industrial 
activity in general and in the Cloak In-
dustry in particular is not very brisk 
the irresponsible clamor for strikes is 
sheer madness. 
Furthermore, this is certainly.not the 
time to take any notice of tho yellow 
press and its sensational incitement 
against the leaders. This is the time to 
concert measures for repairing the 
breach and consolidate the forces. 
"7 
By Berton Braleg. 
Out of chaw, out of murk 
I srnte and die! ray work; 
While the ages changed and sped, 
I was toiling ' " °»y broad 
Underneath my sturdy blows 
Forest fell and cities row' 
And the bard, reluctant noil 
Blossomed richly from my toiL , 
P*«we and temple* grand 
Wruuglit I with
 my eunning Tiand. 
Bieh indeed was my reward— 
Swiited soul-and body scarred 
With the marks of swourgo and rod 
I. ths tiller of the sod, 
*""»» the cradle to the grave 
Shambled through toe world—* elavo! 
Crwhed u d trampled, beaten, euratd, 
«mng b«t, but served the worst, 
Starved gouged spoiled. 
* Still 1 buildod, still I toiled, 
Undernourished, underpaid, / 
In the world myself bad made. 
Dp from slavery I rise, 
Dreams and wonder in my eyos. 
After brutal ages pas* 
Coming to my own at last. 
I was slave—but I am free! 
I was blind—but I can BOO! 
. I, the bulldor, I, tho maker, 
X, tbe calm tradition-breaker. 
Know my strength—and who In atrongor 
Slave and serf and clod no longer, 
X am done with ancient frauds, 
Ancient lies and onciont gods-
All that sham Is overthrown. 
I shall take and keep my OWH, 
Unlmpassioned, unafraid, 
Master of the world I've mad-: 
I 
• 
THE LADIES* 'GARMENT WORK** 
; 
Ottr Women WbrKerjs 
Conducted by Pauline M. Newman. 
V" AND DKBftgMAKKK*' UNION. LOCAL 14. 
Tba organizers and offlwni o f the above 
Local arc just now very busy. The tim« for 
renewing the agreements with the independent 
and about their own union in particular. With 
their^semi-raonthly magnrine, " T h e Message/ ' 
they will indeed be in a butter position to'pa>s 
the word of organization along among their 
unorganized slater*. Instead of arguing with 
I 
atop* W a t hand. • tte stubborn and, the indifferent one*, just hand 
A number of unorganized shops, too, have them a copy of " T h o Message" and aak them 
• o n e to the office of the anion and hate a*k*d to read it. That i s all yon h*To to do. "The 
to be organized, and the Executive Board have Mes*«ge";|fti convincing. And the girls who 
pat more Jewish and Italian organisers in the "r*" * " * *TO« "rt according to the adriee of 
M a . It is. therefore, to be hoped that before " T h e Messgae," l a doisg •* th«y will aav, 
vary k»ng the traorgnnixed shops will be attdar time >nd breath. 
—*-* - * *>• >— A t the last meeting of the Branch nomina 
tiona for officers were made. In the next issue 
we hope to have the name* and photograph-
df the newly elected officers. 
—... *_ ,f „ . _ _ . Now, when Loc.il 2 5 i s busy organizing tho 
a circular issued for that *^r'1 ""d l*0!8 w n " could not be reached until 
. . . control of the union. _____ 
Mr. Udell has been placed in charge of the 
unorganised shops in Brooklyn and Tidnity. 
- asass meeting of all those who work in 
assaaaoaR ' vmmSm shops was held on January 18th at 
parpoae the Organisation Committee says: 
^ " T h e Waist and Dressmakers * Union is de 
tecmined to organize the entire- trade. The 
, aaiao has onder Its control the grader part of 
taw ladaatry. Tke Organization Committee, 
with a staff of Jewish, Italian and American 
organisers, are getting busy in having this 
now, the American Branch can do mnch to hej;> 
the organization along. It can, through it* 
s-sssbara, r e * * the American girl who will not 
listen to any one else. 
We trust that the member, o f tke Braach 
will not lose this opportunity o f playing 
the port of organizers and do their doty a* 
great work snccewfully accomplished. W - ' unioaia*. 
"Bister, and brothers! When you will re H t t U H 
eaira this circular, think for a moment of th* W A I S T A N D nBEKSHAKUfr U N I O N o r 
great work the anion has undertaken to do far wmr.anKi i ._ ir_ *_***-_ i s 
you and your welfare; try to raalise the fan-
jMtrtanre of being emploved in union --—— 
- • • • 
under union conditions." 
According in the organisers 
the onion there will be no 
the agreements 
i 
v i m u > i : I M I V LO0A1. IB. 
j (n spite of all tho hardships and discouragi-
•ucBt the members of Local 15 liad to endure, 
the Local is still alirt, and the members are 
tryiag to work it up, Ia a letter seat W nie 
b> the Local's secretary, she says: 
' 'There is absolutely DO work ia the eitv, 
and this, o f coarse, affects the Local Tory _-'-•' 
Becanae of tho slow season, the attendance i* 
The A~___-» » _ _ . _ _ _ _ - " " ' P*»* • * *» *• - * > **» income from 
Z ^ T ^ T ^ ^ ' * " * b W * I*C* 1 to **** Condition, in general are w r y bad in 
progressing sa swswrtence and is growing in Philadelphia, and our Local U no axeepticm to 
DOTS. Those, at least, who am in the union the rule.' 
learning much about unionism in general, The 
*_Jg 
4 
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IOD starts again Hi" worker" will flock to the 
aatoo, M there i* no other remedy for their 
low wages ami long hours. This is just the 
tin* when the workers in Philadelphia mart 
realire She vital necessity of a strong and 
;-••-'•!*y*ir.ion. 
They must know and understand that their 
maMcr* will always bo in a position to beat 
them as long as there will be some outside of 
the organization ready to scab. This must be 
prevented. And ft can be if every worker of 
the trad) will be within tho organisation. Novor 
hie f.iitb/^\ Start out getting new member? 
again wtb more energy than lioretoforo. Wake 
cp the indifferent ones. Agitato among thorn. 
Boufcytham- By so doing you are bound tc 
filtered. 
I know the members of Local 15. They are 
the most loyal eet of girls I have ever met t t 
tie trade union movement At the time the 
meo^  had felt discouraged and left the 
union tley remained. At the time when thingi 
4d not go as they would hare it tliuy continue*: 
to ao tfceir beat in behalf of the Local. Thej 
•re intelligent and practical trado unionists, 
iod voett are needed .to build up a union. 
The lime is coming when Local 15 will yet 
control the entire trado in the city of Phila-
delphia. 
KIMONO MAKJEJU' I 
Local 41 has it* hands full in 
agreements with tho independent employers and 
with lbs contractor*. Should there happen to 
to troublo, the union is ready to take it up. 
Arrangsments have been made to organize U P 
oat-ef-town ihopa, with tho promised assistance 
of the International Onion. 
The Women's Trade I'nion League is trying 
w tack'n the situation of tho Syrian girl* work-
«g in this trade. During the last summer 
Misa Itarmitn had boon agitating among them, 
bat the agitation was interrupted, and the 
Uague will take it up again. 
Oa February 20th tho Local will celebrate 
.tho anniversary of the settlement just a JMW 
*&. The ball is to be bold in Brownsville 
labor tiTceooL A reunion of all the New York 
»ad Brooklyn members is expected. 
The Grievance) Board has made a decision in 
f«*or of the union. Organizer Max Danish 
*J»: "The Board baa adopted a uniform 
•""hod of paying for legal holidays. In futuio 
•» awiafacturar or contractor, even though 
he chooses to atop work the week in whleJi s 
legal holiday occurs, may escape payment for 
it The basis of payment will be tho three 
weeks preceding and threo weeks fillowiug tho 
legal holiday." lo other words, at long as an 
employer works three weeks before or thro* 
weeks after he will have to pay his employees 
for the legal holiday. 
iv Ml I I. UOOD8 WO It K BBS" I JNION, LOCAL •*. 
According to Socretary Mollie Lifshitx, things 
are not at a standstill. Thia Local, like) ra 
many others, la about to renew agreements with 
the independent employers. Several have al-
ready signed up. Others will no doubt follow. 
Tho union ia contemplating to iraao a bulle-
tin In which it will tell tho members what i t 
has accomplished during tho past months, aud 
at the same} timo it will advertise its annual 
ball, which 'promise* to be a big affair. Tho 
ball will bo hold at Tammany Hall in February, 
and all are aked to be there as a great timo is 
expected. 
It is reported that at a meeting of the em-
ployees of Rosenstock. & Cohen, called for the 
purpose of distributing tho back pay collected 
from the firm, most of the girls joined the or- ' 
ganlzation. And os moat of their, aro Ameri-
cans, we would suggest that an English-speak-
ing branch be started a t once. If the girls will 
bo organised by themselves, and be made to 
hold office, they will bo bound to learn tho im-
portance of a union, junt as tbo girls of tb« 
Waist an<J Dressmakers' Union. We find that 
the very ones who opposed tbo union from the 
beginning are now tho most active in tho 
Branch. The same can happen In Local 08. 
There is no reason why it should noL 
While I ' am about it, let me sny that the back 
pay collected from Rosenstoek & Cohen apiount-
ed-to •1,6(15, instead of $1,000 reported" in the 
last issue. 
Several lectures for tho members in Brook-
lyn and Marlem were given by trfo Local. While 
the subject, "Women In tho Past. Present and 
Fu tu re , " was interesting indeed, yet concrete 
rather than abstract question*—question* of 
organization—are more Interesting.. 
Tho members would be better off wore they 
to know something tbout the trade union move-
ment in this country. They would then Ma 
how much tho movement baa helped the working 
people. And from this they would get a better 
understanding what a part unionism haa^ played 
in tb* struggles of tho workers. » 
\ 
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before a strike or a lockout can bo declare"! 
(Aether af 
TW *<* . , , of . - r i . . , t « > ~ 
In the last article we dealt exclusively with 
afreeutgpt* arrived at by direct conference and 
argument between tbe employers and Uie trade 
anions, without the calling io of any third 
party. It la this which Is, ttricUy speaking, 
eoBactire bargaining. But this method of set-
tling disputes and arriving at some satisfactory 
Itasia far the wage contract Is not the only oae 
practiced in the United Kingdom. 
Rome Industrie* have formed conciliation 
boards, which are representative courts, com-
the matter has to be brought before tho district 
board, and then before tbe national board; and 
if DO settlement be reached the caMbmay go 
before a court of referees or an ffroltrator, 
whose award is final. At first sight this ap. 
pears to be nn emincutly reasonable mode of 
procedure, but one has to bear in mind the 
criticism " f ^° ">n k a u i 1 *"e- T n * l r complaint 
'9. aadjteftcn it is justified, that tho only result 
is W ^ R s e further delay, until tho tlmo has 
pa-ed for any good to come; and, further, 
posed of equal Bomber* of the trade unionists a^het it prevents tho unions in tho building in 
aad employers selected by their several associa- dtistry from taking any effectively eoncerto) 
tieaa. They are e-tabliebed for dealing with action. Moreover, io the but stage eoodUa 
aay disputes that may arise, either regarding
 t i o n ; , giT e B u p i ta& Mbitratlon is resorted 
the Interpretation of any existing agroeme* t ^ „ » * , , j , the antithesis of colleetltw bar-
er the selling op of new renditions and ar-
rangements. I t is agreed that all 
shall eoDte before these boards, and 
diet is blading on both parties, so 1( 
are maintained. 
' • • ' - . 
ons 
, • • « - ww w > to deal one after another 
with the varioea industries i t will become dear 
how the werk is carried oa, aW what are it* 
result*. Here i t is sufficient to point oat 1 
tbe formation ef these Iraards la any 
ia merely an extension of the principle of col-
lective bargaining. It ia merely the establish 
sstntt »f permanent machinery by mean* of 
which tlsae ** secured for calm and deliberate 
coasideratiosi of any question. Unfortunately. 
it is complained la some industries that, in 
. actual practice, these boards may be made l b 
•ee*a the porpoee of side tracking important 
psoWema and preventing urgent grievance* 
from being dealt with. 
The two must important occupations in which 
conciliation boards exist are building and rail-
**ya. Io tbe building industry tbe great na 
t*oal union* which enroll carpenters aad join-
era, Moae aaaioai aad bricklayer*, have agreed 
, 
I ' 
in the ease of the railways. 
I t atoet, however, he noted that one company, 
the Northeastern, has granted full reeognltioi 
to the National Union of Rallwayraen, whereas 
in tho other systems In this country recognition 
has still to be won. Dissatisfaction Is rife 
among the railway men, and the central exeeu 
tivo of the National Union of Ballwaymen it 
being requested to givo tho necessary notice to 
withdraw from the whole elaborate scheme of 
boards of conciliation, whero tho bargaining 
is between employees and their BUperior ofll 
rem, and not between trade union and employ 
er. What is at tho bottom of tho discontent is 
the fact that auy permanent machinery for 
deciding more than more questions aa to Ilw 
interpretation of existing agreement* is bol 
looked on with favor by trade unionist*. 
There is, however, another form of "COB 
filiation" which Is not looked at askance, and 
power to disagrc--
• -
< W m of their 
When a <que»tion 
national conciliation board, 
is raised or a dMputo occurs, 
that mainly because the " 
is safeguarded. Hera aa independent pcror 
is chosen, whofc businesa it is to endeavor to 
grt tbe parties in a dispute to come to son* 
:i£reemeut; he has no powers—all he can •'-
is to persuade. He aets, indeed, aa a amooHer-
away of difficulties, and be is throughaqt help-
ing collective bargaining; not superseding if. 
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Ht3 function is to persuade the representatives 
ofbotb side* to go on negotiating until a basis 
t discovered ou which It U possible tvr them to 
•free In disorganized trades such a concilia-
tor t*!j>» to make coUectivo bargaining a possi-
bility) -white in cases of prolongod disputos, 
-'-•"ilpiH trades nre iroll organized, he acta 
u a lever for i t Ilia presence preToota any 
frtnalnn reHemal of hostilities. 
80 far we have dealt vrith method! that do 
aot give to any "outs ider" determinate pow-
;••,. When we p&M from eonciliatiot to arbi-
tration the case ia different. The csscutiul 
feature of'aibitration as a means of dotoroiin-
lag the condition* of employment is that the 
iteblon is not the will of either party, of the 
DQtcoj^ o of negotiation between them, but the 
fiat of aa umpire or arbitrator. Doth parties 
•lain, however, tho right to refuso to a « w t 
an award. There hi no legal, compelling fo r* 
to msko either employers or workmen accept 
aicb a fiat. What happens is that the employ-
en and workmen, when on tho vergo of a 'top-
page, agree to " g o to arbitration." An arbi-
trator is appointed by mutual consent, and each 
party presents fail cas*. Tho arbitrator pro-
wuDces hia award, which, if accepted, becomes 
a common rule for the industry concerned- I t 
mat be noted that tho process of arbitration 
aiders very widely from collective bargaining. 
No longer do masters and men arguo with one 
another; they " p l e a d " before a Judge; the 
disputants attempt, in fact, tt. convince a third 
pa t^y of the juatiw of their eause. The objec-
tion to arbitration is that it is noc'o*sarily an 
"outsider" who interferes. At in 09 cases out 
of 100 the "outs ider" la chosen frcro among 
the professional or capitalist or employing 
elssiH, the trade unions fear tho "par t ia l i ty" 
whieSi his education, his social environment and 
1«» (osMclions make almost inevitable. The 
employers never consent to a workman being 
arbitrator. Nevertheless,' arbitration has been 
adopted by English trade unions, as, for in-
stanco, in tho iron trade of tho North of Eng-
land and in the boot and shoe industry. Hero 
wages and conditions aro determiuod by an 
arbitrator's award, though tho success largely 
depends on the two parties having first of all 
accepted, more or less explicitly, some standard 
on which the arbitrator can base his decision. 
The calling in of somo'oiniocnt person to in-
terpret an already existing agreement is, how-
ever, quite common and useful. This process 
is not deciding conditions by arbitration. I t 
is only an attempt to secure tho impartial ad-
ministration of an agreement already brought 
about by collective bargaining. No question of 
principle Is involved. Tho point at issue is 
merely whaV'does this, or that phrase of the 
agreement rpally meant Indeed, in the cotton 
industry the' interpretation of agreements it in 
practice loft to salaried experts In the indus-
try, whose word is accepted by employers and 
employees. 
Thus wo have three methods of arriving at a 
fcttlemcnt of a dispute: Collective bargain-
ing, conciliation and arbitration, and three 
methods of interpreting an agreement: Con-
ciliation boards, arbitration and official deci-
sion. Nono of these methods U backed by 
legal force, nor is it likely that in tho United 
Kingdom any form of compulsory arbitration 
or compulsory collective bargaining will be 
tolerated. The trade unions, whilo welcoming 
tho settling of minimum conditions by law, 
oven a minimum wage (as in tho Factory and 
Mines Regulation Acts, the Coal Miners' Mini-
mum Wage Act and the Trade Boards Aet), 
refuse to have the amount of their wages fixed 
by law; they quite rightly demand the right to 
bo free to use their last and strongest Weapon 
—the strike. 
SECRETARY DYOHE ON THE SEPARATE PUBLICATIONS. 
Tht following letter appeared in The Me*. Tho problem that confraits us in our Btrug 
lost, tho official organ of Local 25, of Jan- gle to uplift and Improve the condition! of 
» ry 16th, 1914: the workers In our Industry is of a two-fold 
Edltoi of "The Message": 
Dear Hir: 
You ask me to sand you a 
jour journal, I am doing It readily, oflly I 0UT organization has grown so rapidly that it 
w> sfenid that what I have to say will not has outstripped its available trained forces to 
character. I t is a prblem of men and also a 
problom of method in carrying out tho work. 
, The problem of men consists in the fact that 
losT«ther bo to your liking. handle the organization. While wo can in-
T M W J u n r , 1 » H 
. 
tht nwaib*r»hlp, « e aloe B*ed people with 
sufficient training and experience to handle 
this inensborship. But it require* years of pa-
tient study and practical experience to make 
a person fit to undertake such work. Thin is 
•hat I call the problem of person*. 
The other problem that confront* our organ-
isation It the "problem of system." This is 
a problem which Is comparatively easy to wive, 
for ,«. lie* largely with the disposition of onr 
ttsSka) Uaion 1* our vxforiunait local autonomy. 
Every Local U a kingdom or Mate in itself. 
While our employers are united wo are divided. 
But i f we are to lire we rntiat bo a militant, 
fighting body. No army can achieve any sub-
stantial victory if each regiment wi l l , go 
i u owe war, doing its own fighting. But that 
is exactly bow we are situated and what we 
hava beep doing lately. "Not ooly has each 
Local its own treasury, bat is trying to bare 
tta own organ, and this makes pur forces more 
•nattered than over. It loosen* the influence 
and authority of the parent of central body, 
so that instead of oar organization traveling 
in one particular direction and pursuing one 
iwlicy, each Local travels In its own direction, 
pursues its own policy, teaches it* members its 
•wo unionism, e tc l w positive that this 
win land »- nowhere. 
that three and a half years ago 
happened. With very little 
•aerifies in a strike of eight weeks' duration 
we gaised a tremendous victory. A year ago 
this t i n e we have accomplished something simi-
lar in the Waist Industry. But history does 
rep*.* itaetf. The more I look ever 
situation in general, the more I come to ;;•. 
conclusion that the force* arrayed again? t m 
are getting stronger avery day. The difB-
ciiltios we have to encounter in our way of 
progress are becoming greater. We will hive 
re put in more force, more efforts said mora 
energy in order to pull our organization along. 
Bat does our membership In general try to 
meet this situation in an intelligent manner! 
1 must say no. The great nmss, not only of out 
members, but even Its officers, are so taken up 
with their local problems that they have not 
the tim*%o pause to look around the field. K-.\ 
set of officers of each particular Local act in 
their own happy-go-lucky way, thinking of tt>e 
problems of their Locals only, leaving the rest 
to chance. A s an illustration, take the que* 
tion of the increase of tbo per capita. Local 
25 did worse than any Local in this matter-
worse even than Local 1. It did not even take 
the trouble to vote on the question. 
I f I am not mistaken, unless our Locals « I 
wake up to tho situation and concentrate t k r 
fo>c*s in one strong center, not only will we ue 
unable to go forward, but I am afraid that <*«' 
will bare to begin to progress backward, to to 
•ay. In time of crisis separate publication tins 
proved to be a source of weakness and kin-
dranco instead of strength. Everybody wb< •• 
closely acquainted with the cloak aHuafaoD 
knows that the present difficulty arises largely 
from the form of trade union "education" 
furnished to our members by the " N e w Post": 
and "Lott i de Clnsee." 
Thanking you for your invitation and with 
greetings to your readers, I remain, 
Fraternally yours, 
JOHN A . Drear., 
Secretory- Treasurer. 
IPC .oaro'Docic: f m \vitf> »'; »U IPP 
TII prime oijtf \vo jn spy* ,iPtj£ »*i ns 
jrva PC iPOJno-iPD H ?in .Hiawnrw m 
30m pc irrtevf nm IJTSICT v&vn ,en-iv 
B3K3W «WI t*w Dinj;»3 pc uisywywi n 
Sranoa C:WGP3 r*n ep — P ? M PD i rnnw 
•n o n enws isaipi Ttir* ,tVDi»g». pc 
.ofcannp «r D«n OKII ,P*I« pD.tP'-no 
DTn»rfw»Mi» P^KE a n par. lira I M « 
,\vvaF6 *J n i rnow gmm w ipnoryia 
VDCKO n n s ,irum !W3KOW:K BIBES-
-ipc cninp* n DKII tH imranprj *s-
"\m Dim \m ^KPKDKIB DPI twjm pfttBP 
TH i n lilH'DDMPP W»P t3-»3 ?KP^M£ 
pc. ;wo csn C3p5pj3st |jw*n wta *m -r 
•3KJBTPE "VIPI IITWD 1P3"» OP 4T13JT |"f 
,owi j^Don^K ijn p*t iveptetra WIPO 
IPo IPP ,;:^"o ip"K pN 33i:"D p»o tr"1 
IH^VrnpeK-Hp im ipa \wo ,\vvh tw "* 
lira .tnnierappDiiK's H pit IPD»3T^ n ;•: 
1914 ,i«nayfi 
* - = 
-ly-i'ra tro lyis^ T 72 
— (>VP*0"1K -tfDBJ'D) KB«V»K ^H Jflttl J"D 
— ijK?3;y p» j w r n t w i H ]IK j w w ^ M K p 
— * p a p a y a fW c^opBTB p*nnD H I*H jyv. 
(ijtfuy) ,tyrwD B^'S 
CW'jv im n© nytjjnpyo) ,s]«"UpnKD .B 
^ n a jyvnr ^ l y w o ova aJttprqb nyc"3iK n 
.HECK' £ — Cwnrw TP»»«X) 
Dl*>tt)TT ^J«Cy — (PV'PD) ,3Jjpo 8 1KB E)K"13C Tl 





.«t O'D JPORBO'D 0»1K P«TDD 1'K IHJT3 IV 
-«3TK yr>T*K n JWIW |»W»OJ»f» PjyT 
1 !« v BWSrawH ojysiny: jysxn ,Tyo 
n* Tin jysya jjrvoJmijn px ,T»JP»5KD»K 
IXC'K'BXDDX omnwDpyoHKO * n .JH'3 
•a?T tt*fi rijnjrMKP * tya^xnysax JXT csn 
JIBBXyS 5K3^P'*:T»OrR pX T1XB3 D3*Bi»T 
,V5t3"T hK THX'Sp D3HTy3 JXT T3tR DBH ]1X 
TyoccnBOP TyT C o tj^TswnpD D W n IK 
jysyp jy^yii T J W S K O ' H H 3tf« ."BTXB 
,jy3ypTy3K « i !t ovn ,V3*$ H JTP&KTWKP 
-Tyo3*x n IIK -nxip 03'Ke*n n ptfmi x5x 
-in n oyn ^ma-Kp cjn ipasn *WJ|1>",3 
•yovy^ n iy3ypTy 
-KDDK TyT D*Q FWryOWP TyT3K3W " 3 
->D K px .DTjfOyrB n TXB pi? px 33iTy3yn 
-*D n 1KB TVXDV K D3yO 65 pB 1*1? 01C3 
0?*Wa D*J IKr^B'DKDOK H CK.T DTyB"3 
jjtfrjxmyE px r:yryB3KP CVT D»O tnya;v 
n*w ,Hwpr"3TPDj»H pa TyoyroTyD n D*B 
-RTD3KP 5 « r t ^ 3 T » O r K *1 DKT ,T31T3 DyT 
-"3TyC3'K »T t '3 .1»1WQ'D H D*3 DV5> 
0^W3inyTp lysi^Ta jyjyw ycoxya i>x3BT 
: T e r r a ' ' i tyasn ,r tx«a w a r n Tin pc 
er. i ,Dv,y^pTy I K C W D K O D K H pa ^yc 
UniW f X BKT Q« .!yJ>T3K»TTyB D'3 "1 O'D »t 
JTK3K3 H 1KP"K»DKDDK TPT |1B 'B'SXfl H 
o4o TK3 iy?T3KmyE ytfjnt « j .t3»* 
0*C TK3 TJHK ,VIK83 DJ 
, H OKW ,fi90Kp | ywn pit 
ivasn ,iyayT2 iv jyau ya^yn ""w p a v 
-o;KTyD n jysya ovi'Dysa* •TOHTlW i:t 
j§h"»W'3i' I » » I K px lymyoy^ya^oTKV, 
T^DKTTyo IWim TyT?>By3 D»1T3 D3KDy3 ffO 
,VDKD TyT osxsys DBH [«5* c o ' i m n .IT 
"yj !B3"T DTyD'DK ^K3B,e-,,3Tyt33,K *1 IK 
DTyTlE-t3Pi'D13KS TyT J1Q iyD3y3(K H lmipl 
lyTB'.w r « 'npya TyT p« .IKB"»K>DBDCK 
-"V "yB"K»DTKBJ^ Kw KTK [ID OBKay3E'1» 
yoDKD yams n JIK ,"D"mKiiw n nt 3113 
oa<tf3y3 tan pK jyaipi OTyaoya inyuiK I* 
yaDTnya *T DKH cyTXKTQ /J^.TTKH px »n 
^T w iyn jyo^yt iyoip OTyaoyo ytyn ps 
^B«3"P " I iy3"I D1TKT IlK ,D33»D^ D ?Kpl*T 
-Tyos'K H D ' D 33nnnya pK jyoipya D*; T # 
"TyT3yay^-[B^3i*„ T n jroaKya ^KJB'C" 2 
-••x w i t t h ir.iya t»« "^KSTI^J jy3T«r, 
.nuKTTyB pB »*TBT3 cyT jyany3»VB»w aw 
BtS'inW .TT TX ,D3KDy3 ^^T^DK3 DK,T DIP 
-yocnv n lyc i iv oaySya Tnyr lyTKiw v* 
-yf'K OTMnKTTjTD ':IKB3"K (yaBH DK11 ,TJT1 
Ijro 'ow"* D3ypy3 o ' j . jyasn V3?y» ,iiro 
-iy3313"D y3"t D'2 
•jn ly>y" T»W> n y m * 
nyr pK IK ,iy3KCTjn 
,D3KQyTt)D " I P"TDO 
jy3^r ,1912 TV3BDPX pK 
*i « D W O U P ryoipya 
Ty*yC H pC DTyp»TUD 
"T 1W ,D"3TMM jy3B.T Ty3y^Kt3'K IX" 
D'ITK o»Tya iy3»t " ^ ^ jthpwtfD 
• 





.|KCy2 JIB ?«D V3,0D,1 *1 ?*K Cyi 
yattftoa D^D ^yoyjjj'DMT n« -p^yp njn 
PK jyt^D J*K tya."$ i y i . |y38tt»2« 
TJDBOW yajrrtya D>D VyoyayjyD^n r » 
jHjuitiyrBDDyn y T>K lyDyr: njn .;y3 
"W«K .tt«31K ^yp^cc yc^DB^DIK 
eyr fyoipya jyayp *i«8 Dyii nyoyipyo 
.DjyD 25 r>^3 1KB J8&83 
2 DTgB 112 JW D11SD IJffiMJTID 
lyDyny; j y j ^ i n y e m p y c ^ypy^ 
-yn DTIHP nyboayiD n T« .jyp-iya w 
100 ,D-I«D pi3 p« DD'ipnys DIPS jyi 
m e , - p y ]*H ."ftoyte nysoaynD 
tsu jyo ivp 100 jifi ly^ayn rw^yn l 
thmpt$b jnynw JIB o n y o ^ n I S D ^ J *?j;trj?SD 
a*i> 5KP«5 DVT IPDK1DPM iv :*D>U !va 
# n lyn jim .ony-itfD wano'DDaip n *n 
"ivco TB ,iyDan t 'o -c»nwDW D'a eiyn 
•yn •WiP'Jab'D TiKtfa ii^oipyipp jut y»«5 
irom w oyn t'K im'ojfnyt33>wnuD a« jy5 
pK b?»Dy3D«iK taw nymnpyo 5»p«$ i m w 
liny Btsein oyn ePWMwms ot^ n ny w 
.B8-82 3JKD3« 
KDJ^IIJD iyn pD otfwa tiyi D'tf 
onpoynpyo y>8Pi0 H |yno wtwyiuMP 
-'5D838D 8 DTJB 5*ny3y#n |Mt jyp'f3"*m 
lis yss^ y^yvj83'D n iwyn oanya jya 
ya^yii .yocsiPcnK ynyutt TIK pR ^KPB* 
-$D i»D .js o w n patffa ly^yv'Dif -un 
jy^Diy iv ytaosya y?s»tf n *pm jynyn 
urn IKD J»D»U a^ nayavia o^ a ,Dtiss>ya JVCT 
"80 DU 1>1K ]1K ,|y«138 "^>y"l VPE8 lyp'K.' IV 
• • • ' > • • 
Dpmya p« pxyiyj hM ^yanitynyryvi 
nyDDyia, ijn p« 
pix- r : ,B ,IBD i aj? na 437 





1914 , 1 K n 3 J f B 
"BMX B'3 TBD JVS T8 [IK ,TX ]jnjP D*0 3*D 5K»'g»U*Utt»'K n t« .jy-iys 1V11JJ3 B5«l 
c»i c» .prttfgn D*: jyp IPS oijn OBI iya pm ; iv::^n;Kn J W K IKB IVYMKIW 5RI 
V ^ i""«a ys^ciwiiDJBnyB T O ipnn -KS PIK$P nyi pa eiysayo jnayBjrroj! 
.noKiipc CBT DDn TOMYYBI ,*n pK C P J 
* » * * 
»«n IKF^K'DKDBK n pni 
i r t i* «jy**ia "I.VK DO*PPJ 
•"JWM'K PK TWO n>vvn 
.vt CD Dmi n w >Otpv 
TjHmyp DO W o w m w 
IKE D3MCJ?: DiVK M osn ,\v$ 
MMnm .IT 
•on pa 
. • . • , - * 
ix IPSKITK on»K uap»j pK nyvDiKtTK 
.fyvepn PTW Tin M 5MI D*B*1 IK ,;'n3VD 
*n nm -iPDinDTPc I P D ' ^ I K *i 9m oy -am 
>v"W DM Din pK T"T jyctfRll mjniB'DDyfiWire 
m>a jyttfKii *n »m ;D-iKBr»a3»K iyii 
,*n cwii D?n n PP'DPKIB pK o w c w y i n 
am jyajm BHtfwppiiR Dsn p^x ra»iiTin 
p« W w DTjniPOpjrsiiKt: *i pa t»in 
TTJ3B JITD^II *n IJMI ; w r u s lysBTss 
- "D cy'roMmn . n DM5 prf-naBD ix ipaasE 
jymsrpnw T ' otiop; pmya *a? Dfujn ,iP3:": 
n S»tt . e x TWIIO t a n v PVP iftm pe 
BMfraapqnw #* °*" "w n&m IKE B>I»P 
IPSjm ,Wff'V13 MB T1KB3 pB 3J*0'0 « "3 
o«n . W S I K jypnrpyM* PB yatno i r i 
nx pT tyamBtmnni 
COMVW ffi w p i B 3 b n n prall ojn 
.DiyVFBPyEUKO n O'D V3KTB H DTDIpD'n 
p« ,03jm**« »K "nKip n pn H*D*O K "3 
cy orcya -W8) I emaya^KB mwiya o«n 
pnS H pfi 47 VQ"T f|MH 
•>yir-1 ix T'P "« WjH 
i s : ,u5ipiB Enyi3B o'j iyof>ijii i8*3Vin 
im>5K"lD3KP ^Kl ^KJB'8?"3^yD3'K n
 IK 
TPT»'1 tj^mi ,IKT — D'D'toa i»no jn.TR 
•1 |»n>xpn« jy^yii ^KD',131K jysya **wm 
.33<D3yny3 pn nyin ia': K QKnya Jhoaww] 
"ijmjnanpB D^K ^ o n n v i / n *« »IIK •»» 
cjn JIB n?K2 DKH ,TIKK3 oa'Bcn nyi pj 
"KS H D3y3y3y3 DBH iy iyil ,1K 3Kt3 \]}VTS 
-ya DEssypya ,iKB,,,K'DKcr'N. .piyi iru^ ' ; 
-"anyoa'K Tyt pc CEKCIKO3K*IK3 n jp; 
-nypys ix ipaai^pj DH'K PK oy pK ,5K3K»P 
— ,33ia"D pM ix Diyscyo i i ps y^y'B i r 
nyn pB lynxpmv DKT ^ KT OD^H jm 
»M "wa'ajni DO PK inys D>3 y»D;»r«c 
jy^ MI ,u»n ^K38'E>"3iyo5w n m 
.IT bt«5ya pK BfilUMs mn^K lyaM3in 
.anayaKT nsK Byn -tP?>i;Kn " i s COMIIVI 
D'o lyaKBtnysa^K DIB pnjhi pK i»o W"! 
law yryn iyo3iK IK &*&)& .utaMnw .n 
•-"a IKOI' 5K3B-E"*riyDa*K H iyp. jinaycr 
KIK PK .T1K83 Oa^ tfCH "iyi 1KB lirVBJKlx: 
-nyfi n ps D3'5BB 1 lynya oy PK ,^B 
jnyisiK p»i ix ynio .yts^Kya ».3*50TW»» 
yi3yBinDy3 n PB DiyaDyo H ,D-\v^r. 
nytaiK pK iya3«"D yiyuin lyayn DT» 
.IKntaya ypiro oy !P2sn i»o UK .Mi^ yor 
aitfiawi ya*D3nBMH JIK ya^iny RIK 3'» 
.PihV TD iy3»T IKT .nOKYlVE o c -
* * » 
yo^Kys 5K3»*C"3iPm*K H aSlS^ntMK 
rfow TO 
-ijrt !*r c=r> tun B*«TB»ffan n»J ^jea-'p 
(«pr» 1" l"« .iys:»a--ii i« |yp"ntJfl»W yoTt 
S ^ I B i j w n * i« S'*.II .s"2i« ijrr *>s iya"3iK 
••jft'tann cyr esjn « ty e^n ,=viiri \~nvt 
yam* p*p V»oi"p i?2$n i»b • .lyp'o-Hpyiie 
r;w TKT *i 3»B T « .n3«orJ o»3 en iyw« 
D? ,Tyo»3TH pc tD3i5BB «1 PK DP TK ,1H3^53 111; 
-3KP oyn ipe'ni>*3K jsov K x?*^r; 
JK D^D D3KD M DKM ,L>PK1D 
-pyEiaKD ya?yxa«K IPTK ,lKtt»WBKDC» 
-3K 3Mno iya"i »T TK
 rw&i " t .mmiw. 
.D3^B3 ip'M iKne |w opaie imv nwra 
iynyorosy oy MI y j MW t» ,jy3M?3 «i 
-3»K f\ TB ,ixiin iyaa"i3 DBII .ijnayBtray 
raBDBTa'.K DO I»3'M yoosys ^ K J B P ' T ; : 
jny"t ijnn'EixsiH 3'D3'IBMK pK r1"" 
n |ya«t3B DPI iyap« »n |yti2 , p » 3 ^ 
^JnB iy5yociya Btf ^KT p'p TBD jyo £»Ta 
!y5n3KP. pK jysM a^ T O .jyD^rj: 
fOV^V,-:.:.:..--'*': 
" iyp" i« i i D3JJD"1«3 D H « ^ i y i 2 
•Vfiaw MI ,?»»ac"a K D*R , v n o PIR^P 
.PR 5s3*,i?,,Jivt5rK nyiaiR nDiy«DW»no 
:IK enyss OKH inRoy3 nyn anayo'ii 
" ? * * ,DI?C civ jyoipya T D |tf>»»l ,IBD 
ynvuftti W i |KB»*K»OKODK iyi im»D 
i 3'IK : D3R*ioya v* \vz$n *WJJ .jysya DO 
D«D R lyawn' «i jynya DiyiicopyDiaRo 
•KTTrtMp o a ^ c n iyn no D^RPR* H D*D 
•?IK?P'*I « W I I M D t«J D"D iy tyn .^1 
iVTBTTWl DO 1R3 V ' 'V >Rt J p^R iy3KD 
*K? V5R pn — vw$ nyvam nyi TV3»K \VQ 
•/« m .62 PR 60 ,41 ,25 SKPttf — D$RP 
VK >KP«DK-1B lyD^Jny ]R 1R11 ,IRDDR3 pK 
•;w DOT p r o W ) DO IK: TJ; 5RT juDRnp pR 
"i iis — OHPP imuiu oyi — IJRDJ7 iyx 
a^Di? ruruR p.* yooxya ^ ^ " n y t W K 
yav n w jyaypiyaR o*na *5ya n IRH 
."i D'D ^KJ jy^jKniyo nit 
JIB yiuruu 
"IpOS'lt Ijn 
Dwn iy v^ 
warn D^yijKnya j»|on KI?K 
•iv D'0R3 jyapaya osn •» DRU 
•KE y w m w H tyn-y iv pn 
ny iv ^inyay? iwiya t'K oy .*RPRDR-,B 
Tjrm am Jwipp'onyDMi H IR .jyoiRii 
ynitaKn y?» iy» ,itto;M*iK3 tya"2a IPP 
aasnya ^n lyaun p-mto W C D oyi [ID 
•* -tn can iy .iy3y*i3iV3» 5BPSD«-IB oyi 
*Uf»«jiyBJ1K n in ,yjn*K n uoBoypya 
rO:8"iK3 H 1»P PR .1RD3R1R3 iyT |« t 5»t 
ti us* MtB ^JoJtoatK jyY3»3 1'K umys 
.038 pK lya^anyo PR ronnvi .VI 
TO* imiya >K3»,c,,,JiyD3,K n PK lyanyn 
•* o'ffD'irnn »il ,nyt5:ynpyD3Kp im W J 
i ;»-nY i»t iyD«?cya tatjn »i iyn
 riy3i"n 
•M5»H PR ,I«'Y'IRB ly^f-RD -iyi po jyn'V 
| ajn ,tmn» -D^yoB'yj in^R o«n coMnin 
[Tl iFD^ Rn wypy; 5>R;8C";nyDj<8 H ]yi 
aSW jyo Dtfii .jyopR nRD ^^Dn«»t:3«"iyD 
'' oijii oyiYRno ,iyo»3 vj'H I'R lanoysaw 
?DDBoypya \vwtt ya5y»« tasn 
• • • 
Tyj"tw K |yw 
WW pR nxno |yiiya D5RU 
""JlyDJ^K n »R ,DD,|Dli'y33,,R 
"W »n»D3RnR3 ^Rt $R:S'B' 
»M DORB Dyay ly iK OR! 3MR ,^K3R'B"-.a 
.Tinea 
* « * 
WteV po p'iopp R ^Rj 
-jyo y^H'R H pK U"Y |P3HU 
TOMnw .*n 0R»j;pDyn3 ya'? 
~>yo3*R h lyaya u^i'oya D»n 
oyi3R3 ;yot:Rya ^RSR'U*"; 
D3RSy3Pyi1R ]yV3R3 pK «i 
tyj"i " t »R .oiny^piy pK i3Rn nyn b*a 
-13KD H 1R0 T'R jyOMEf R Ml "V^D DU 
,i«5p iyiswa oyj"R jyip* p« onyiwDpyo 
y^BBtfDn* 0>3 PR >R3«:'B*"3iyt33'R >T IR 
•^ 3R i"r/ay^iv .1RD3R1R3 i n pu iv Tnya 
>K:R^»fjTyD:>K n i w nyj^P osn yvNta 
"RIB Dttt 1RD3R1R3 J'lRD lyD^ KH Ojypyj-BO 
-y3 IRl^ 'R'ORDDR H D«H |yi D.Y1KH .^ RpSO 
-3'R iyn iv »iyna jya^ni? p'« pR lyo^Rn 
pK lyo^Rnyj u ovn onnn ? 5R3«*B»'3iyD 
|in B"«JT -3R1R3 nyi jyayn yosRya n lyanRoiyi p*R 
3-o3»i -SRnya JR'J^R'DRDCK H o«n pnwi ? y o 
.B^3Hn?a iyn ,iyaRi iv RI ,*O5J»3# i yp^ J«K pR jyo 
5R3«,c»3iyb3'R n iK ,DDiRiiya Dia o«n n 
? "jySnRvya^ DO iyp 
[yaan D-WO'DR ?R3»,K"*3Ty,j3,R n jy« 
•ya «i |yj»t .lyaaRioys uia ^RI H |yoi3y3 
•pyoi3RD >i 'ii Win : oi5a- jyiyn iv jyoip 
iy3?yn pR
 ft3DiRiiya DU lyaan Diynico 
opynvya " i jyaRn ,tav»R ]y3"i i>o yaR^ 
•iitj*nK ypDDKB K JI/311 w sjyna my»i D'o 
,IKT PR ^R3»'s-»anyo:'K yvaRa n jypRB 
jyaya jyofioyp • \vvM3 iy>yn f "t jyn 
«» IP^Pll .^ RPRURIB DPT PR |»'31' 1JH 
11R83 D3'«K*n n lyt)"D IV3yp 1K3 DO 
5R3S'P"3iyD3'R UV3R3 . '1 
110 
D38pyaaiR ;ya>»: ya^yn .TiRtfa D3ME»n njn 
-3«a I*R T I |Roi* lyn lie iyn"i n nyo»m 
nii <IBQ8P iy"T |ynn»D3» JIR lyoyaiyo lyv 
IRi ty^yii "i
 f$w$e»"3-ipD3,R yvaw *i JVJ 
*383 oyi *IRD iin»D*nyvo,i !PatfP *H 
,D3KS?"R'DRDDR y^R 1RD ,D1P'&31B ]VV 
-ona'R inyisR n pR T * I D DD'MI i in po 
•^RPRDRIS R 131R D'D |P3Rn y3,^11 ,\W0 
n jyviSDMR \ywp JRT |y5yn «t ,^R03R" 
iy i pR yD3RiR3 iyi3iR lyayii ysR-iD yv3Ra 
. 
, v«e i»3 
yooRya n IR JRI- (y^yii "i : |$ui» 
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xs Tt DW 9*s*"i lp;"i ,0"v npnp' is jpp 
OH JK'l 
•to OJM: r* roMvnn m 1W3 DO*.? IXTPI 
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cr ownya ;p2*n wfcm n 
,l»D"n 03**31* 0*0 Wno 
;»* oten o*n WW K t* 
T»rD0"3TK IPO*K;IIY3K OIK ,!PP"-»DD p*« 
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D'3 D r i I73*n " I m iS'V»«v;K31K IK JPQ 
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• W W IK Wm5BnW3») 1^3PC31K Dir-BJDSK 
-1,000 Dt3 WHO TV 1P3 
I« ^ mosinpDnK iP3"t »T p.c 
pn T»o»n3 npn ^pf-^piif m 
o*n **!>»om* ">in wpi npTpn 
I'S-yo rm op »* ,rK ;K':V 
jnys Hf^i' IPD^niY 
np3¥ Dsnpa DP 
i;p3 SPTK pry-: JPJPP oipaopo y-,yt 
rKPKOKIS aV£ W^MKBK I« 
:•« ,-)yo"3nK pnyi3iK jyciiv 
»1 .ipmp^pip iv D3"5> inyi 
t>npi3imnK' ^ponp'O R ;p3«n np3Ho pis4^ 
•»"!. IPapa w—ioD vansvoc ein-opj .JJK-
S y|ppa t»K P"TOD ir iP* (IK .0PDK3 P 
-KO n .Dl>3 IPBKTO )PDSV> D1X 1*3 (lS'TK? 
0l'3f<31'
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.c?"-^a v* nP"» pK PiKipJ WW cs" iPP'oenjn IT 
-•:KBK pTpo a^ p:yn IK ,iyD"ii "I,.TPBPIT 
D»3 osnyn D t ' j ^ r ais DPD»3 H HE I»'X 
ijn ,P(9-3KP3PDK^P un ipiMi T n o n»*n pn 
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31P3CPS 'T lP3'DPa ,D"3")K PK f'KO'BS^ 
li:i'KSy33"K IP3«*T VOCKP2 p l p ' n IK ,C"K 
"K3 pB IKC"K'DKDK ,K D'O K^C3K 'K Vl« 
;pno IP^PII c m v |PI»»31» ,o*Hp3 DHU ,CSD 
'pnpn:« DPT np3"K pit ,IPOKIIV IPO"3IK 
....?nDimPE D'3 DKT ?PT VH ,13 .IPB^ PH 
1K.D3"K 
~m IM»5o»»ann cjn -.KB 
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•"31»( 
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"lyp-Hjn w y o n w DVJ«* i y i 
-2»n« i»j»M njn ayinv ,oyo"p cmsK-o 
-sn rtf ,OD»n e»p ,opK*-iyi y?» tyaipya 
-:s^yn Iffo jyii »« .lyp'iwa o^i iy: jya 
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po»t ( ^ i'H oy -W2\t , O " P 3 W I D |SOP 
i n w "iyoy> B ivpit?j'n« po»B 
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naw DimitrDpyouKD n |V3Kn tyJnjKn'oo 
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DJUIR ojroD'ioJy tjnmiya DTyacys jnjnaiK 
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,loy» R?i pn i»p BO I'M K^pKDBne *iyi 
K lycvuK jyp jya DKM PK 5KPKDKIE Tin 
-ap'^S "TOT m BP31B ."KE2K "y3V'5> y"TD„ 
IMVP vl^syiyj 0*3 |ynom"n ya^yn ,yo 
ir:yp *«« ,B0m »M |jm my3iyn3K3BB y t 
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I iK23K Cm "ID 1W»I pR |P5'11 "I 33K* 'NK 
-ITB i p -D'DB3 ma»o I"* *PIK ty3m:iY2K 
I -:K |HOP Tya^anyiiya p*p 00 PK 5KPKO 
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"iy jy^Kt «i l5«aM1 IK .DtsiKiiya o« ]»3 
|HB 1yt^ >'3^K IVMISK oiy3oyo yny»r jy3^5 
"J DBH "iKDiin mcs ,y3BniK on? 8 
o^Nii ,Dyy3K» D'^ yD"3^K IK IT3 iy3"5a 
ti^Kii oy .jyiiya o>3 ^KPKUKIB |»p 33^ pw> 
iysy3y3 Q-*Tinipt3pyDi;Ko ys^nnyaiK y^ y»B 
•yc my/'i JIB ]y3"ioivD'nK o'msyay^ya B 
pSsov 6»n .Diysoyo yiyt3iK pa imy» ,iys 
iviyn pK .Ty»u3°iya. isov HKD I^K T » 
D?yi3Bny3 IKB'^K'DBDDK *I t3«n yaKiD 
.DPD"Dy3DMK oKji fDMnin .*n ni nyoy3 
jy3Bi3B jyayii t3>yn3Bnya ^n OBH oy jyii 
Diioy3 iyo*K n»3n*5M i y D$n ,iyt?"3iK 
D3»i^ iy D'3 an^ K t3«n jys .|y3KniK lysy: 
.ysKtniK DIP K jnK onysoyD lypu-MVpy^ B 
,5KD |jny^ pit :K ,jy3"V jy^yii DTiHpjn H 
p»p jysyaya D*J t3«n iiniPDpyBiiKo K iyn 
,nyo"3nR IK |yp»t?pyiw IKD yaKniK you 
.VK5B pn iyoipy3 P*TW nyo"3iK nm oijn 
oyii ny IK ,DD"H imiPDpyDUKo K jyii PR 
pmv nyD^aiK [yu3Riy33R cyn |yD"iKT 
"IK IK ntK ou *pt ny D^»R ,iyDny33,,-.K 
own rawm .vi ' « .(yp'PwpyiiK "iyo»3 
•Kl BD1Kiy3 1B3 0K3 K t3«H ,DPE3"OV30MK 
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prfKO) "lKC»,pi*,iyi,o» B „ " T jysya IK DO 
--:a :~K n« YiKip »i *u ,(33ivutfpo*iK 
.l»Dny»B D3VT D'Q Dip Dip |«V 
» » * 
•yfttti C*."I PD'ir in ,T1 i»n 
;'D'eypa^Di«UD38*iyD * l iyo 
.sr-ct" cnmiiropyEOBD n 
•J-K i n Ho vm«3 lVDipyipy 
TJ, B *n B^jroBiiM Ty D I P ^ y a B c w o 
UTumonR yi 5*11 DBII ,iyp>D^«B " iyu 
.DS'jpiyo P*5B Dtp i y DBH .-lyoas^B B po 
?»ii .imfcJO |«$« Dip ny own mv B po 
am , T O W i y i H*P "W ' '** .WVDBHV 
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 fD'na . n Diijtyaaw ^n j j 
?Rl5p n IB ,5K1D3«P HBDOBD Htf T1KH3 
""•K ;jny^Di?"3 DO ojm IBOT nyDBc 
•"3 cyn nKD niKVin O'TIK^O nyi po >"na 
• n iy»ya r o ' i n m .*n ^ip PK ? in« ' ny 
j TOna • iV33Boy33K D«n nyp^yn ,"WOnji 
SyjKB'^nypa'K n DO IIK .^BPIJOKIB cy i 
T D T W ,D3Kt VDMnV) .11 ,K^K jy" 
o'lcpy'iyo ipa^apa iyrM mihiroPBDo 
-'DD'ipy ix Dpyn D I ^ K - I B D i"p D O DKH 
in 
— RpnysK IIK onypiKii p*p IVD»OI» »i 
—DJKOl" iy:KP>iyDK H [IE yDD^KPHKT »i 
•y» D'na *5ya H D^D 33o>njyDyTyD K D I P 
:DD"H DKT JDyDD'D "PlK pyB»D„ % | M 
• y n no Di»7i H 3«nK iyayayi D'na ^ya »T 
nyi lya'ijfDy jyao I IK |*J5 o'lyo^aiK j n 
IV3»a *T ^BDK D'D yoio yoma K pK IKOl' 
iyT IKB lyoayaK * i Kt>K jva^ »» D'na ^ya 
"iyaK .Din oiyasyo pi jyDpy?Kp vt IKOV 
D«n
 (]KDDMJ! . IT po y*DKiK^o nyi a^iyn 
-D'ipy ly oayT oyp^KiKD pjp JKOV B IB 
-OKaiK nyiaiK p« DKnya fyaip T O ,\WQ 
1'^ yiB D>B''1V3 Dip nya^yn ,;KD K'JB'VKI 
H 'lyYDpytop IK Diynia'DpyDOKD n "a 
nyoJBP- jny:3iK iyaK iya^n , D I H Diyasyo 
MJD oiny» .02'iViy D O Dip ly in 'o "yivoBn 
K iKD Dayonaw IK D3"D IBOV K urn 
D*na ^ya H IK ,oy DD"n /BKC* H I K ^ P . 
PK .isov nyi im mypoKaiK n jyTyn 
?K .n^an ?ya K D*D oaranaK iK , ^ ^ P I M I 
-K-: H IK ,DD"n ,i«ov n jyaypiysK I*,D i y 
inatyn vt v» iyoa^DDiyD oiynicDpyEo 
.IB01» H IVDtalWDMK 
jy j^ I lyUD,>BP,13,D H ]1K .11 .y- .K H 
p»p D O |y3ypiy3K " i .Dyi jyjya V ^ V D K J 
.saoypnyjK \"p DO iya3K^nys I IK nun 5ya 
nyi "DDKB y o „ n P K ^ K I ^ K "^ >T D3ync Dy 
WDD'?Kpna*D iy*l PB IK31K "tttfy'K'CK 
oa^Bcn IVPW 10 -an po iy iK .aaiaynya 
j . j .K ivi O*D jyiaianyo t*K DKH niBija 
? IBOV .n 
-UH DTPBDB >BD ID K I31K D«H Jyo 
Iio D'D^KO n lyaya |ya*n T O DBH ,-IKD 
B D"»BD ly^B ''K oy ."DDKB "y'o,, iyn 
nyn po IK31B ly^yK'DK l y ^ tB ,DPKD 
I in ip oyi oa'DiyoyaiK DBH TiK«a D3*icn 
PK ]y01p3"1K iy^«T DiyV'DDMK IB ,TDKT 
ya^yi po jyaKi T H D PK V I j y c o iycnya 
"FJJ« Dip ^yaKff'OiyDi'K n 5"ii .nKOiyT 
w a . w o n PK AWtotm in«K |pt»3 n D » &**»* 1 * ^ n a w " • » "v :"*n " • 
• B i o n n K V » a n o S w r » " n p w * K n m , o y ",l3D>»P» ^ ^ P K D K I B i y i DIK .yaifoBc 
PK lOBi a i d ny B»r .D-ijniFDpyDOBD -1 i y i PD IWK iy!iy'K'DK i n tiB ,»n 
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Tpa*o-p»tfP n »3 » o r « IKD S»» -*» titv \r\*\m noB-nyc trtw ^wnom 
ova^p B pK rvrw r i a w t ca .ucaoyp -na P>B IB ,^ BT ya^aytnso KIW ,P*OPJ 
n BN-crw sp*o -*a ,rvp»ijn B njnw Afi iin«iiya iyo*«n oa«! 
nonfca lya^ayo-aip im Ho TOtfw yaw -y3 .P2tfn yo=aya .ft»M^»rwwm n 
2 2 "- !* ^ww ,_! ! p 2 ^ . W P p IHI pmmu «
 B3jn nB^D-Horva^K ;« t*.-
-PXTW T * » W lM»t "I .JP33'Ci'3 ;»'J ^ . ^ «, p^y,. ,]y1Vbjra ,W M )3tfyDB, K 
n pfi-im pn B#n* ^ 1 " 5 W 93*0*
 n y D i r ; r w i ,B „, !K i 0 a , , 5 j w iWW,1B,,K 
;*« ,TyPB2P-ipi»rD p* imy;jrin>iflijrr*w ^13PDr<.«D « 0 R n p j ,y a B n », ,ii>Qy: 
pc i*B«yp iy»t D-« T« ,tpj>'Viv;u 'oajn 
-B? pM PK ^UPBUKIB Dm i?:yj aansa'atyc 
1* n !*« I^nao'D jyDKc 0*3 IB ; nw»r 
oyairwnivjv PDIK'D DV: IB ; ptasBPa ]«•; 
-»n ipa»n//ix ipnyiaB nyi pWiwJto i*w 
-;"B taappya D»J ?B23"p -tyaa^ naK DP'I?D»I 
jycMCaw im« ,;pa:nyoy3iyD pa^p JPTVC 
-*L—:">PO3*K «i .^ BPBDWIB po'imtfnyD n 
tB ,02'^ apa oap*i to*D jyawn yooBya H-a 
-i*o i*3 D*3 }yo tayu pn«oya pa^ yiB D*s 
P *3TM »fi P W » m , i m opaya^
 Dy nVll . ,MSQ n y r y w ^ « f t / » » e-a 
">*EB D»pya tra D*n irav H IP" O"* K 
;-K n r B -*5fi %---••'•" Btiftip -v on 
.o-iyf-BD 
•n* yjyayny p* r - ro jof* «»np n , 
iy=«D it rnro Tjn* .Tynojmya tp;«i ijn 
•nyr J *«: ! DirnroppciaK^ »"i t^o nn* ii 
D»n OP3*®"Pw P^ yj'ttp i I1 ' jyipo !Pt) 
-qm-vftfi n .oya^Bo »w oaBiyaaija [yaipi 
^53'iViy jyawn D*n j [prays ^?tn pc IPD 
—B *iy*'t jye'iK *n iyj«t ya^pn ,\VV:VQ TB 
;yoa»nD0'w "t vw iy^ *T ,*n»pr» lyanpp 
PNMI9 ""P"1 iPv-Kiicnyc r* c^a^a PS^PIB 
»c PO?B ya*tip n .o^pa^oapcp IPT PB & 
c*n ,^ BT n u3B-iopa c"B"b^ HfiaiB ta*.-
-PBD "»P"t bta JB .inyio'nK nn»^ P mypp; 
iyn m .lxipt c-r.'cya opjnn «? IP3*n P«D 
^ O cnye^an* n ;p«ys lyo^K ;p:»t *yn
 n ^ # o n m v j^K-iayaa* ^ i » « w r s 
paaB:ya*T n Tya» j n r n c yooya jrtaoy
 D 3 r i C8n esnya e«n pj^ av y^;*C"'3*lyua•» 
os-B D'cno^a ^n prciy: W y^ii ,;pray:
 uwr, •• ^ fCyi jyayj aai^ yot- BI« tysnya -x 
0*3 w»:i» nn D»3 vi ]y5y« ~ m «t IKC .laycBi 
IBC ami >i MI T3 »iu( ,iin*Dy»yo3'B tnpo ' * - * . * A 
* .IPEsr O'a DP>SBoayD P*P « I . y [ r n ,n DEinaBa3K D«H 
-n'C n viH oijrp'OonK pD .Dpxyn 
W3& n TB ,iynyr is c-v n t»B DVK .npn 
D>a .ipnc B w taoyc inytac n»a"5a ^ 
yapayany yo^ K n »i'W i rn ipciitii ^ n 
p«1 pRT^ny 
•V iyi pe ta>'PV3Ba »1 lya opu .ipnn'B 
IPa**T ,>pa«c"*aipDa*B "im 
*ya D^PH Tpvasa npT IKD »t 
B O'O jpcap-a Df»B taoiKu 
-yn jptappf-epaaiB ,Dya"i 
,onyCB*pa jyawn ya^yn \yvjw o?« ,n«? 




r o nypiijii oaymN; D H " ^ njn 3S 
*3$M ronan yj"t iw»t oy ny« jynyr -oaBiyfi »i IR ,J»D»« jyuya PK .aauyuya 
BTK Dip immB iyc^i>K nyi pe *"no \v$W ajiayuya Tyiyn im tmn*D M'$D"IHH 
gnna cjn 
i n JIB 
/ 
i p
 fy^-yj lvv.yj PR DRI .o*votnye3iR 
a*: pwr D«n jyo tyoyii ,"*8nici \nr^„ 
•joe:"1* IKE Wanr »n pmrBW *BD3"R 
;0si^ tft> P3"» P* DosycP'owiR-aypo jy^ 
-JJ BDHTUO v» »¥n yaMm / c i m w , n 
cun 'LUPF3 ,p*noo PIR!>P oyi pit DSBS 
-» ^ 8 lyonyjjB iyD*onH n iiwnya 
•i iw ^»a»WM "iyn MI ?Rp«D«nB jinya 
SE"OD*31B3B ' i — »OD"»3'O in p« yovy> 
*•* ."you3L" iyD"3iK y**ie„ 
* * * 
•aim jyanMcya iv 
•nn .nDBTiyD 1'R foto 
TS'MI ."wnno iro 
nam iyan pn Dayco 
H -iyas .jyopRE »T 
;;v)itfy3 tyTyn- »3 lyasn •wimryasSa 
ii DIBM cyi B'D jyoisnyaorK *pt a«n 
wh omaya iyn«n »» jiJJP »B"*I*K R D*D 
DP t»»n "j .pynv jm»$Mit«a 8 a ' s DISH 
-I»ID iyuw fa jyoRs n [Sttwft D'nBynyD 
lpa«n "J .jyatfa my»r oaRpyaDMR tiR 
"m^D-yey nyn pa jysna cyn DyDC3iyD 
D"H MIR ,-pna "UMJIK a^ BmyaMR 3JU"D 
-up iP3"t ya^yii .jycaye ;R ,D"ia M?R PR 
^3"ii3'R yaR5 i n a*a D3Rpy3 jyuya D'3 
.IPDPBD H ooimwj D'3 jyaBn ysfiyn 11R 
tyawtfitrya n ponft lyaMnyaaR jya«n 
can pR .niro mm MI jy33no»if<iyD |IR 
•3non5TPD PR jyaawtfitfya ytyn lysRn 
n oaRiicyaaR lyaifn «) ?D38niR"iyc jya 
WR ODRiays pR i«»3i» nyi re p f^lMfcn 
or.i oy lya^ysi /i3wmy,pttnfrnH3 R PR 
.ly '^Dft^ Ya-R D-v y338^  8 iy^nyj 
•Rn Tpu^WR Dy'E-D'imn DRII CSRT 
,|Tfi MIR •|W3KY1PD„ DlMll OyT DDM12y3 jya 
,D3"xy3 "T jyaRn .Diy^iya*8;iR MIR pR 
•D38P W t3RD»01R jyiiyS IW ffJ*1) "1 t8 
•:"K nyna ,iyoTv» ysya'-R jn»»i iin^Ri 
"bl'B? Q3ypy3 D^3 iy,2Rn "t DRT ,iy33R3nyc 
IPD^ Rfl 5»! jyo 3MR .lin*D3ym31R 3'D1?3 
5p»v iyi;838 iv lyamutr DRM wvi&s y?8 
"IPE -(RD ,p'DP8S iyn3838 IPXWP3 iyn« 
"iR yaMia yiyn 3MR ,3313"D « lyaRTDMnR 
IjnRr.ya DM3yaDMR CR DRM #p¥||i*MP 
oJjjprpa ^Rt ,iycBR pK Di5a ?y»o MTR D*O 
^•D*DC3»*R (W«j y^ R .in8Dy3 1*R jyiyn 
nyD"2iR Tyoma lyn JIB ny»5a i"R \VW IR 
i?iRDya nyn iyp ,-inKsya pR T'R-33i3yMya 
oan nnRT .nyiy'f>a yiyi38 ix inyaiys'R 
Dayi »B»5KIBD R ownya r3yiyD3Rp nyi 
yp?»Rya jyaya ajUTRH R DM3 invswD'nK 
-vyiya p'p osnya o'a DBH ny nan
 (oni? 
-yn pR .imn'Divamn 3313**0 pn DDRO y3*> 
•5«p R lynya ray-iycaBP nyn t»H J3M iyt 
ccBL-iysiyp y^0nBiiD;K-^f) anayor 
pR lyonwj pu MI »M5 D^riaRnya DB.T pR 
.DTDPH Cn»R |y3R.*l D3'^ D pM 
DTOB a^ jyaijn "iyaa"n3R 'oye-DMnin 
jyDii3"R *IRD yooRya ^yjRf'aiyDa'R *T 
-31R PR lyDD'anRSR »1 -raynyD3BP jyiyn 
D^8i*iyo jyasn TpailB* ys^DiRiiDaBnyc 
.
-no8?rtyc immnw0 D?>R v3inyc3Rp Dpi 
• D 3 f i y D »i jyo^ RM DRM iy3R 
•y3 n |yn ,D3Rtya iym*o y a O o T R v i 
»T (yo^ RM ?y:RC"'nyD3>R ijn po yo^R 
W IRHDya O'JfHJ PR (WIS DTR?y3 ^Rt 
jyc ? V R D W i^ D iR*yR»»383"iR »i lyovnyc, 
iy i JIB Tjnn'D yoMiDiyD n pR »M D^RM 
•ya tynya aaoynys iyD"3nR iy;8pny;R 
-;'Dy^a83 pR t)"pjMtf'»"5j J^R DanMf 
nypnRDD*n nyt"R"DiRB3iR ^y^ ! D"P 
D»II ,IVDPMD y&R lyenRDamn M3ya oyn DRM 
^y3R'^ "3-iyo3'R H >R .D^c otv jyoip iyaM 
i'R oy .DD8n3yoMiy3 D^yiasnya DRH ]B»31' 
nin iR ; iy?n38n iv MTR D3*?D ^^,R wwvi 
-pi DRH tyirvD lycanR PD r3yiyo3»P 
cy'i^DMmn *R ,im oa'So ya*5*'n pM IBAD 
.oainaiR DRnya lya^n nya3"n;R 
\'M r c m i n ,"n :Dn»nanBC R IRIRE 
11 IVDim D'O TO 3Rt„ 
^yn T H pw T I DD'ian 
D^ a jy3*M ya^y» n ."Dt^ a n *nm iysRt T T 
-"nayay^yaaR jnya3,R*yiyT3iR u^o D38pya 
-MI »M 3MR — ns^Rp iya'ov'R cyi \f» jya 
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11 *. 19U ,-innaj>» 
• * o n n o n "*rwoo m v* nm JITCUW:W 
^8P*^ pe ofn n DM> tfroRtPp ap-i ? » 
D"TtBF iKB'pnD'TWn 01V 31VP2 p * 
>*w^ D*up«oorn PK DD»II 1 )p«nrar 
- w t o n rw ,35 ?«P»^ DTyoina *i PK ,25 
i n e n p v f t r o j i p iv 35 *BPB5 TIB aJitf 
, i m r r oc»n H pK ipo"3i*t joJpw .OTPC 
> W 0 i« -tfnraamn osyrnrm o p t w n n 
^«t>ip!3 p-i pB'»wp*»tt nvrro t»* 35 
-ttt n p r v w K f>Bt 25 5«wf? t» ,suna 
"^jp o-uramB n " 2 i i T f c r a ^ r : " * pa 
"Oi!v p»P iv D^sPifVn |p3"t *»inpi .;v 
fc .»DlWtt B»J 
**!» "an -we , W R ? K B ojPTtjni D»nt 
^KE51»3 .-ID )K ,DPDD i^y3 .yO'DRp *JO 
DO"it PR Dim "ttn pe lypnyjyo -«n A*B 
V p* ,1KP"K*DKD0» ounieWPBUBa 
0 » " T . t r av *i a n a r p o t f a r a n ,DO35PJ 
i jn pe IRCJPIUBP Q"3 nw»»i«« 
nuv. Daro-wu o>i"* n PD w n s x PR 
,28 ?BPB* .WDJrCKIi .SyoK'D pD DTP? 
"3'R W m i p n t8 ,OVD3n3«3P3 tnjj'.l 
ipsma IP^I I pK impos? ivoo^Knoor. 
I«T n ivawivTM'R ipoijtepa .^BPB> oy^ 
.P"1 "IVOjnPBD pR np33PTKl Daymne IV 
*i iic .opna i m n a pD DDPDSIB B 
P»K3 ,U fee**) TJOWWHtfp 1^>»0«12 
Df>« 'PDIIBSIIBB i m n a pa aatfnirov ' i 
QBn *PDH«MIBB >"ii ,5BPB* lie npcmpyc 
-iK - in jpsp: p«Boyp 1P3'^3"D B o*WDpa 
•D '^ii «1 iv i»3P3Pn»a'K oiyii .IB'VBI'JB^ 
"lpD3lR PPB'BDMI pK JPilBP IPD3P-PUnB 
.«mm iv bait 
B PR J'UD ?'K 01PBDB3 03PV1PTB 
nan iB'Ji' DIB5"0 IVOTPIBMI H ts ,nyn3 
-j'K ;DV*B VI s o n n .IVQIM W l lpmays 
J»»J>* 5m*ODn3'H D"lB*»0 $K31pB'"3TlK3 
•ajna P^B IPVI<3B3"IR iv ipi oonynyo fw 
;KS-:PII:BP nyi .iy$ D-\y=iD)BP ^yj^c-j^oJ ' i i oy MI *HB . ^ n o iyro«^;|tfj oyrc 
^ P B S B ^ B -an t'Bc PK or> JWtflwa e*n lea*? iKPPHDnurn B lpnyoiwjy hD-yn 
p« 0D"ii iRD iruni ;yoi;pu* ami 9&*Q >,K iy^^Bi'JBJiB ruyvoo**?* *l IP«"«V 
n DPII , o » a m DIPBSB] Djjn»wni DJJB^IPD ,^KD IPWH 
•*.R ^P3"^ cpayj ^W* "W31** Mi5p»r B 1KB DB11 ,!PD»11 IV 
-jut n«* m n W i "in 
.^p3"> >BP«or>B cm lyvorTPt: 
-»niP3 D j^njRmPD V^TTTJ V* T*R DP 
.jrai* TB3«OP***P "an pR on^v ^y^ i n 
r o n v m -un ap^iv IPJBDPCJP V* QXK 
a"n3y3yf"y;3R nyv3w nyrpn lyapn .PSRIE 
-CM1R T1RK3 1V01PPTPP *R*iP3PCn "1 DBn 
M D^ RPR^  H IV 0PTWiyi3R;RE PR |y3P3PJ 
tin D?«na3P wpi ^ n n y ^ n p rariWW 
' i pR'!PD3np3 PO'OBP .l^'is ,iPOjpt:iPB-i 
njn ipayr. e»ri T « 8 3 *T DB^I tB'vif'Bijn 
.Woi;y33tf ^Ri 
i tB ,lPD3np- 1V 1P2»R ('1^3 D3»>3 Dy 
ayn.ysKic *T IP*,I ,iP&"ip3 opu ^y:BE*"3*iv^ 
•. -1>»D3iRP ivaipyrpy I'IRD ipoipn^c 
-Tjyvipii IB ,ipyfiD3p iv jyoB^pya 
iPTp'TBIV r;B3 t'R ^P3BP»3iy03^R TJMilR 
D3it pR
 l|HK»p»"iDnwn ipa^vR nn^ R t3'9 
trojyna jpa^pii HJPSTR ipn^RibJBP"' iv O'J 
npo"3iR H rw .noDvo'H i p ^ J p nm nc 
ITS pn'Ooy^BiB "Wi ,*un">P i ^ n o *'2 
IVD^Pll UP3TK pB iinyB Din jy3P3 priBOP 
jm !P33miV3>nR IB'31* 5y3BB*"3nPD3'B 
,33u"ti Tin jyj"! T*D .ynBO^tfo "Xf\y» 
IPts^pi oin»B i»»3v "ipniB namnjm tB 
DJB^l' Inin3» O'D PBBDPP IRCPHD>T1P?-! 
«1W t« ,VQ |P33»H ^Jfl
 fn*»Tt3 D3P!3TK3 I*.E 
'iK-ipsyrn o'pe UOTWII n IPD»\TM' 013 PR D? jnys^R ]p3»r n»no p'R pR D3B'jv 
PP3V p'R pH 5B1 DP 1PDP3 5yc TBUBP DPI tfBIYiyo J*R ,1iniPnnt3 -PPO 
I'R DP tB ppDjntnpE lFO»'3TB pB T3P1 
jtfj DP'BBP iPP'riVD'IR iin«VP3 (PDM?PP3 
yo*3*rT3PnpPJip "On tie unnpJpTp i in 
pB 33n,np^tnp P^P'VBB IB B^O pWBm 
n r rr TIKB3 -if< 
tpT IP3P11 DpD3np3 p » i TPDPIppD 
TB .12 5BPB> pB "IR^ BDD nynll3 pB P3B P^ 
D^Rltfa 0*3 TpB03int3 p>? DB.T 10 5RPK"' 
imsm oyn npBD3r»D "an DRT — iPcnp33B 
3*n tnpt PM 17 PK 9 ,1 D?BPB? n PD rcjn 
.ivno IX 
PBWW5 ,«|B:MWt?8:D "anna .yO'OBP B 
-ar7riB^"D on "? n iic ,Kon«an8o PR 
•5 i \ *PB* "W"t ?B? jyo ]y33B?TyB ,38 ?BP 
»1 -aJ3'K ?B"lD3BP IjnB; IHC'PHDniU'n m 
ji*3iH OB" D I B ? " 0 0n«5 TITOR ?ys?yBD 
:FD«JW»3 .nBOD DJVso-isavn n PK lira 
{in 9 ?8P8? po nvwDsBP B lynmyo is 
T n y iyn unyotwviyD iv DI« ,38 ?BPB^ 
-8t> po &$W2 DJH DM? ,y:mD iKc-pnon 
.DyXK7JJBK |1« jyOfi-nCMX 
•ma oyi pe l y o ^ c D pD U B V I W i y i 
i r » nyaBbpiR?? n po p*KnyD-DD?'n tu 
;yayjy:nya*8 o i yn ,67 ?BPB? ,HT?KD p« 
z .snyasymn BjyinriB VSt 
-um*D DPBO nyina PB DDyoBn* "Wi, 
im m 36 ?BPR? !B'3V DipoyiB n po IRE 
IB i"t ix ]ytB?yaiv o*3 on*R DB^ ?SPB? 
-yj t»B iy ?"i i ,*iBBnyT nyatayo ivmpytpv 
•«f> nyi .jytMiyspniY onyu .IBOIHD B pm 
13P33B D*"W D,%X VD'HM 8 D'O DRH ?8D 
•"?IBD o*iB DD*?©* DBM
 fiBMn?»»jn B jys 
•Bv^jnyoj'B n p8 ,M»oipy»py iyn pn yo 
.|Wf*D o>3 DJH PR T> jyp ?y3 
-ya oyn lyaya ov?yBB lynBP Syroyo 
-nppniY D'3 jyp IP IB ^8 ?8PB? PB D1?L" 
iy 5»n\ ,iyasye nyo?8 O5B yosjn yj«i jy; 
"1KB B ironi iv DIH lyvsrun usnya DBJI 
.^ 8PB? ow innayoBPin IY iynB?:?y3 -IK'S 
•MP33B lyVM trum Sat ipnsp i m n a t« 
a*nw**n W"5P BtB "IRD nyaoyo D^B jyo 
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-»T Dip — rPtPJ PB"P1V3K1D DS1 — 
-*D'K ipn -inpn3K t>K — Dinp^pny IKDTII 
PU IPD^KH IP PD .D3PD1PKT K BS^D 1PV 
"Ml D'3 IP^Ml DD11KP JWMMXiKID H JStlV 
•pa ipiipa PK IPB IK .nsyo nyn PB jyo 
#PK mv nyi:iK . IPJ«D IV I P 3 3 I K I I V 
,np3P3*DD"3nK !P3^P IV 1PMC PK DP IK 
.D03PBO3K IW*3P 1P3"D IP^Pll lP^KI P3?PM 
n PPM1 •tfD'Jp^J |P3'M "1"1D "iyi31K pK 
-PPD13KD K a n ^ J K n k "iyt3"3n« yoDt3'3P3 
B1KI (PDU K !PTY»13KD 5M1 DK1V 1jnit?0 
"IPD»31R ^«3 I31K IV IP13PM V» "D .IPBKp 
| "P ^P IP? .D'3 1P11 ,D3PBn3K IK IP3"D JlK 
P'H Wflb iPBtpi V B ,tpn>vn3KE [yBKp 
"KB D1P3QPB pnPI31K : D^PJHMW PDM13 
M -TlpepC 1K'3P-D'3 pK |yB"3nK B>3 \V> 
,B3P0n3K {K JP3"D DIhl -ftniCDPPDWKB 
_3K 33Hya |Pipn IP^Kt TD- IK .1D1K3 1K3 
B>'5 IK'3P »T IK , IM DnyBBnpD DP .JPD^n 
"I Dnpoe* D»rpp5D PK 5»MI .pDnyn Ipl"5 
-D 3^ pK !PB"31K,.|Pnp3 IV p'OJ IP ! 1«D 
«.l TB 1PT1B 5KD KIK l^ K IIK .IPBPB' 1«^P 
'PPB13KD »T IP11 ,W*3V 1P1 PD [PD^CDMK 
"31K1P3M "^IP TB IK ,1M 1PDM11PT DIjniPD 
-JIB';|8'3P*B,3 pK IPD"3-1K IV D1P3BPD VIPI 
W) 1PDKD ,iP3m*3 1P3'M JPI^IB n 1K11 .IPB 
-IP" pK .D1P3BPD P1PI31K «P1R DIK'PK^ K 
PK .3^ D 3^3*.K 1KD B3PD'13K DPT itnnp^P 
•13KD H 1KB DniKP H »5K/1 P*VB P3^PIK 
.P"TDD K IP^ H^B IPIID I'D PK ,Dip-HPB»PB 
1K*31» K 1MB "iPMtf inPI 1»K THP3K1B pK 
iprMMV3mB •^p^ IPM .P»»IBO K 1P3M1P3 IV 
• 
— . . - . — • • - • • -
• > 
17 1914 . T W n f f p D 
' 
• jriRiiya 05c:v2 TK "iPw-.Ra H «1MR T* 
onpn ORII ymiE R PR oy .iy3ipn ijnp\pa 
pK ip:ipi -iyc"2iK i m y "3 oaMiaw OCR 
P3"»,«|MR J31P1M1 * IP3RC IX C1K .T'lpJKIE 
-:y*'-i»tffcK yip»? IMffUJM't* IIK ijnyniY 
-up Djn„ D*s jnin p i lyanjy iy no ,IPD 
,o*3 nm . -nnipmo H "i»w SBORP IW»* 
N:«P ,yoopa 1 tni 1K3KT j n m i"t oawo 
^ R mjnyj iy3Rn ny3iyi P?R -ts': 33ipi% 
popjnn IKD 3'i3yT?yBK ,J«D jyztfyi nyn 
opim D&p i n y r .IRMCPR jny;R'Yi>Riun 
sn»u*Sr^m jwiyr jye^Knosy IPSRH 
mpt ipoipyrwa T O PR JKO TBI .IBTRID 
ojypy: t>*a v* V* SRTI p>m K pit ,D;KPP3 
.oiyryu DpyJjtgi a$n V* "W iPSRoin 
Tjnra pa jyp:jn i»'TO»R VR 3«n V*B? 
;*K tnysoms PE-^P^KD'R pipT3iR pR ,'DTIP 
on ;R ,iy;»DmyD a p v« PR »P"«P TO 
-onyewriRa H DMIR ;PIMY:KIB *i ;prn\ 
-sTO yr"j>*BK5 P2 33,Jjnt,iK-f,n,D^3 yr*o 
iy3« yoDia pa 1^30 R tyiipa ?»R DRI . W 
*Mm Abfcram pR IBIKIB B3*I3PPR;P ,B3-iBr 
DIRT R PR DRI .wavnyo «l iyDKcnyn B3 
Cjn j?lR yi \JJ2VP "I pR ,"! IKE "DTO'VBr,. 
T R T W R yr»on ytyrnR IKD -inyaya c a 
, .iBP3iK«B3 *n tPTmc-5n*By3 own DW"i ;BQ 
IP^RB^n'tys iy"i IRE inyi ^1 ]yoRB »*t 
-wjn*n t»r*on iy*n TRB pit ojpomyBOjra 
POMW R DP osntfi .KP'IBOK PR , n xa»5 
iytKpowamoro jro"n MMRI n r a ,o"x 
po OPTRTB jps:*} K ^»3 .D%TPP33R JPIPH 
-3p*c*3 «r jpiyn ,oin'3HP'iyoR 3«n3inmi 
- y i iy*i3y3 *.v nn» .;*i3yf"^ 0*3 nys* ,t«m 
v v a m o pn .rnyv.ip^D y3,oc,,3 yiyn o^t; 
.p*o»»n D«^m3K5 »3"D VI Ur>n»B Tya» 
K »H jyj"? oyTjn y i y t pa ^yosnyv ;*•; 
.jpima nitfV pc iytrtnny;ip 
^ -njn ix nonyn T^ K DWI ,yijn y3-x3"K n 
,1*trtirur « pa irupvs iyD^iB3 I*K ,IP;WC 
iTinspyt p>o DVBID 013 w i Dtpi ^y^^y1l 
•« T « K n ,Mp»onB e n D3*i5y3 e*n pK 
,cyo3jnin3 IIK TMUQ *1
 f^ tiD3HP m»»WO 
T1V1 DOVBOn iPOa^^P 110 cyDD'D H pH 
-inm&B t33ppy3 oo lyas own iy ,DP*IM?P 
lywMt. .i«r»io'3T« ffJBii OPSIB can iv: 
fovtifyrp !3iH can irrnrow* nynoTjr.'-
-"XiKE ^y^ po Dint3nya>« cjn |y«m -iv-« 
'CRnjro iyn pa ^y:"R opu ; iyt3B»3y tsn 
iin'PKCK f» croysitfys n pnnjo'iK art ' 
PD avwni x PK .ny33y3 yr^mnynD y:»r 
-3K1E P33V yaro K opnyeya T H 3«" ^ V 
-DM* D«n oy .WDRP tyi^ii K pnn»a jyi'is 
IsnynjK cjn ny3"K «t |PBM3 DK m ,iny?j 
m xMfin 1*0 ow iyo .iv^nw n K^B 
y c o n po Y*"*P3RTD PR B3in^3 jy3"i ••; 
-iyc jvwvt i"P o'j.iinjn " i l pR ,]m*K 
IP-:ipp3 po"i PR tr*TR iy3R " i iynyor 
-RC pR ")in,,:tM iya^i "t ,nie»opy> »T liny.1: 
-"DiRB rw"t Jyos^r - i JIR ,IVDD*7K*I 
">*PV iPB"PiY3RnB ayT VIR ivo"pro»nar 
ci^p? "an MI pyiysDMR o«n P?«II K .•«« 
;*K ipiny3 IPT .jjnpna*iR o»3 ^soa^p op« 
lP3"t ya^yii n .jinRiiyj -lypnseoc ?R,:vi,)t 
D-^ PBK iP3RH PCIRCOKf'B IpT '^1K iVDPW 
,3313T)R :P3R0 IPT3R1B jRt VR IR .TO W 
opyBDp^ pR 0"P3^oyn yrMMYSKna n :•« 
•IpaSRWU cpi pR *i>o o«n yioynt ins 
1Y DIPIKEPSBMR "1 3R.T *^R Ml i]*3 Mm 
.ip?'Dtr iinRiwa T5R3 PR uirrw |po5wi 
-'R pR Diinp3 o«n ipyipn ipoDaya IVT 
""DC "JPCMMYSKID, OPT HMR 1P3R ,r'1 
JP03P0»?B0Rp 0'3 0M?p3 ^O OR.T np ."IpJ 
inr) pns pa ip^yoa* y3'3"R OI 'CY oyn PK 
pmQW PR paajm ,IRP3PM3RP 1P3PM1 C**: 
PK twsio^Y yctMYiR-io H pR e p m p 
IP331^3RmpD n IR ,0»D*an D3H3PP3 08-
•3R 1P3KH DP 1P3>P» PR ,|Re-jyil3RP R lie 
•P& Tjn Ml nP3PD P3^P!R IP013P3 9*Kn 
"1M1 PD13 R TP2RH 1PT10 H3P3R |1D npi'^D 
osn "»y J3i3piip3 "iyo'»3nR npi HMR UIP 
]V3?RD jy^Ri »'i ,yo5poRnpD n 1Y OTJPSR 
-ycR pR o"^oi3R^ jnjr»» pa Jy^BP-'s 25" 
"5n cm HMR iPiM'iRjiR ipj IP^RI PR Rpn 
,l»nt»y»MR np 0*1 oxy5 w nR3 .O-I« pc 
jpii ^KD lya^isp ^ T IPOIP eyn oy 1^31* 
ipi o*o lyjyayn l»i oyn DRnRoy^RiB ~v~ 
*«aiR n no .HHRP'TIRS n VIR PMKICPU 
p« ipnM>3R3"iR ?»injn ^n yoR^p iyc 
IP3'1P 1Y V$l¥3 >*R DRM r'R IP3>1p iP""-
DWR»M* 1111 ,CPOD*D iy3,DY,R^B51 lyo"* 
.JR'YPR yopyvi "* 
:y3payi pc SRO ipi„ • ymnc yaMRi n 
t nypiyv, sayD-ma D * V ^ njn 16 
I 
^ 33i;PiiW nytyn IKD *K3a'D IVT 
15 ,1909 SiB.mwr ,tyi«uy3 tyayaya rtfnro^ 
c"3nKVJ jy3«n ysi»yii ,ii#i*'D yci 'K »*I 
i'E y5yD°il K ."PHD Djm pK OO'Ml "tin I'K 
c"p3'?ayD H jymwa tvavn ^y?-p'o y iy i 
-•\m pK P"-IDO Sniyarn K jyoncnK pD 
pD p»"U30 iyn iyny: I»H oy .-yoKO n w 
sun -UDftm ,25 5KPK5 pa lyanya ,1909 
ID nuyp ywpcwovB n taa'ttpuya T ^ W 
-*K "? Dvn PK *iKHtsp?it9p ya*B a^3>»$a n 
tt pmpmB IViiy*3 [KT PK oy IK ,Da"Viy2 
m r a >myaym K "IKB aai3yuy3 K |jnn»u 
n»o W T R y5»D"n oyay* .vno PIK^P pit 
* W f l Tin *IKO onmp jyaya jys <nm ^ 
D'j ,yyvK I» '3P T H D nyn PD aJiaySnMK 
lyayo ' t »>3 TIK 1K3 , T H D PIK^P I'K -i«a 
-Fpoayna jnyna* pK lyriKE n ,"iyT'3r 
-K ycDii IK" ,y»TDWD»n im»5p IVT PC 
-sy VH 3»n pn .oatoBycya ?$rum |yn 
-•11V ?KPKDK"1B ljn D"3"IK Dy Ml .oiny^p 
.IKOi* -iyi PK DiymcDpyDiaira n ivt-
-no PK PSK DKI IK £Tf onyoenyD oy 
:* — D»"3 ^yaKBc |ynya aai^sKnvc p'e 
-ya jyaw "i DRII omwiti ?»ti janKsayaK 
;M*n y3$yn ,-iya":i-sK yoaya^ytaa'K jyn 
-py* p'o PB DPJIS »ny* ttxymsM J'tw^ 
-.yp yBKap K DKnya "t. ]y2«n ^Ri *iwt) 
;VOMIV jyoipyaiKD PK wiyoK pi* KT DKH 
.Ty-p-a:? yopnyaiv n 
n |ya*inya-K T I jyawn nicopy? ojn K^a 
•:IODB o n tpiK ojnm --ojnm yn'tonmwj 
m m ytyn namnyu* .iya"ta^ "lycpiv 
,T3H>DMK pK p3 ^K W* .D^H'Bnm T * 3«H 
nyo n OKU oyivKno .TjnayJo'lK tUPMlV 
T^D^CD'IK twos iy;»DL"y3 vx .aai^Ki 
.l^ "?D J^K^ yjya"K po 
:vanyaD'nK D«n nyanm nyocny i m 
.iiDim yaKniK n .'nys"B K PK ?yoio K 
!Piiya TK ,tannyi»pny iKonyco nyn T O DKH 
-pp^  |«0 DKiayacm o«n ^y3^y^ nyn 5«m 
imn'B ^ U " 3 I K n lyrpKCK iv DIK IISTD 
-CHKB ^"K ayo Dy„ .yspKnc yo'iiya K po 
~nt$„ pp^vavz iy Dip ,KP^I$P inyi iyo 
»3»5jnyiW3 raKa K oy VH ynp3*nD PK 
•yii T.t?apy^ K iinyn lyo^Knya ay» oy .IKT 
j-CKaKiDDK '" .K-ayno ya-'taya^ K KIK jya 
jyu ,Pmv tynntf' D»o jya-uya eay^c jyp m 
PK 3'DDyo MIK iVliya D'3 K^3 I'K ?KD'BKP 
yoJKaya-tj! ya't«n n .DVK MI tanntaayvayp 
y i y i [yaa-ns^D jyay>B jycaya^y^'K 
N ny '^K ,D'yBKp n PK ta"v yiyy^ 
pnm im-mpon pK ,yynt3 ^y»y i^ 
yty'D'*NB riyoya PK own oyn 
,ty$un)"i?Mftj yiyas'V^KuyT nynK JK'VPK 
ytI"QD^Kt3'BKp y3'DV'K H iPYTBt: IV D'K 
-y» jyiyBSK ^ I K ^ t jy3y?D PK ,o&Kc$yiyj 
1^K3 yi*2 ,"iy3n«o„ p't tayn oy OKH jya 
MI ly&Ki yaJ'yiK ,ws«5Kiyn ly^ K^ VKD ijn 
.lyiaibc rwwft
 to^nKvya vwivn ,03»'3i* 
ftp*} K 1HD C'D3 '?y3 D'D [yBBOyp pK 
T?3">p iv lytnwao'iK "i 1KB iya«n ,*inyo 
JIB oy3"K osn iyo pm .laycnyaaiK JIK 
pK IK D'3 v t OO'^ t? iy DIIKII .oayicya "t 
IK I'3 T«- lOlVEiQWi ly D»n.,IK-31' pM-
DKT "..!|K'31» p'P D'3 «nKT pK D3yj'tyD3'K 
-3KIB n V3 D;yo'D3yD i m jyuya JKT I?K 
.T'D DD'K iy*i »i'iK iyD3V3y^ y yivon 
-ayo y?yB«n K [ynys IKT iy3K tya'M oy 
PK ,^nya \^p ounya o-a jy3»n ya^yn ,]ytr 
-yn ly^ K'VND iyT <I»IK jyoiKii Df'Kiiw D'3 
n PD yaK^  n unyoysnyB iv DIK I»'VI*J*U 
11D3 \V2tfn pH .T'lD iy"i pK nyD"21K 
-ya Tin jfuytsV pK ,i«'ai' K nKD DTD*3K 
lyc-Miv invD yc'DD'aK'ai' T'*ID H (yo^ Kn 
iyaan T O lyu .plkf W pK iy3l*DpiKf>p *T 
^Kiyaycn K "^ KD VVKDUK IK jy3'iny33K 
m DEnyiv iyDjyj»>yo3'K n mw 'JWW 
-K E^-oay n lysfe .nyomo IKD I3IK \vo5tn 
-3y^ y^yB"n yiyn DKu.yaiyay JIK o^nayo 
iycKpya T^iay own ,Da"vy3D'iiK DKn iyr 
iya^miya PK jyoDKD n iyt"uv oiDiKnioay 
-eypo n pK ya'D5'33"5a n pB 'noiv cyn 
K IK ,jimya PK DKD i^iyn tvi PK ,iyp'D 
MI ."is^vi^ KMjn y^nDDna»K« ya'DD'"i 
IKT aaiayiiya lyraiK DWH onyeoKa bsyinyiD 
PIK^P nyn pK ivisiiya oaKsya PK .lycnya 
JIB p'noo ?Kny3ytpn oyn T",i /loona'R 
5"ii ,35KBiy UKnya IKT jyasn T O .1910 
l y f o n cyn D3'3"KiyD T I PK iy3«n-T3 
-ivay ysrn'K D*D oi^Kin'K fynyavnt^Kiiin 
-pKiB lyjKpnycK pK raya^yos'K pK ya 
.532* lyc'D 
• 
.1914 .n H n a y e 
— *yB"iiv PR CPT iyw« pa v* im — 
oinin T"T DO — oiyBojyyj w » VR 3«n 
-lp«E yj«DD"3 W a r n IJT3Kn IV 03M"»3 
- P m injte pR iPiKpniKa n warn PTPII 
V*R Dim oy ly-i^ii ,D"3IR y*umr PR y~'2 
. t p n f t W * H)D»D R prtim iv pttPftM 
IW o#n t r y p a n i n no *">»» PR 
]ID nROpRim WT IRD o5WB'yriRC^i»o 
w iwanniw DRA nys^yii .(IBDRP "WCD 
CrTK 3«n TR .HHTyWK ]K VD 0*0 tJf3lp 
cjn D'tR («i p* inyi iv lysRiac^yc 
.3*3 iyeosy; 
(bifrfi saivyrmufi) 
PR yjyiy^ya imiyj iy:"i ,nyo»mR i n 
[yj*By3 IRM |yttfyi .jycoyo yttVOrfrn-vi 
-:y© yojjny^y; ys'feiy ,pi«> w p* ,R^ T -
DJH «i jy^Ro w . w a i R vi jyrMtv ;v-
tW5aH»5j»a'K,, ptKtaaauDKn po pm:"n 
I'3i»TH ."iyo"3"iR MI ny3'3 /nine £r-
oy lyn mvn «> SMR ,5yB»nv pR Pinor 
ntrum "I own DKH 1**31* R DM3y:pMR m 
.jyoR: oyi jy3*ni; •* 
™«n P3**py ipu roR3 |y3«n T O jyii — 
VO 1V mD P33V R DBH — D3"l 1n»K W Itf) 
ynyiam |ye*im — nipepy} ['SR: DSRIP; 
,*IR5I? lyr^iRoy^ iy»M PB oaRiny yo"* 
~m 1R iy3Rn iv ?sniyj v5»yo ^ R H oy ;-K 
.!8MJRI>;K: 
TK»JP 1 * jKBrn^TK UK ,,lW8riW,D3» 
.jy5p»eiR 12 ynyo im pB -iyo»r,v ijn 
. " w w i i e)yc-iR3 cw»5 
( J -;v. *TPO po 
... 
I'M 
(P* „«.».« " c r a r " ' i"io liiy'wBOin, /'cmppojn ^nccna'H. 1*3 pe lyowhpB "»rtj 
•ft 
,c«"5a urf>UH p» !7S(jan?e Jawnw pin^J 
,CCTTRP — ott-nup ?« iyj*M ORM j-nR«3 -yj "P6 iya«n ?yp'D^R jycvy? cyT pK 
• PR o»nv m«a lyoyicjyE y3>yn -SR yiropy^Rp ya^ytR jyjyn IR ; |y3vr 
-fcanvw ?HRV »»*>J R pc 0>yopy3;ycRtiv yopin^T ^nn tyoR^pyj jyiyn DRII oojya-
j o ^ y pc pR iR'av iyi pB TyoyTDiyD yc PR o»n3 »^ ya *1 yaJyii »a .jyvajnyc;^ 
PR y3R3B*iR Ty": .oyvR'ORODR nyoO"D -MIV mayo jny-'t IRB iyay^ DJR-JV V-C 
R t'R oy 'BO .Di'Mn j n y iy5n3Rny3 nt c« .TK ITO'TI R |jronw»"iH JHR , T I it" 
Ejn »ro»DiyD itRT tyo MI jyjyiT OVBDH *aa'a"TBa ipopyJip. tyo eon ypRD ca-
y»; omm v* o ^ n ^ i oy 'RO .wye^R jn*nt)ys j i n ^y2R .(IVDPJ^RP ^M |y;;-' 
DO^MT iya -.iy3jnn'Bi"R ;IR lyijisj'Tr; -a*p R iyo»5c nriR .DBVWH |y5oyD re 
-».p*TRB |yiw iysRTB yf-R tR *P*R ^anyupa iv Dwn»r( n oo'ocya npa^yn
 fopK-= 
o m v jn»»a m i«t oratip vwi TRD tyo DO PR ,D»TTV JTI"3 po D^naynyoew T 
•jy jny^r Dycs^EB-iyB |y3"T DjrianipjjR onjni DRII jnRnoyo y3»v;"« 1 
ipy DTIRK3 yiyn MI «R^ MTR jyeton .ijR^ay i'K 
.[jri'D IRC^R^'DJRP nravn jynDDnj'R ysJR'-' 
3 jyonyj ly^yii vo jjm 
>p jnini Dy Dim ,Tyi3ity3 noonrK lyoynys'n,, ; » » n "j»W"iiiVt05»p„ * 
pR ,iv D.ny; D - ' ^ R yriRT Vi 'i'R ' " IP»1"* «'o-Btf y='V*iyiie 0 iytn» lyw ."i" 






-lypiBii eayoixa on«> i j n 
r 
is 
n .a«'nKDp>KnB pD tao^a D»T ,»iBDBp-|yD -KOKTB nyn DI-IBII yaKniK n m, ,iy D3Bi 
-D*aW UB vwBa W\ DBH ta^pa'tasynya -v i y i trpo'oyaya PB .atomy IK PK 5RP 
DWO'TJR nyivtapytop i m Jim PR
 r # j -ajnya w t u w n a PK |y3M»v*K IVP iKB»n 
-IK H IV11 J»E53J?T WTKIC'nia (IK D'»P3'D 
'" \U_WV3'11 V'H 0*3 T1HB3 •lKE"OU,a 
,;v:iTi"R jyp IB'VBPJBSIB np"« po taws 
T'B D'3 »t \W) ,D3'l"iy3 T.TK D'*t JHT 
,(rcnv) "»unMrD»- T»TB o n p JKT ,-invo 
* | * y s » n K DPT BK B3KIIB* . t r w r n y ysSyn 
•w> lyiaiK ^JD^-DDSDKP PK yrviroDa^yt 
fova n t« ,Dnnp5pTy tarn D«n nywta 
"PDK^P I W M lviy^aD'D ya"t po yDKo 
.-iy»"31H yP'BD'^K'VKO ]1K yt3DlKliy3 
<IMK D3BW yny"K D I T D " W R 3'iR ,iy3K 
in*K »DIKT DRII .oytao'D IKC" * ID '3 IK oyn 
-Kp J3"1 T.TK 0D1RT DK11 ? lyDBoyp 1" ! 
1 / ufoMiow »t pR T.TK O D I K I DKII ? \vo 
n T.TK DDTK^ DKH ?0D"3*DEB0RP DJTI 
TO riy»K 3K 13*3 ? DPDHKT^KD-iyDK^P 
VK iv DD*JE* ! lya'iK my"K iv oaKS ! jyc 
JIB TJI5"D jny^K taaycy PK iypawiya i n 
-i« yamicno n DKII T*5K 3B"IB oaa^c 
ajn IKE T * ofwi !^"K j w a DiRcnta'a 
•-yo w p n a ~\r\ nt ,ts*'pa'03inya laiKt 
uio-moytoiB nyovpaKanR i y i ! n onyop 
HPIV ys"DD^KD*BRp i"P lirtfvi O'a i »u 
.t3"P3'D3yTy3 yB"t3D^B0*BKp P'P D'3 pR 
;y;"i oy m .DiyDaayya T B ann v n m 
ijoiK PK iyo^n3iny'cnyc-D3ai3»D an 
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u» ,\vw$p ayo oy ' i i ,y3TB!3 ,PR ,\vw*y 
,i»iB"nia'3i»< inyo ty>»« iy5»p'ito H ypBD 
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.1KB"HO»3IM ly jojni iy^'ii |yivt3Hinyoj»p 
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fDp»i»D BBS? y3'^p yiK^ay ti»iK yanyay 
-y3 D«a [yDBD^uyn I^P 5BS>3»P |y3 t f n ya^yii' 
^«T ,n'53n |»P IK D'3 |jnn»D PK ,D3BT3 
.lycnyaiynyoaiK »t jyaaiKuxya I B ^ I V n t»« 
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,o»n n y n po n*n3 >5y3 n . IB»"B*DBDK 
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-IB'3v iyn pc D3K13 n lyTDpyBDyT «J $"11 
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"W .pruyovew "*Tymx lyoaiR i ip 
T p iyo"3iR n t« ,\V0"y\ »t tyii ,OWDP 
tvo*wgpM « i IPP own JTDDBP V3-»i « no 
troniH ttf*Bi " i 3MK .p^o-oaysit f o>o 
.t^ Mf rODT>BT2JlK ]K «1BBBP pR tynyBP 
-yOCT?3 STB '1TB Jp3»n "I jyil ,Djpo«l1* 
D»: a i re jysyp «i TB ,yiRR« VIR* j y : j ^ 
njo n n » j « ^ i P 3 * » jyaiRii iv wmBos 
rtptip-tta oiya^aiR n ea ,aaB* was: 
- "am R n i r w w * i .pronyao'iR v r o n 
n vt ,DPRB cm i»t*T»a lyo**i i M I ijni 
11 lya'nyc Jin w j p jya^n lysD^BD'iBP 
to T w a i n »n\ .iya"D ,iyo"3iR n ,«t 
iwmoD yDDtP p v a*a own DKII iB«ai* B 
trna *>ya t i i * ,p"ioD B e*o D*n3 »fco %1 
•an ni cansip .ipaupa ,i*R3 IB .tyo'Mi 
w * n o D * i titfyii ,o-wy5piy PR P^ IBD 
Q*O — navn Y I R n i s i : lyoys ;ny: jyciRi 
or? B*na »f>y3 n lyo oypRioo P " I B D BIB 
1*13*5 t » tan*! o»a lyo^aiR «i (y» .3*$ 
l»3«n ,p<nDD pR OMIR imnR^RiRc [y;*n 
-mrya D*n»a **i DTBB pc -pohttrun n 
i ra i * £ *H w *"»* ODiRiiya praip » | .typ 
* i "3 o*n OB iJnuf ix * ~mc D»U ,Ty->rvc 
: • ,ooiRi\y3 pawn " i .oenynw iyp" ioo 
JWDMR iyoiBi ntfyn iya»3iB"PBi n ivit 
i n JCTTiWWW v» "» B^yii iy»in !IB 
JJCERM yOBpTBec n Y^aays^R Pfl Tpawi 
rr Yt IVIVPVB cna *5»a n »5jm Y I K 
yBERii ytyn pR .wavp iy*n jyaMiys 
1TO"3TR »1 flm ' ,iviyo*R y?8a «i BB^yn 
*^yaT*B p « ,iyp"ioo IV aijy) on jy j^ i 
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;y3*i a*na »5y3 * i lyn .yViuymoo yoMn; 
> n o o V TRO R11B 
B'7i«a " i lyo^Bii BD3Bt .lyaanyiBB B U D 
B B I a*iR inyi V E * 0 ,13 .pyc myi .lyayay: 
-31R PR ;iyil ,R» 3MR pR ,MIB Y^PIMl PB 








. iypi«n wyc-itu DH«^» i j n 
i < 0 
Jpa Itfm oye>n»H o'lyo^aiR IR 5vw\) 
-an raw ,»n iitf^i taie lytyn pR .jyByita 
TJPP |1R "HO pM IV C3B1 DKT IMKH ,3'0 
22 
VBRU yoopiBtatf PR vovy!> TJP M iyvi3V2 
pR llDlTHjyS'lp »1 1RB |»tf B1D'3<& 1JJ3 
• y i wr "DiiKRa i»ita„ »i PD rytya DRI 
,oi»ita yo'pya PD Dycn"ii n I U T J U 
v n o H .cjrao'OTMit? DRI wcnpn oy mfl 
:R ,lvayaRi tyiy>co3y iyaR |ya"t B J R W 
jyo'Dcya iv tWRD »i lyann ?R* pytyo DRI 
?JS&D&*S lis m u m Wfc 8 rs p 
.(taR^ay) .jyiiNjD B ^ B PD 
-•m/fi i> t'H -iy .BMWHVWI iyri*w nt iffttfl W ' > "Wi MB lyaeya « MR iyii«ao i<V») 
pN ipaim nyayaiH^na H .'mug 1*3"^ BJjruW13'** njn ;IB lyuna n JIB IJH»W .BD'^ H 
•"» n B'D 3J(j^ p3"R t«H jpam Dpi'-mo jyayii ^pa:".a»o yam .BDOKaiio't ijrajspya-^niln 
US"! IpMUMD JJ3"T .^ HIWH 1)Jp3«H 18»31'T'13 flH lyEO'^ H'SHD JP'OpMII p^ H lie 1JJJ31J 
tro iy»y^ iyi IH ,roi*B HTM JIH apmyttnN 7yp'c-H iptjjn iIN-Spat, 1 W ' " ."3 D»3 
.(.T?"I - .lyaanoiyB »r iyajmi>i 
oaiiViy lyta^Rii OJBPJP vm> |yn ,B»Dy*VK -ya D3yovy* PR jbftm IB'DIPDH H 
?tf oayi DRI jyonyapyiw "i "3 5R? iy= - ' v lo^ayta n PD yj"R pR ipijfiiyj airi'D 
OJRM »n |jn»»o ; D"ann iy«t jy^yDpiv oijn ,DP»»TDB PD ysRiB iyi iy3>R--,)yaai» 
Dfti 5yta>D K ^ya»o jyiyoya « OHnpi -ya lyoiofa p«n DjyoDa^yn 03Ri3y3DMiR 
,P»IDD i y i MVIPVU inyo 03Ri3?3 " i D5«H .lySytj/aR ^ i t n m lyo iya^y^ w\n ,P3«T ' 
tm o"inw D»'V lya^ynyn pK ^ r o5«w pR, -ipD-Tnin pR ^n jya^n vtfpw nya>ni? n •R>P pR nnv n pR ,iy^3'R ys TyiMB* n 
wpi 1*38 .iy3»niRiyD OP»IDD y3>yn jya 
ivcy^ D oyn »rn iff3:»iao»n« i$i S»« T R 
^D P^ BPKD p»**W3D l y i ly^'l lY iy't?1VD31R 
UK iyoD>3Bov T n o yfDPRiB ,yb5« n 
DTI pD "8»V3HB'D'Dl?-DP>-p«HUDw CJTl 
.inn |y^0D^RpH3'D oy»3 
tsayi lyp DMW ^Rt p*R iji iR3 t'R oy 
p » t : i'R ORT pR ,P"IBD oyi [ya'anyo 
tyw ^ Ri p'R i«a Ri PR oy jiR .3 b R B i y 
IIR P'HIDD R pD 3?RDiy oyi |iny3*nj»D lyp 
-y3n«D j ' D a n p M iv : T R DRI 
*n »'ts t»a*n lyBP^RPHi'D n . o y o ^ i 
,Wan>? >u .i.y3SD»nyB3"R &s BsyswiK iyt 
,D»3 v^ vnj^RBiy PR iy 'X ,P"1B0 R ts 
•DDiR»y3 oiyo"3iR n iyaR ny o^ypMioay 
•ma JID TjnniD y^« |ya"t w^"noy3 |«'o 
-HR* D«nya y?« |ya»n JIR ,D3R'3i» I » I D yo 
y^ R pR .DP'HOD PR 33nnRDiy y33R^"jyi 
3MR ,5yD"ttV pR PIROf " t jy3,'i iy3"R »n 
lys^e " t .lyo^aiR n nRD jyan^ DP»IBO 
-RT pR DP»-1DD ytSBR \ViSi a»D»OIW"H y^R' 
,[Ri ">Ra lyon lyo HIRT p'ntao B T« T B 
t3'D p3'?ayiD *'&iy^ R tJT3ne DRH |yo [yn 
pR oyiivnp Diyu^siR n iyt33*5E» iv iy^ 
.jyB^Rnya ta'a jy3Rn v.t 
*"o JV3»IRI >T jyo bttn jyt^ip ysaso PR 
."yn'ORinyD3RP„ B^R D^yo^oys jyaau 
p'OPUB TJH IVD 11B.T ijn (VJ"t "1 ,noR 
33R3DMK oyi /BPJH'JV T»10 Dy"3» D'llC 
•*DV*R cyi |'R 1*0 lynyt P'DPBO lyiyn pB 
-i»R) ,p5an pR 13ROCIV jyany^no ;ya 
PR DV3R^ D pR lyDBOyp 1RD "1 D3RO ,pn *1 PB P»1DD ByayiR i^yB DV/ pM) ,(13R^ 
PR oy IB ,iya^a " I .ByonRT?RD p»« " t p i l '« .(iyta*oiR taiRBoaBica ya'taisi 
"IR n ,RD»3 PR oyngprn \»p lyii ,iyoy3 -o^aop i"iD> y^ R tR ,BrBr»3'R ta^ aiRa 
"i : "naiDR„ v$m o»3 tyay> iy$«i iyo'*a DRI IRD iyo5«n PiBtar *«» V> I»^i 1^ 






1914 . - iHnayf l 
Tn lis HWT wnjrrw HK Trro *f 
.(omaaRp m oix osnya ry^PX'ER I T R no lyoiaoay) 
/ • 
-»3f 
-du'jv Tri no .TPoin wo) tjtnapiBD .B no 
• ]-K hi w a r n o*a ,*ioon:*K SRoyo 
^RB "Un 
D W D « « T D Jjf2fn cinxs-io iva* 
32\PK lyaauimys-p'neo pR VXBO^K 
TVD' 1 -DIPOS" DPIfT PR DP"TDD }1K ,m»Oe' 
10 pR J ^ T J OKnV3 |V^*1 IVT'JP 1»3 
JIB sanMJm it tyaRipya iP3*.-i pit mmac 
4 pR .Dym'Ml pR OaMC» 15 P3 10 
* ?»3mw3 lyr ' ac "DH«5 1 m*n c^ysr 
aanyaim B pit 3RO DD"3*IR lyanaioc* 9'/J 
•jw puyn o iyer M : B - .cyt?n*Mi pR 
.jyaaiaanya j?iKcr:»D jnpeys IKE DCSSPP 
p * .•|Wr»um*V0H. IMW aiivtrjrs IIK aatf 
-«B jnyiaiR lyaiKiipa v s jy3Rn anyn:? **n 
v o lyaijn JDIBOB* I"K*PK lajnnyn .lyaavun 
DI»OI? fi Jt»B ,TKDijrr P»HDD B im«riyB 
-ya aatfyoi? PP*IBS- « ipoiaya lM«n ye»By:s 
-»3TR *1 ttm ,DSMR1 pK .DTyp^ TDD \1 | « 
TE3"K *1 1HB P"1D0 PR DM1K tP3"t IPO 
•ftpw aanyayi i o«n j3«3nn a«o PB ar i 
->8nya3» ev.i IBSBP ijn .OTyoD'-a H ivc 
-K? is ix osR-cya own pR ,iyoBatp2 21 \vo 
i n pR TyO»31» TJH"3P y^ B pB # R P 
jyTynr » o*nya T O ]p3»n ^n*x p* 
pB R^B cm PR DTy0D"O H 0*3 1B5RP 
-^tt ,DT!RP IW»nO»3TR »1 .P-.RK11 Pa'SIBB 
-3»$r jp$9«1B -*-B2B cyT o5wv,yj ORSI yo 
*iyo np'B .jyaaiXM ito lyQ^Bfiyaaw DRH .ipo 
-yriKB jpa'M jyteyo ix MI "iyay5s y;my*p 
-ya jy:»n OTJ«50»,B *i nyss .Jimpwa jysya 
-nyfi y3*>-iyiE yf»B pR ,t3'arpy'ir3a»R lyn 
jyaip T O T*3 -iy^RByasnn i»3"i jy-ai^aBn 
OP'nooya PR .iptvwso^viH o*: iya'*3iR H 
«*w lyaasayar'R oiyoD"o n lya'-i ,ayo 10 
jRr»TD*3TR n o»n *an»n .oai^c^yoyc B 
jwnw g a t f m g g L *t o^*cya CHIRP 
».*» o^yeyopa ^^-,;y o»n p* .c'Tty yn"3 
janram oayxipB 10 faJL-v lie on«3 oy" 
jy»ya lyo^R j*"iw »T i'w ooiKiiys MI) 
yi?n»R'i?'on y?yD IRD ttfpen i*y OIRI B 
yooina H pa yoaRO ."iifOBoyP oo"n«Tc 
-"R pR aaiaynya iyo"3iR -un tip *i]iwt 
fi»*n TP" : IRE r " i w H o^Rsya j y w KBW-^  
snto p.R y*xRD*aR pa lyoayx iy"t nRfi PB 
B i'K f'nip n ,mnawm. p*p pit ,B"PJ*B 
n .D"H»IB oeny.n rMiE* lyn J-R jp^awy-! 
-R=yT PR r ' l i c i n IIB yoiBD wanyam 
jni'0«%^'K PR DnajnjJBri i m oweya 
oay^ 13B5 PE aanjnajn >T ;0D"H DJJI 
MI ,Rtte — .P^BO im iwn n pR DMRSIIT 
-yiiya |H»ai* r n o n DMK OIRT onyt »«R 
-IR lyiaya^KB n n ¥ v n e v t r a v p« aaia 
-yBoayiyfi lya'ayii nyiK nnyo Km ^yp'u 
.(.im — .yaRns n IP-. 
ny i tfn ly^yn yajjna ^ya'Tiapsyays n . 
1908 ijnnir *1 I>« OTDRB |y3*(n .o^nyx 
PR irtflB' H VW 1W"T HI pR .1913 W 
yiyn .yxpRjn K ornpnya osn oy ysSyr 
•P3 n Diyoo^n n iya»3ya o*n yxpRjn 
•>iip3 ix t?'OBaRpy iyD*>3nK n cnayay^ 
.]BIR ty^Rona inpr K HMR jyp 
ly'TVX Tin omanaya v» P«n 1907 pR 
D W B ORII naK3TpB R ,"n3R3*iyB iyaT2„ 
-"3"IR n tyaya DTFOD"O "H I»B ycs»2jrp y^ B 
opnanaya PR T3R3iyB njn MI i'a M»K nyo 
linayiiaR jyoiaya V*5a *iy o*n ,|PT«UP: 
lPD5yn « DIR ,iy^o*c - T5RIU "VutfR 
PR .DP'nDO PB D"X 1PM pR DiyoC'D n 
•"•o DSMPI pM Jiioipo p-ijriaR pR pR v i ' 
•anyajn y5BP«5 ^ jpxyn ix tyv.ya VK 5% 
i r i .inyp^Too i jyaya "X*$RB H JIR ji. 
,«H» IP012 EPT TR ,jynya i'R DRoMiy-. 
-«»,p"noD 5R"iy3j/3 Ty'vrx ojn pR ,1912 
J«aW nyo"anR |p5RBy3 Gyn sy?ix fya 
THR' *i3'B yoxy^ H IRD e»n ya^yi DRT 
mi pK ,i3R^ lyxaRa PR jy^n'i oWJya r t 
---.--
#= r= — 
! 
; 
. l yp i tm BayoiHa 
n p o x 0 * I* W O'CRI n« PMTOD IUJ 
.nmo> 
-K: ' :83IK WDD'SRMTRD B PR 'DIRE 1*^ 2 
ip^pvinyo w 'DttaB nyiaiR DP PR .f lpi 
"WW pi* Dp»T»D T i n DPTtt'VRD DPT 
rrf'Bpna'o po X3'>KB H t'K DIJT ? DM: 
Ml D"11 MTB 1MB .QPfc'Vlp pB 0'3 1V2» 
•IK n T O jyonya .DP^TDD jjn»n»wiy v p 
I » W 4 I oyn [ID py»B typasnya DTJ;Q"3 
/ M IJpVllDMK 1VJVP " I 1W5V» T»*l ^PD'D 
?y j j i tp^iy J£H»YBD PR jtw>3V9PV vny 
-r.-yaatfya B tf'fiR 2MR .yjKTD B W PR 
5.1* imBB' 5»4 MIR DP31B D>3 DWD P"*1DD . 
-ijfD B Ml yoB^P "WD'OTM *iyn iiD DjnaKia 
,lP3M5a *S- ODBO Dy 5«M ,P»noo lyay-iB^ 
f*j3P"*iDD T i n MM 0"fpnD iv am i i n IB 
sajnajntfuaw iyo^Bii i w a i R n urn 
I'C-D^BB yD3'3"BiyD JIK yoVPJBanS 1MB 
•o;y cyn no 5"no naypio t»n att**iWMif 
PR aanyosBDMB .o^nayayaiya'R .ntRMin 
,OP»TDD IMR IB iviajm " i DRII IVP*> 
iirvoDUpy "inyo o*a D3"ji \*W lyo^Rp 
^KD'BBP iyt?Miv yoMDEoyeBiiV ^ t MIH 
.D"31K pR 
DTP** n jn 24 
•pfH |1B OTpi IjrsnW 1J1 '11 33^ '1*8 (* 
,p"wr|ypt|i putf P'» »*» ipay^ iffff'B 
iy enyatya .y iwra is is i|j3 1'T iy avm 
nyim IP MI cu"nf3 any? *iy px pnyana pit 
"Wugflju p'^B aany "up BMn 13 .*pi My*** 
"8 IB BT ijn ' ' " .P"itD 07:73:1*73. c*n oj'= 
•;:»ny3 is ,rrtiw 171 yt t«a ,*iMi"iyi ,3511 nyi 
=:ne ip i p» V'na yi$>yu * lyanaiit cyr -JKB 
rr's'^fB n run »<» Difii B3"n ?B"31K i " i pt 
ira««2iB *i ?rt?» TTH .WBlt'K PB Dpt>15S 
TcHn-M V17D iff:imi?3 v » ??«= !*=*" 
.(.Vi 
.m5t*r Dir jn« Dp'noo jyo jj«»3inoMn 
*PBD !B*3P "UK yauip n iyt?Miv D3»^  D» 
\tp\n ITBT IPD DBM .linauB lycyD B iyp»o 
DP31B yp'DPBIB pB IHy3nyi3B3BD 1*1 PB 
•iv y5s T O isrpnjBii DVB .B'vinB v* >n 
iWDi? ]»»D»3»»3jvTnD V&H n :jyDB» 
iP3«I M( » f t m 4 & D .DP'HDD y!«^DPBD 
.iyjBDI?iyD3"B D*3 ^ B^3»'P B'YJnB |»B 
* PR >D1BB TB3"^ Djyi3yByi3'« H 
,iy3i»MDDyi:iD .IB'YBPJBSIB »C»DO,5K»VBD 
npc"DD^BPn3»D B DMK os jm oy jyn 
-'DOBMinD;y D y^3DyD yin'B |ya>nVT»D 
nonSo J K P K Dy m ,D3Bt iyo .lyv'DP yc 
jyo [IK lyDD^BD'BBP T^3P3 nyD"31B IID' 
PB Djl .DDK PM ^M 3yo D«T -jyVDC (11B1 
B DBM ^ BT yDD3*iy *1 IB ,/lDR ^ MB ^y3B 
~^ y iv PR ]B.no iyp *iyo»anR n po nj 'no 
|p3/na ya^yn ,|ya3^i)«n pK «? tya'nDio 
.P^ 331R !'R " I 
w a n R n I B ,M1 pM D*: lyany TVP oy 
PR lyaDynp mn»R lyi jyi iciyD 5BI yos5p 
-yaiBD D ^ I M DBfi U»D ya^yn IBD .OP^IDD 
-nay ,10 po y5yu 9 PB .ya^yn pB ,Dyt>»n 
-y^a^yD B PK oy .yaR5iin»: B O»O i n iya 
«IMB Dvyn lyo |yii ,&W$V)VQ WW* WO 
-DsjiaycBn R lyonyaiVDMR nyo^DiR yonif 
PR .D'DD '5ya ya'Dayo jyaya p^ntao iyr»* 
Jn*D»a nyt^DBBD'o iyiaiR omb £BD oyn 
prj«S n -DDBTiyo 53B- nyiaiB OBM ,D«T 
myiaiR iv im^ysB ^y^3'P PR jyMnc HD 
"•Hi »^D oan ,*n jyv^OB' T O PR iirtn'oya 
T O iinyaay^yc ,DBT ivino n»ri |yn >» ,\vo 
-yi B"D»TpKB»n |ya"t *PD .omo* y i y i *IBJ 
DBII ,a5RDiy IR »IMB ivoBn " i iyo"n iv aia 
pc D^BII oy .lyaRn oft 5BO3"P \VIVP M ' I 
•ayi»? »*. T5rayo3iR inyiyaDMR nMBayaMR 
iyiwa D"IBP D^BM "IBT jm .jyvoi? iv D»3 y i 
viay iB lya^a DBM jyaRD iv ^Rt yooya n 
-
?D3J;E:B3 yayn^Ka ^ n nyn 
.jyaayiya "*c ijfOBt ys^yn ,DI?=?2 j3jn^?rpn ^nys yBpspwys B B»'H i^njn " i ' D 
ymo ,?a>B=«B am Dajf3»syao<iB 1M =<«n i?3^»i .ijnopo B ipapj ^*OB b*n ,^KPB^ « OB» 
np**3 i>« »"•« ,c»«p !%SB«»«r5na3'B p» ipoipya »i ipspp oyiyBjnpyo **PB^ .»"3n» 
.->7B5ip?o ^«p^ iypM "3 jjnrnn HI lytic 01720713 .$1.50 
• 
c^ipiry= »n » w « ,o»^u*nDc ttts oua iip 
. r * w Tin P B wrvjo^riK JPSJW PK " t 
tarfeya n»o iio*n TinarorsiK piy**t TPOJIK 
n t i ^ a r i t »»a vo ,*SB:?KP wn I»2WBMK 
.•VHSDM PK l y l w a m w 
-D^ JfiTUrC R iPIUH T»K 1312 Vllf' OKI 
;yaaTayny3 n?y |Mi . M r Mtf»oir a*Dyao'j 
"IB PK I P P , V » B w jimya a ' c u I'tfa J'x 
,1»14 . " iKmay i 
n»rio 28 ooipyj tap |IK D-vyaeya 700 
•P3K1D 
TH v * v s iy=tj.i OIKPK* lyiyn n n 
,J?3»n "I PB <13'B |1K .IPJ3UPHW 16 OTJl'D 
~V2 pooa'Dam H .DP"IDD B'D tajnamri v> 
raw r n w « i / ^ v * PK | W i t'K aaiayii 
iyivopy?Kp » IPD»^E» w vPiyiB Wiriv* 
-*n TO .D3KC"'K'D«DOK *nW ta'o D J W U B 
•M«r»3 i'K oaponaK i« fyeKtoya TIK tya 
-yn * D-wnfcn v o iy3*n hrva'H .cnyoe» njw |p»*Knva:B o«n D«n *iB2»P 8 3«3 ,*yt? 
n n i n r OJOT VK VVX PK .tn5 unya 
n "»KC wi"-i» pa *"PD K impiw mn»aw 
•Vi o*na K T'K a p .-iyD"3*iK-tapKVJ:ip 
s'a-ap D"3T* T>»n PK nynB Pa ?'*n ,wm 
. imww ordain 
TTO 14 I»3«n 1913 pB 33»SflnB pK 
DAY D^yotrya *pi v n a TVWK ps c-yct) 
PB ;*'XRT'3K3">K i in c o o:ye-D"o XSZVP 
lyawn *»o DW*I T W . im"3p TyoD»o »i 
-iy ran .mna jytaoyo T:IK D'O tatawa »t 
x DBKV PK ;"TK r*K ,1912 ,*IKI3K' ;yai? 
'feat v&v&ww n bv^uin D«» ,ntya 
-»3 iytyp o*tf .nyti"3iK pK iyoD"o ]W 
nyiK inyrs iA*tVK nyv-w H isnyti ryi 
-iK ys^yii .yjy* np*y. njn .D»'tpy3 nya^ an^ 
WJ .otsayonan i r a r npaaiK t3'3 Iyt3"3 
D^n»»y3 -.x Da'oajnys "i jya^t ryiys jytyn 
")*« twrnm lye-wn "T DKM D«< "im -KD 
.D^Kiiya ^yoD,,o iyn**3r H jysjpi .0"3^K 
•yn D*D 03«3y3 p't ii^ifi Dosys'TaK n t« 
iyampyj T O iy3Kn tiaosp iy?yn^K .nni#* 
13B^ 33y ]»K D3«*31' njn"3S7 "VI JIB W'DP 
.^npainD I>K |««;V iyi"3c - in nc |IK 
-siayiips Din'By3;w vn iy3«n 1911 pK 
PK y^^ '*3^ p nyayo y?8 .tnyoi? 18 PK jya 
PK ogiuynya ivoipys lyswn Diyoi? pjyn 
|M3tiM T31K T'K DiytM? 'MIX PK . ] ' ^ Ty"t 
.t3"3TK 3»D pB DyDD'D DVT lyD 8^niX3W 
1911 *in«' iyn t'K nyT'ap-iyoKT h IKE 
-&cvi I'K i 'Tx pK .*iy3'DD3,3 tt "inyt jyiiys 
.oyovfi 27 b'D DaynnaK JK jjnipwa \vs 
JIB aaninipj n jyayayasv) ivswn yaSyu 
ayo ys^ey pB P"-IDD K ^83 -0"31K-3«D 
[K jyo^B-yj Q*n3-'>y3 H tys^n ,f>ytK3 PK 
,5ss ivtieny DIX jK-av iy i ta*D oay^nas 
lyT-ap-iyoBT H 1KB T O tiuifn py3 pK 
-ys jyciipys \w typ'-ij n D5yot?ya*iy3'n 
t'K DK*T -iKf'PKn rV3**" ">W 1KB D^ H^ X 
*iyn PK aanynKB y»a K inK"»i DX'K 
EBiKnya T O fys^n Kiiyaycr pK . V I I P 
-nn v o .rp^ya taro o n an? D'3 PK iu*av •>*$ -im«'K ,a3«? msKii r^p p'noo K inn'B 
*m .lymiyap'TX istf-M: jytyn ny3* jys .Dayta'iaB a y a v lyoipys Jy28n 
p»P wftm *M m
 (oiyBD;yya '•: tysip *,m p« jyaip r»'iw w r w r n o ijn PR 
•ys jryt:iK :-3 jyc5»y o'a Daayo'-UK 5K>K^ pK .niao ya^anyiiyanyciK DTDKB 1911 
Bjn PK VIK -csnayya p-( jy^yii tyaaupu -y3 -iyiM3P lyayo n I*IK ipaip Miwavrt 
;IK .ijKTi-, jny»T pK nw^no oniya T*K -TMB 
1P3M r*w jaartn .^npam t»»P w 
•TK *T iy5ycnx3» iyr,ya a-o",: T»K oiycr 
-ipi Tpb^Tw *i PK D"x yxnip « i ' « tp»a 
jyc 147 tsn»5 
-mi PK .*iB2Kp iya'38irl2 inmip K latn'c 
IP3K" DPI" BTy»npa P"TDO l y i o*n nw 
pK . v v u t y r o t n ^ " n o i*a imiya TK PK 
nytaiK oivavvi "X'>8B n mm 'ynoaK!: 
oiyaoyo 15 .tsnta PK b n r IMK Diysoya 
orrn «i lie 03« .pmpiya DTODITIK ftn«i 
•y3 y a n y n y t -*e lyaKaonK P*J»3^K 
-a« ro 1908 fto , ^ r W B n TKC BO'OW 
: oa^im "^ p r»w:» rn 1913 a ^ 
.P3«nc 61,423 
H .JKOaKP C'pB i r i B l W OP'Py3D'nK v ^ 
"v i IKPTB i'K lyo^Knys jye at$n ya'iys'K 
•nttra* oyia^a pK Dyx«*iB I'IKB IPSKII 
*'T» -yt3 25 PK 30 ,45 IX tap'Tya-UB D5"no 
• 
pro—'. 
C .typijjn BiyoiK: D * T ^ i jn 
-pa oJ ipr i iP3"i DRVI jyaji^jsnTPB n WsnR-aBo n |ID pti nm .DVOT'MI pK 
j ^ p ' - U K Dy3"Oy3$K IN 1RB i m B I W DTiTfl ^ 3 HJ'D |1D pnKlUH OltfOynya ?»R ("lyayo) 
-33wp !»3R,n tvw^njsmva w n m *l *1H*n **,1D) -3*0 * W R n D 3**n K tlK ^ 
P»KW ipi IV31P (IK 1R13K' IVD13 om \V2 >1K "«* l » l»'™ (»»» 10 1W 1K>^ « W 
cs« ewonsR nyi nm TJ3B .B"X yrai i « 6° Pc)J»o 8P3*np 2.76i'3P»nD SSRHB 
•;jnj»D3Kp H »2 l r w w D"3-wy3D'*K ?'R IWHWBC 9W 8 SKB (B3yo 6% -vz Bayo 
ratlin ix imRiiya i»3»»ri»3»M p* lyx l p " w t»* P»IDD cm n*DV3) J « D DB"3IR 
i w w m w i» t>« j r o w u t TB M M & P V N W V,TD ^ " ^ W -<W « U™ 1 ^ 10 
•»ym n .tvo^c 6 ivvs 882 p& n n ^ w 5 » ttaninwi w w w twwwa T W > D 
/ii3» jwyn oa»n3R"u»»n no m o ^ n y o "W"w»P W K |yo"3iK ya^yii ,Tjn«Jr n 
^oTBDyoRTjWi DIPOD"D n .ORnya Vin irum W 3 - m ytyn lyo^R .JPB 
-s- y-iyoms p'P'iyayp <*l IB .ansmnP^y t v o " ^ «*»» . T T P W n 03MVTVU»IR 
•eye my?** -nmnvn -lyaya B»a pvcyx ' n a y I8038P PM avwrnm-utf im IKD 
H |p3»i .BTBBsyn IR5B OVI i.y3R.*i oiys 
"W |1R OD,1B»"jtfB t? B'O O'VIK DnV0D"O 
-yiBiya iyo"3iR »i nnwunpDn ttfKii 
-3BP n PR oj»5»noya VI ivssn y35yn ,"iyo 
m ,D338^ iyD iy3«n DnyoD^D n .lyxayiya 
p'3 "? lysypo o*a jytDS^ DnyD ipt iy*8* T O 
-eyonyD t>3 iy33i3yiiy3 pR |y»njnKD y"3 
'$tiiS 1R pa P3R1D n 5«T 1RT |1R ,1910 iy3 
-Ijnjm ipoiiyaDWR l y v n osyonaR Dya^o 
-3'2^ yD p^t ttfsnya o*j ? | '5T»»3 iy3#n T O 
•lyouyjaR D'j 3R5KHRD oyi jy3«n pR iin 
.OIRPR? |tfD"WV « D380U3 "I jySRn I^IRT 
•*n 12 !yD^Rnya:» ORH OIRPR^ nytv^ 
ys5im ,y3RiB R jywyj iija PR oy |IR ,IW 
iyi» yW31R — pn 13U tJlHI 18»VR!»383nR 
•ya i8*3v i juw t3«n T^isy .Diyop^o n 
•O"D »T &D«py33s t3«n lEofip iy i .taay? 
-»PR iyDD"»3 n D«n ,1908 iy3oyn«3 pK 
nyt3iR jy3m3 u^iiya ^jjoa-'R O»D yxR^o 
D'DRT ,DRlV8T PR t3"3nR-3KD 1KB P"1DD 
nyn nRB DIRPR^ R tayi^ sitsDya o«n »| DRII 
o^Riys DRH DIRPR^ iyT .nysoyvyT jytatny 
cyi pa D3y*3^ yoyD out i*3 |yo5Rna8 
jy^yii "»*D r»a : nyDivw yiynsR PK .P^VIDD 
.»"3i'R"380 IRD 33nmRB >T |yri'vpniv 
ri"5i l8^ YRt>3R31R "\VU\* bRH IpHRl 
•nx 700 p>noo pR lyuniwoMiK ,D«DR3 tnv 
-3R t3RH p«1BD "iyT .t31JIDC 14 pR nyD"3 
-0"D n .nysoyvyi |yo7 oyn pa |yo5Rnyi 
o*3 "t t'R oy iy3R .B^uoyoys lys'nn oiyo 
-3iR iyn*5f ix pniy OIR |WJ»IW IX lyss^ya 
jyiyn pn .D»3nR-3«o IRB 33nyn«B iyt 
n«3 0'3 .yx'Df lyo^Rmtf i*o iy3Rn «IBO8P 
pD 1'IR 183 ,1UD"31R ycnRlfMlB* H pD 
iw wujmm nimv IRE-»R^»DDR oiyo
 WMnE n3y,,1E) 3 ^ n 8 l w , y 3 j , n ^ D , 1 K 
•3iR .iyn""i viV'v pR niptfno jyBRrVa BRH 
•DM-IR fini tyiyn P^p» IV^RH ijnn*B myt 
jny«i »n ly^Riyayi y-iyoya IRB wa^xya 
t'R ^DJRP ivoipytpy iy'^n»x n y t pn 
pfi "I^B -DSR pc jyiRwya lyEiRiiyasRiR 
o«a v> IPX3R3 pR jysR^ cyt'oamn my"? 
— DWK1 pR .B1K?R^  Cin 1*R W»>»*nB»3 
n piiyi. PK ys5y» ,D«niBT yocn'Tya n 
— yXK'DBDOR DnyOD'»0 H pB 331DDyc 
•K'DRPDR i m pB D'HR Diyt3D"D 1 tt3"» 
"'•UR y5ynwvi3»K lycR^cys tys^i ,y*x 
iv: 
pR D"n i m pK i*? "3 iPBRcya T O iy3Rn 
myiJR PB |yoipya3"iK ?»R isyi'io IS>B 
iyo"3iR n PD IJW'IRTSRD n .nyi3y5 
•lyphpyj ay*? cm pR >3iR OR" 
229 fan ~o jyoiaysonR ORH P"*IOD i m 
imR -^.yB lyoBt^ x |y3Rn ys^yw ,nyo»'3iK 
.3K> OB"31K 10,424 
lyaaiayiun OI.TDV3 T O ivavn 1909 pK 
jysRn oiyoc "wx pR ?*tf3 .BiyBC 13 |'R 
jysyv pR .DP"1BD ys'Ba'ii BO ORnya T O 
mysyn ty:imw IVB"3TJ< »T ty3Rn snyBt* 
:p3yay33R3 jy3Rn pn IR'JV im o'o ooaya n?3iyD 1*0 ims" onyoK* i p a J^ R .]ypvii 
"K IRD iy3»i3iot? 954 B PB jyssnmWB «i oiyoc " n p« ,iya3i33np3"BB"mR fj BTyc 
lyouyaoriR BRn HBORP im .B"31R-3RD 3y*ix ^'XRBog n o^yoryaaR T O fysRn 
2a .19H n x i - i a y a $m snnjp TOWD wro w^is *i 
• 
.NDDK' -•> PB 
.(Jyp'DIB 1VO,»l\») 
TB?3tfiTJ0i -Ijn Q«R PP'll TptPH VIM '"** '1 *« ,D3B'31* W l ) yiwviKD. n • 
D^VI pM oiynya -oWKr^ v ivr%cB:*ry • «ou iyo3iR n *B -irayiya BgitfBD TPD 
/vwo BTJTOWi ya*>oy pawr nariOD^ pR -*OD3*B DDRBOC M ]yr,y: \vw ';OI***BDBD 
**JM3TB T»B"3TM y n a o»s ipa^yii pM OBH JPHP PB njt*5 yayanRiny n .I»»YID 
jn>*u o*3 PM oy'jw^aya uc*n iP3**XBt ~RB iyi o*o PTDMIW ,OK»OC on oaaMJpa 
iin JIB iyo»n?px3**R n PR inp3iY3*nR m y>RCD3K"iB yw*R y?« PR i«*3**yn
 ry^»c 
w » PR oy .onpar T T D n no »"3iR iP-^v OKBP po w n po*vu n .D^yaoyo 
.iiopyo-aiR paraum* *-> *,VM ;yj"vv:» -Dp-i&r-jn .ORBOC PB DWDW^K DMi-iimpa 
. jynm n no$aw TO m«? oy wfcm pc Ta ;p:*n ya^sm ,'PIIM^PC n |io *"no v o 
.•*io?ip-i3Mf> TJH pc 0"r»R IPT n*iM IIK *wn "tyoaiM V^Sco' iR ,T>y *i o**a-m 
•n«3 O^MOIPD SIR oinmipB o«n Pa^yn *3H **W iw»n ,03*w I»TD po »VWB 
n pE 0**3TM n -P^ MD PX3R3 DMT 1MB H i t Tin .OKBOP PD DW»J»a»M Dip |P11 
• 
"Pi IPT»n3MD : IP11P3 PR D3B'3P«1"1D 
*'T .jyyclM *T 1KB 'y33103HD*lR |W TOH 
enMo (-TTM in* nptniipa o*c ipanRipa « 
nyc PK pn*Y*-CBB ix ; pim "i gm pB 
,*iy-tf*3 y3****n pi3Mo ;Syayo pin jyoa*-
-3*K yo*n3 B iimya D^BOBI PR pa^yn 
— D"3*IB yr'DpyooTM itrKo PM pnoon 
T H D n pc !Pi*i)p3 iwnopi PR OP^B DB~ 
MOU J3"K Ty3PTh*3 Tjn 13jnnBll 0JM>3P 
osTMiyj lysB o«n.iy .jynp Ip3y3 ijny« PB 
Pfi D*»X Tpl pB pM D^B^ P iPO^aTB Dpi TBC 
-BB-.B ip OBT IPB'WfoDPE J^ B^niDBD " 
VJ'^JTB n lyr'r-v nytnyo:w ojn SRJUjn 
n D**«nDiY D«n -»y jfsjnipyj-ODBTB n pM 
.IPOEBirwnn3n»»"io yo»iT3 9 ?'B lyo^aiB 
IP»UP3M 0*3 (p|}>OV) DlBPtB* DTOltfC 
njn ipsjni osnpa iyo3BoinyD:*M nny: ]** 
po p > n v PB enpon n*a oyn PD iyn; 
-*0 TM ,IP3MT IV t*T 313y3 T'B Dy ."^ OH no^C 
1*M ,B3B'3P 1»Tt5 p t t j rwt H .(B^n) o*" 
o'o Tp IM ,i'no^p po iriBnyj ffwnaw 
I ' D pE 1P01P !fi^ B( "iy0"3TK yOP*B»P3 P3"r 
vjro iPD3n3*n y>p*a PB ]piiya PB OMMDC 
i^pjnv Tyas . P ' B ' S M MI ^5oDBi?^yiy: 
•pa iimiw PM yai'yii .pf^^m n -lyaiMviyE 
ix asyny^p: OB" ,lPa*^3iyaM ipwojruna 
•i 'Y os'oaynya iP3*n P3mBay3 >yiM n nB3 
;y:pp "I TO JIB ,iyD»;o"ny3 "Ty3M*i»i5y. 
=1*'B D*n ,T^TDB3 ,DBT . p y j i PM |PD1P 
-pa T^pjnB* yoBo nyiy*3^yT IKO'ITJ ">pi 
.iP:B?CP3'iyT3 iP31BP3 f\ OBn 'T pM DpTH 
yi& Tyc*0B3Bpy ijn DDpnopasB omi 
IB'3P I*»ID iyT lijnnpn nyo^anB *T ]p3": 
P B in«nyB yijrn .BR DU IPHP3 pTMnps 
PB TM3 0*3 ."D"V P3jn!?B3
-
 H D^M 03BPP2 
-pa T^ayioann inyn3RT ,p*\ lyp'iyo^'o K 
I P D^ RORT OBn T3M?3yDm .T^DDRC^P! 
n j3i>p*iio3y ya»DD«3 ya*in TJPM oa-r 
lyn 'n n p,D yTR'iya ytrnRnyo^ porru 
-5R3 IPT PD af*Rn p n iya3RBP33M ^ i OB" 
-yn .iv:3M3iyD iyny3 pw PR o-'v nyay-
lim ,B**V TST p.B onynyj oijn inM*Tpa i" 
w o ' n n ovocys oyn DI'^BOBB MOI: 
TRE -mB1 690 he TnyByaaiM ,D38'3V v n e 
cm urna w ^»*D rnruw PD HOC* M ,{nvj pn .oioonp IRE \ I B I 58 »»a moon? 
; m p i 'an 'n TJ^" ^yfioyo iyoDMrnp3*>v -3R3P3KI p'i ^ n opoa^nya >M TMIJW DB~ 
pooma H pfe DP3"R jpoipp3 03**31" n npi i3M53y3*T3 pM .> i^y3-D33nyi>K!iyD |yL' 
o i^m y ; IPTB yo^ R *i ORII IPOPR*IO3B? D'IB^BO UB enp*vip3 03M*3i* T«TO H iy: 
TW PM ORT ItM .tmitW l*M DP IPH OB" .OlODnp 1MB "tflR* 592 "ViyDP331M ,1P0**V 
-am o r t p t p*iiV3 ipo3RDripo3'B IB oyD'n *T pb umpuw iyoi3y33**M t*B n P : 
~ m 
•lypiKr, B3yoiw D^I"? i y i 28 
* 
^ I J I HK oyonRT^RO po ?rvDya iyi Dfoyc 381 oiyip pR DTRp 
.1"TDD1K^U3"TJ'01,21K 207 JP3 tRC'J'OnpO'l 
JIK yDBoyp yansDy.i ya5ytR anayin'B Diysoyo iv y * w 
-yayaiyD Yt place »UB i n ra^rKHttM iya'R ly.vx ya^yis 
-j'R iy*3iR PR iyo"3iR M IID yaR^  »i |jn PR n v i p'K no 
t« ,DyoiRiny T^VDR3 TO |yasn .noon 1,219 yiyiaR |R 
;yum JIK iyanaij <pi lyJyn iyo"aiR n 9,605 D'cyjya lypjRip 
, •«* .pnuVDoko WW u>?3iR pR onysoyo " 725 D'Dyaya Bttf 
/ H3ID n pR .DPRD iyi DO DBI PR iyi 70 o^oyjya ipyanrp 
• '-ys •un*5aD»o'Tiv»iw pD toBv iyi PR in*' j —: 
•?»o H »it ,oiyi3in « iya'R cvsv wyotr rt*P3RiD 100,300 5an D^ 
: cs"x yWyaso y?aya *ya|pR ins* «j3'D n IRD noaan yyasa ' i 
tnyaoyn inp- .PJR1D 1»P1B-188 IVtt 
1873 1908 yiytaiR oiyaynw T O |ya«n 5*3 »ntt 
1742 1909 T O lyasn 1908 pD DIBPB^ nyi ^«3 .wn 
1776 1910 (oayo 10) D»B3RD 50 Pa DIH n oiyaynya 
1946 - 1911 Ta»iR v o jyasn 1912 IRUR* pR .^»n B 
1936 1912 iy3yo IRD 50 PR 60 : DPI " * i y m oin*D 
•"I 'iDDiia'R iyi pR iyo"3iR foB? n .jyiic yos^p yo'iw R IRD D'D3RD 20 pR 
: oa^ BD *tt |y3 -yi3iyc' ViR T O iya«n 1912 J I B R pR 
10,866 • lyo^aiK l y v a c DB:IJO H|W y5R . JBSIRT'ID TytaiR oiyo 
3,072 cyn "a iyoyiB iiR Danytrjm "'no »i IKD yas^a y^yvyao R TO iya»n 
PR wnnvwiK »a w a i K -'38 iyuw PR UIR otfyn DRW . I I W U I R \V 
3,150 lyioyn jyasn iya*mya3« .IJTTPJWIR W "i VttD 
282 lyaso iyoa*;r pn jyoyoiRP jyviB n \gv*mt IPV&'SK iv ^yvyao T O 
PR v»io-iyioyn iyi pR iyo"3iR-D"n 
17,369 Jan IB .V*W" 
o:yx«iB 73 ijn* ,12,705 |ya"i poiyi - I R iv "Hniyo B easoya VIR jyawn T O 
.iyo'*aiR-D'»n 5,161 PR
 fiyiiD .lyo^aiR-iyT^f ywaySBtfR n jyTP3Ra 
12,457 lya"! lyo'^aiR ya'iRi n p& jyayaya iy"OB»iv To lyayrr pyiiv ayi TD 
,iya"ioDy 698 ^yco'n 2,541 ,iyv"iic- I*R Rii»a iip»^ iyi iv T H i y P3RID 200 
;ID 98 pR pmvntijj) 598 ,iy:y^RO'R 966 -y^RO'R DW' T^iny(p3RiD 500 PR ,R;R3^ 
•)y^D'iR 4,912 ,oo"n D«I .jyaR'XRj yiyian -yo-i»io lyt^iRxuMC iyi PD (Rail* lyt^a 
.yayi83y33"R 12,457 tvwa iyi •*» 6 in«» y^ R jyanp T O PR ,!KC»iyi 
»R ,PR OPRD iyooyD3RDyiyo3,R iyi yoms yiyi t3w iya«n iyr»? .oyaRp iayt 
Mfo "iiv oyoa PR oiyoD^o n PD >n«v n ~y3 0'3 3?>8Diy DII? |"P ?*WBh hiRVin 
T D 34,132 iRiRD iy3"» 5an ^D .5yD MIR lya^aiR yK"3y^8D'R yiyoiR .oaRia 
325 .itfft9»i 2252
 f]yiRV»iiB' 30,096 : Dyo — — — i 
-MV3R1D 660 ,iy3yi»Rb'R 741 ,iya"lDDy .H'.,O»IJ^KO ,BayD»nysyo IRB nHtin »i (* 
,]y3B^H3 Jnyi3R PD 580 pR W W .lP3?:pJ3(j B'3 ^pp'onn ojn pM o-ipii .n ,t 
*jnyB3^» inyi R ij)2>'3y3Dv(i« can nj^jnyrpD V^DD^K 'XHD V ^ ^ ' H n 
i jn |y3yn rnyn1' y3"oys^« y3yiy,,JiyD t i y i w^eya in^« .^lyini^ ]JJQ3RD 
]yt""iKtso,,n H pn pj^ p^BnK jruymy^pD^R ,BDKanvB"2nR i y i ;IK aanyp^yeya 
ji« piR^p n Diyi3iiy2 w w yc^TR *i po DpiKii cy i T;3*K p^aiysn^ 








. ItM , - \ « i i 3 y » 
K MI wo o»a ronaR PK u r m * 
1P3 D'lKDPira^lK Din .W3TK 
"VTpyo *an OKD tt oayo 17H opaia |yvjn 
o i p r n pa D;PT:PO:4TPHD DPT pD TPD 
* D3PD 15 I&31PM T*J 3«n IPt^SDras 
*jjro3njri>p n /tfya j y ^ v r i'3«3 .3RD 
eeKoiryj jyaip ya^yii ,DD35yt DDain 
ipaip , IMY3 jynpa jp3"i p* .VJ^JHK pa 
IKE osn DRT >"Y\ ,o^»npJ i"P jpoippa c : 
-pD3'K IT !P3"I '1!K pK .DDKBP3 D*3 P3'5y-!K 
C n PR pK T3R*3P3n3 I'K TpD»3TK PDJW'J' 
** ipo^ya ipasn tw D>pT3Rnp3 v*PJW iiAiyj 
IV |«1DM «J Dip BIT W Dpi TPD31K 
,Dp"TDD p:»Dtf3 
pn Brapa iP3,si owwtf I'K opa»D H 
" W » n p l»TP3«BK>Pt "Un IPH ,33K3 IP^ IB 
v / w » D«n nyaynDK n pK -ipaKDiKBD n jpr 
•-rum .vnp 27 DTp*nya oip pK ipaKiapj 
ipaip (oioonp TKD 413) ,*IBDKP cjn nain 
tyn©* is oapnwpj -ip'ascmpDK* n ^ t 
SNA 20 YW IK .RPftOPT PK p»TK |W"? PK 
n .Dsptw iPDiip in pnip pK .IPHDK PE 
rjmpa i w n *uri«n pTDinjitn nyapnoK 
"pn 1»1K -IPEK^pr po DWBPJ t"ii5"no 
-iK H pK wvi-vtim yto jyaip PT*MI *U» 
IW*D T » ^ t n ^*W PK IPnDK pK 1P?K3PC 
Dar-.P2J*-K aP*TP PD D"* B PK C1R*"1KP pK 
On 1P3K1 Pi*r.D"3 1 BrtPB'P DETKTPJ 
DP IK ,DT)nKDp3 ^n DP Dip T^l'DKJ JP^P 
-TK *1 IPP*"V OIDT'DK'IDKB IPJTiyn 5Rt 
T p Tpo"3tK n TPSK .TPBPC* n pK ipo«a 
IIK -I«K;>TPDKE iy»i ,a»*n Tp"i DDwipa {pa 
-pjO'TK Dip ;pnp -,pr iPn .BPD$3 p r y i 
"IPC lit DKOC3K ,1PD>*31K *1 JP3»H 00*13 
niK m ,^D"D Danp: ,T3R? n y i |ypi"nD 
pK JJWf" I»D«5pS» "»P"T PD IP1P11 IV 11DB 
"*D «1 1P3KD1KBD P3PD1PP33K *1 JP3KH Dpi 
nP3'-.K JP^KI "t TK ,JPDK:P3;W 1P3P13 IP3 
»i Dpii ipr m ,ip3KnBtriPB ipasn »n -»M IV 
"TK iP^pll »t TK pK D*'31K D'D IP31KPVC 
W^ nKV 1K3 ;p>Kt »M ; P^K v* IKE iyo«a 
"PmOJKP tl YS DD3P^ -nPE TlT"t PD 5«W) K 
jpairp »i uftni pi"ii TPIPH VW .BTKO 
-**w He »t»5©tm |pi r,K -ftu IPTKBP 
."TPB 
r^ K f'TDD W~l 
-"T KP'DK T3K3 pK .KaiKBD pK TPD^SIK »1 
.1P3»>C3PO *P*D JPTW11P3 D^pi;K,ipa " l lp; 
.]PD»5P3 »T ipaip P-D^KB $nmuv 
D»D .tf'TP TPIP38BK^PB DPT T3pTnPH 
iP3K*iay3DMK oun .DIDD^TP TKE THK> 14.X 
-*'t ^T pK 1P3PT3' iy3'0 n UnmiV p'pOD « 
KT 3'DM3 t'K DP .C1K'1K?> pB IP3'D TP3 
Pa^Pll .[P3KH1K n pD P3U"K 1P3V31V3B 
,P«TDD D1V TpO»31K H iP3P»1DP3 iP3B^ 
.DDlKllPa D13 r3K3 JP3SH *lpD"3TK H |P"! 
1PEK-.DPP3 " I IPO DPI! JPP^TDD TKD IK 
KT^K I'K DP .D'lD IPDD3>^pp-lC DPT D'2 
-p3 IP3*P pnnuym DD"3TK n ?K /vuft> 
IPHK^PC P^ K DP33 .^ >3pTD-iy31K p'l DIW 
"3'K 1P11P3 ]p3"t TPD"31K pTpTSK P^K PK 
IP«P3 n w t ^"no K .;pr;p2 JFQIV&SQ 
ipnya |P3"» PTPT;K ^Diiapi^iB IPHK^PC 
•ya |pa>n jnyi3K ^KS .yayaawfiy; Dwn? 
iyDM"i3 R pK .ntino D^K ins^ya D3K12 
Tin iv D^'noiiKiyB lyiiya I*K "t ]^ B >"na 
1PT TJI03IM D"3TKP3 JP3KH y5K -D"3*1K 
D3WP DyT pC lynpifi'W P'K pE K'D"2 
Tr)»^rtt?K i rw 
n D's oya'D H Dip nps^m ,IB^ 
"WM DIP pK aanp^yi nyn PE lyaanya IPE 
oyn po ^yDDa'vaaRiiv K D?n«vya TKBTPT 
DT«DP3 D*3 IP3»n 1PD»'31K »"| JD'EK-;5 
-IK DHOP3 IP3KH PK .DMT3 PD'Ml ]'*P (PEP 
•VHJ* pK 3«a y^8 iPD": 
iya"i ya5jni ,DmnK5 pB jya'D iya$u n 
-niv [pups 1P3"T ,]pnoK pB ?»D 30 K pmpa 
-*n Tp3pnDK n IDSjpl po .iv^yni* "i lPr 
on ip^n .TPD'nDa'n pnyn lys^vya jp: 
*^pjnc iyT lysyn aais'^s-ys p^aya K D*J 
.JP3'0 l l ]»K D"3TK TV3 
Dpyn'Mi n ipa"i |PD"V 'oy^pnpB p« 
•"3TK ipDDKTB K : MTK TnpcysaiK Ijnipj 
-ya Di^ n ,DD^D iyaK-iay: D?n lyaftni.^yD 
Dip lyaDipa K JKD K oapo 10% IPCT 
19 nyaPtT^Mn K J » D 8 oapo 14 ipam?;'; 
layinyn ,D3yo 17 tt 1*3 TpoapanKp K .D;V= 
18 P3 16 pD IPO*,pp3 Dip r"11 "3 1P3^2 x 
ou iPDO'BtfP TpT8 i»q*np .38D R 03?: 
•cyo D'Rmya^ D PE TRDPPD'3IK ijn .mpc 
-p*DP « m inyo ICDIPPS o»a D IP *PB 
.nypnyii ejyo-w: on"? njn 30 
/ 
•- »B o::yn v ^ t o .-lyinyDsiK iyDK>P 
-KP^MPV lya^csyo" nyi pfc 33i33yiDi?3K 
nriK DSKO ivn |ID oyiawia oyn (ID ,IR'V 
,;yjipVKP3Kntf -iyD"3*;K H po D3R031K 
.srun;« n W"K lyc^yn v> IPiV c^ yatoi 
,'iyj; raw a^: iys DD'MI ,tn« lytfim «IMR 
r^gnfRaiyDi'K nyo"anR n" iy3*>t ovy* 
*2K ,^ '^ P!331K jyiiyj PR &KCB .D3*3"K-)yD 
p» DDnfDMK IH lyjiayj oRnjyo 5mm 
-MtRJiyoj* | » K »B .DPMiya can ,*yBORa 
IRD inw 79 ovconpy o*n IR»3P tfxat 
.DIDD'np 
w a i n va*D"siRD *1 pa w m n p H 
a»n |yo >"fl ,ovy» »fl "lyoyu jyny; iya»n 
Dip aftaayT ya^c^ya y^ R iirauww «t "2 
n» oain inyo jysyaya D*3 "i o»n rvm 
,1Xe\ R 18D 
jyOD'DBD )1 pD yDKBy "iyn 1KD 33K5 Ml 
-ysjK i*i iy3Rn iy3BM*RP3K3"iR "wo^a-iK n 
S'rK iyDD»CBD'»T ,|PD'» D'3 |yo T9P jy33KD 
2"3*IK Tp»t iya3KDy33K lyasn lycKiR '^D n 
-Dnp IKD yotynsimnR' *i3'D HJK?JJ;3*-U pR 
'UR VIR lyaBnnfwiin lvuw IVJ"» "1 .DID 
-M"U n .jynya iv osKiiya jyasn «f »ri ,D'MI 
.>yD«BD»iK pK HDK^B ^D a;uyiiya yo 
03K1DW DMU>3 no .yovyiyssyaya *nRii3K 
.o$yii *iyT p» ytswnvwnyo 1 D^K \VWI 
nin iv jysKnaya^a 5y*D TjmnMflK °Rn n 
V5D*5v Dip »3^P« .IRMfRP^ MPV "WDDS'P 
KOX5B .,,nyDK>pE' po yoyoD'D n onynayya 
iinipa PK iy .npvMy? lyiiR^pc* R jyuy3 J»R 
IV D3RtD3y H?* DRn IV D , n .J^ KDB' MtR 
ny5 I'IKE l y ^ c y3"t pu D n^Kvys jyonys 
.iyojyiriB iyoi3y33K Dip ny aya« ,(y3 
-:KC K i'K oy .oinypijiD Dp3*.3 oy PK D3"n 
,s3i>riKvya DU iya« ,ppavi?yj jyony3 IV yn 
.ipsnyE' r^ K PK ,D5nKvya inyD D«H PK 
-yj Bnm iy3»n o»y p'i IID T»D"3IH H-
•>KD tvneys anjy^w DO ny DRH ^tp .DDK-I 
ny oijn D"x n m ^yo Mm lyo^anK n 
o«n o^yii iyi IRC "IVOVS t'R oy tin .D3M5 
-yj own nyviya iy^K^pip lyotsnnya ijrwn 
I"p jny»y3 e»3 D«h iy 5n*n3K \m .mtf 
TH PM pn "ittitiper tycRenxaw m ami 
ItBR Q1R (RT1DP3 &B iny* iy DR.T ,P^31B 
lysya lyjjiVHwnya ywnimyo H lyamw 
-yO n pD DD"3 D331Dny3*iyD31K PR H38Dr 
ttfim Tyiyn IR ,DO |ya»^3 T D ."iy3R^»3 
-"vnKD nyn po iyn3H3 lyosnnya nyi PK 
a«n*n ."DEKi?iyTi3 TjnyMD "no. ny3'D 
PR yo»5TRD 3200 I',TD5W IV 03KT3yj Dun 
oyMay; jyai^ n ys^yn ,iyD"3iK 40,000 
1»3"» oy .^yBayo i^KDDSRne lyiyn 
oy 33R5 MI yoanya riyau («p RDU Ty3R 
.cnpan n o o n jyM3 |yoi3V3 D«,*I 
^yacyo jyoMia Djn po IPMS oyi lyjyn 
-K>P R 5yD»3K pie- v o ]y3ifn -IK3ynD1KB,. 
-ys DMaya PK tK3yrmiKB Mil .osnya iy-i 
PR ^yeoyD ^ .Dy^ p^ nyB HROK-IH pR JKD 
•*D .DiKDpyooiK »*vi pD pnwiiyi oyMayj 
" I DRH Dy -DyDK13'^Kp pR D13*DP*R ,DK*T 
PK 33i33"V n jysRD iv inw' inyv lyoisya 
pK yO"$-)KD 4,000 D'o ^yaoyo oyi |yM3 
•• .-lyovaiK 50,000 
UDMP po D»V yayi^ RS n lynyi PR Dfcl 
.IWDCIV iyf'ci#3Bpy Iri3yn^3 R PD'IIR 
"?pn PK ,D"V iyT D'D 3*D3'T DO'tJE* Dt(1 
yvytya D'JK^RD nyo3iR ,D3WOP T H D H ^y^ 
iy3-U ,DMT PR R913 nyD31K [IK lynoK pK 
iy3*n "i jyii .DDR^P ny i^u ijn pR lynys 
]vm lyjn'-nDiyD PR lyvcya i n D3«py3 
.lycnsstf ya^vyry33)K y^ K 
PK iyo»'3iK M m ,|yiMiya ^ I K PR oy 
-vi iy3R p^ jy33"i3 jyay^o n3K^3ysn3 jyo^R 
-*IK iywMM5y Din JID aawteDMM iy«t tva 
IDiRityi D3Miy3 "i |P3«| D o^Tyn ^>MI ,iyi 
TiR DRn oy .yD3yi ya^nyaio jny»i pD 
,WVRP3MnH y^'o^RB yoMna R on^eonpy 
•mo n CDKpnyc nVD"3iK n DRH ys^yn 
iv lyjatfoKnyo yo^nya lytj^RmviR D»pa»> 
JI3K^ •)$"! \V2V\SWV2 
,iyD"RD 'M1V H IV taiK D331H3 R1>R DRT 
^ pD D»>V nyoonnya nyn nsmnyn DRT 
•KtK^'D ,11DKiyO»> .llDpJjbOIR 1 | I W 1 1 
pD lyoRcys oy^ R — '^y^Ro .niDB i^po ,yD 
-M13 R BH^ayj IRT 1MR DRT1 — iyD»3nR 
-"R i'K ovy1 MI MIK ,33i3ynya nyD"3iR yo 
jytMiya yiR pit-oy .RpnyoR pn JIR KEB-I 
lP3RMtRi»3BaiB nyo^aiR «1 lyDjns DRU IR 
aannyJpDMR n D^yll nyp-iBDc* r^ R ,iy3"i 
iyn nyay^P r*R |iR .aanyp^yoys *1 jycMiv 
\ 
• 
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» ! .pCO p'R m P>13RD '1 lytR^yc |ya«,1 pK PR 5wrO c y i [V2WP3 B*.1 jyo IJfll 
;»»* f « my^PPJO'UlT* ,DR3 PR 3B1K BO"! 
•jra ,V» oanwo'iK pit a^yaiaya .aypBip 
-wain ^n y?"n y?R pR nayn n a*a oatia 
•PIR Diimw PR lyjuotvj lya-'t «i JSPW 
BU'B m PK PR paSjm .ytpoip nywri i n 
nn iw«r»3Mi anajtfjm ,D*ER PK jynys 
*w H?3**T lysjnyiRD n»"t w .lyenwyo 
.yesyi 
.onmwa PR iP3Koc-yj jyj*'j iyB»3iR n 
13P3W cyi pe CTIirajp DRI V**D*I i^sa 
pit iyp'noc poena i n en* iy3'?piyo 
-n»ry3 n a aiynyaa^R eony w ;wip 
i n w w ; R a D y i B tm-nmv |yv3R3 cm 
DP »n ISDKII ys^ap y:nyc IMP jiaina *c 
ov PR .lye^aiR n jye»m* ip» BSJHWJ 
ii-mpa'uiR pc iyp?Kii lyvinnE' R B33"-
* iy?*MO P*R .?"BIPBL- tpyjRa epi ip3-» 
-lor cyT IKC K-iia ipaan aanpp^pcn •?-
jyDnso'iR jyp DRV. P»IBC e n IRD : cm 
-y3 ou IP5R» jpaanyiKD a'iya"3iR n 3*IK 
H pK .D^-oaeyrya w«&p .m?n B*»5»r 
,^ io3o a n po PI i n n ,»33 iwnmu"* 
civ apiyan iya»R »u tmyn \VP iya PK 
H pR IK1RD B1R1 PR DKtt ,U, ; |jnn:K 
C11K jya r^ ya^ jm /paint jyipj n po jy^ *PP*DB> ipoma R ? tMarurrop D'iya»3-(K 
-R^3 iRa **| jya w? ! a^ aiRa mpa ,ov: 
i n i* ta^na. raR3 JP33R5IFD « | iyn .IT-'C 
"!B»3IR -mime* iyn IRD or 
"»Wa a»a iw» ]ya:nnKD m»"t TP3H 
PR D'aija pc D"v n jyii tin ,m»iiya err 
•a*a on jycyaya ppav n asn .•lyaawwcit 
i'L-RB itm*h(D i n "3 P^IBD iyi PR ^K; 
.:y3Ri3y3D''.R ann yaRB^s-
^ B C R^aa>^ R a^a jpj"i jy3»t?Ra y^ R p« ' 
-yasK 'ii v* jyiii PR nw»n DRI .insi^; 
iya^sya iy:"t "nvn. yaiyr^ R n .prrwur 
PR «IBBRI pc BCRIP n .v^aynysaiR tnyar 
-y:3R »^t a«n y^ RB h .a^ aayaaiR iy3V 3^f; 
oayBRia I-K jyiR>p33RiR vi Ban pR a5n'? 
iym i5R3 .iya"3iK nnaK B*a ipaww 
BIP yiy^ ^'Bijrap nu i rv» n tyaipy3iv 
•ya IiK .Ty3iKnyt-eMT2 TTPH aaiiwDH r* 
BDRB oy in^R ,C".IR inya iv on** lyaya 
-"i jysD^RB lawn aJun R ."Jyaaia. i»i 
^T 1*3*1 ,iy3Rll 5K1B8E « pD DM1K ]V1 
un lie ly^pj^i yayiycnvc PR a»iBnyc 
pc "wcci. qranK iyo^rjj pR JBDR-
-BI« IR «inR jynyar a': ,iyaiy n y ; 
yo'aRp ly^n n »»R DIIR y^ **» M p» 
JR U^K PK c*3B I»"T »i'iR .tPotpyaaK 
yinri DRiaaR^  iy3»n *«T PR jrjta yaoany 
r r a iro5in> "t •« »im ,MP «I D'D B5»P 
iw ORB^in a n ]ycR IWRP-VDMIR BRiya 
-lyptiyaya i'a*a mum viw jya"t iynR na IMH
 (P*I3R0 n pR ,iycsv 
a*a jy^ Rcya w( jya"t jyt?;ya 3'XDiE -;ya yoi^ aW33"R jfaa'-nyo (yDH5yat::it 
a^ Miiya a»n iny* J n p U ^ ens iwr* PH3RD n — ,ay»WDy3 p.R anR»ya pR \vr 
.lyaaiVijienipc n pc BRaMin a n l»M — maw B'D 5» TPIWI umR i»a t*u CKV. 
">»n R vm wrm v* " i i *i he iy:*»K o^ a .BSW no R m .inyiyaciR BY'K B»^ 
: jynpysavR t».R opR3 yaiw .iron n jynya PR Ti»f * 
.0*0*3 nyt^R inytys jyasn vo ,O»R3. j«av*TicnyE O'B ,iys?3ya iaX'\a iyc 
-afp i¥ PR i«na n taw B3"?3 oy DRII 0* u'o'a* yamarpsi^R PR yajmnR"; 
• - — -
t 
— I 
£ .nyptjr oayonw: o n ^ njn 
J 
;-K Tya<>priy TyiJRjK o»n ,|jn?»iPD pK 
^oKnuti PR lyamaMDMK P»*IDD WOtfa 
••n *tt ya^yi DKT larmya iyaHn w a - m n 
yanniK H .Ky>yoyi |ID nyaayaiRD yiy 
p* ni ya5yi n ivnya T*R P"IDD oyn pu 
;-K nyo»anR n pa |jn«5 n .o«x T » W 
•T^ano-wiR ipnya 
lyayn Tvarw iya>o naypio MI inyo 
•ya t«} M VI iw«n PK D»3IK n jyiK^ye 
»»iya«n lyoiKT .|B»«D PD Date-nix t»no 
--IVD bin w * » n oyi po Tyamufc n PD 
taotfnyD Tya^xtfB nyn .IWCR IKD BR^P 
myijR y^ K pR .onysyna (ya'D 20,000 pc 
aaRnsya ova .lya'D n DV»R owiymaRn 
,aynp iynyt3»ii cyi IKD lyo'JTrom «m*u 
-ya jy;"t iy^iyowo oayip yoo*'D n iyi 
. w a n K yiayp'noo n po lyiapya oaso 
~iRta.ojn ip&tiyuK ivasn nyo^anR n 
"t,DK» tain rKiD nyaKtaiKflD n po a»tff 
lyasn ^JKDIKBD «i DRP ,DDWWJ |ya*n 
-y: lya^i ya^yn ,Dta8*yn 2,000*D>D lanoya 
tyasa »i .TMVM 'vvntoa rtf« pnur lycnp 
•« mtt -lysipya on* jy3«n pit p » B»R* -y/bKiWy ipW ocnnya ^m jyayn&Dyn pe v. 
•*WM tttwwa lycponR naypio "iya*R ly; 
Tthtfo R Ho na"D tw&ife "tf'9 iww ly"1 
iviR 3«o R 1RD nRa o»a PR ! Btf) 0W»JB5 
-^ RD «1 jyaya iinwiiya bvpys «t iyj"t »»v 
' is 5h»wa Dyn DRnya lyasn ya*yu .IVDRT 
-»* y t tjsn ORII ,iyp"-,DD iiny* iyo»ib 
-»v .3iR> iyoR3«o njruKi ,iyo'm I'R ;ya 
D'D D'IIK ODR iyp"Tt3D n [yay^ D »"njyD 
.jyoRn^ RD n jyaKnyc pH nnynya 
cyn jyoiayaiv IRT jyasn onyp»-itiD n 
PR Dnjoa' lyn PD nnynya n o 's ^RayoiK 
n DaRnys tyaan "i .bjyoRpya ipl iya»n 
'T lyDDMinyo lyoyer iyay5b pR^yoRnSao 
s '^Dpya pii inRV iy"t ivn .i3R? ya'DiiR 
err PR ,D3'nnya ^ t |ya»n «i PR iinanya 
,DRb>JpRiyn jyoRa |'D»O ,onRDi? no iR'y^ 
iya»n «i PR .tya'ttfynysnya'R «t iya3i^ ya 
-ya ,ioiR Iys'nRa^R^ jyta^ R nyi *iMR ,y*R 
.Hhsuya 03'v^ip 
«:B3Rp nya^ Di^ a K PR P»IDD ny-i3R3R 
PR jyoipyanRD P I ^ - I K D jya^yi cyi v w 
*ya o«n nya^yn ,|y»3«nyyHo PR Dioy33KB 
"« iy 5"fi .o^pa'Da^i "lyo^na pp I"t DPD 
vm .yoa»E^3 D'3*DDI3*IR PR oaRoiyi 
.p»noD jyiMRi nyi lyayn onjn nR3o«B> 
. 
.oynyo 
-y3DMR D>pya i'R P"1DD ipon-u nyiyn 
im .ooa^yi lyo^anR rt po pnRpya oin'D 
I"DD*IK p'p n'iR IR DU a»»>it ytaa'cya n 
'ii inyt3B"iyc tsaypya »^ a DRH jyo .onynn's 
-i3Rn ,oiyama iya*D 20,000, lya^n MIK 
-IR yoDRnB pR Dirin'D iya«p ,oiypiyp 
R IMR ,33^VI5B ,iyoRm v$* owvi nyu^a 
iy:y'ann'o*iR ,t>"aiR n jyiR^iyc ,^R33'D 
n iv pypR p« Tynym»iR PR tyoayu y^ R 
.nyaRQiRBD 
27 tsiynya own ytfjm .aynp R I^R3 
IjnKViyo nyaynoR yen^yn H jyaijn intr 
~y33»R lyonRT lyaun lyaRmRBo v\ pR 
.ysyoo'D m3ysnyn ycnRaiRa ^y"I tywo 
ayia D> oyi vw .Ry^ yoyT po »"» o>3 
lya^'i TyjRniH? n pc ^"t3 w»o ,|ynaR po 
•IS^ID tanRDB* ya"5p n typys PR ,|y3'o 
^a*im ,OK^I? nyt35R p»R jyiiys PK- tyo-iip 
iy3»Dayta K no nv an ^ys3lR lyiiys PR 
DjypiiUK e»n i y ? ^ i ,a«a W^jfewib1*5 
iy lyn .DY'cya nn*R tssn pR nyo^anR oyT 
.imy>io w*u iywM jynw t'R 
,3ynp DQ»01R 'DWRV PD 11D Djn "3 
! 
H .|yajD). D3^;yDjnyD DRH IRWR'DKDDK DDsyL-oi^ D n OKII jjnycx H on? 
^5ya iy3«^>o pR yooina n ynoon3»K "am'Sp lymc n PR ,P*IR» W pW lynoon^R 
- . : oa^ RD MI ]y3"t lynoDna'R ya'DS'ii ya^oy R^D imyu'v i 
; $218,414,000 lyr^myay-a ; $266,777,000 lyT^p lyno 
.$183,509,000 33>B"*3RB pR M»DJ»1B ; $41,383,000 >yp 
• • ' ; " , -
/ ' 
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ivaip y^RBsip nm pa yosKya n .'-.BC 
p*p I»K oy TK .oiya'npc JIR IPD^PIE'IK "l 
pnpn tam »TK»PPD *n .RDU iriRDya mr 
v* jyayp wi n« »uwnri pc oaRiiya race 
$j*arm Tjn n ijtfpDc n»-« -an PK i«8a 
JI*TD r:*i I P M S C W I K PK Dfiin DPD 
Dm jtfpt'nttnyB J P W t» tnt .P'lR «*" 
D»J DPM T'R DP IR .DlKtPJ D«1'R Dip fMHn 
.un«wa» s»a iy turn JPPIID is jesfc MW 
cvyinooyj SfHffll IPDaya W K Dip |po 
03*0*3 i » » V> D»" "* .u»"» y^ R pc 
.o^aiK tin ix pjnm i*R PR DRH 
v^ * » * 
'~3RD pE pyilK I'K DB1P, |jm 5K0 OVW* "* 
-ya y w R v» o n * "2 rtRn pn o«n ,pn 
anaynya am TOW n p« .pine* po ppo 
ow^pyj rwn PK on* "3 oy Dip ,D"HK 
.Diyo^n ona m 
3RD trumr R IH3 ,TMQK ivooays ojn 
jyoipyj *ip i * .ty^oyp j m i «1 *13 DM3TK 
">H pc BVCKSTyB PR pjn? 1W DH?2 O'VW 
.oya c«f DBFf,r*-tfn B*tp »^t Dip iy .0"3 
BO O-TR Dip 3KO"3 po D033K PR PTW n 
ryuya pic ^K iy pm IVDR .lsm^iye 
aaunc'iR-pm-uo *i ay**i* .tyEK5s?yaj"K 
K DTyD3»^ aya BRP~ P * on* **a T* DIP 
-MI pa^t ix DOKeyaix pmya PK Dun ,otfn 
TDTO K —.lypjKnpa P* jp^rvcya pecwnpa 
paf-im pc .lyaan'BKfl D^D JIB ,o^n w*i 
-*p D*PDW» DTI* "3 ip» jpaip "iwp n 
.D'nw O*D iBDKaya v» o«n "W Jw . v « 
Diyii^aTye DJiKsyacMK vr oMn DBW 
p,n ayxDK'ya |W Dvonys o«n -.y .pjnr pu 
V» BBH iy .&ip...fvw 03"»ya p'nayo^x 
w > ny IK . I W K PK lypnpsnn lyniaya 
y*JK3 D'D TK3 .Tiy'lT H^K jyawso'iK 
in'mra am n u n PM okn nyo^K ,ny:"3 
:oBK p^ya 
ra ,o"x yj3K^ K iyaiays cn-K DKn.oy 
o\V2 EHP np .Da*niny3 DKiicy v* c*n iy 
1^'T "a v* TP IK ,tya*tf3 D3ypya o*: ICIK 
pnw VK ny .inKoya TPD".K p.K -iyn*y pK 
a*W p*P inpo ovn iy ->y3K ,Dy= t'K p'-K 
-KDtnyc DX^K e m ny .JKHD « eaypya D'3 
• 
PS |P>DmXl"M D1K PK .5"D K 1PDK*P3 
K *W« DVPTpappiiK TT ny DM.T .aaiajnciK 
iP3jny>iE»x K .|pnnw3K 5yo'3B v» »r.2 
pn I'm lyay^ ya r^ K ny3K PK Sya^r 
~iy oijn alp jya^p^a K jicpco ,« .c: i 
tf itfainpyj D»n iy .o^nya o^«D3iny» oa»vi 
IK^KI ny c^ pn oyn "B |«! pK 3Kt?tT |pa» 
»3 n>o pK r^ anv ^ C K T* OKJI oy 
nysyia P^IDD R IR ,D*iyD3K?Bpj DT>R 
oft* lypjpa m ;b*3WK tVenim K BSH; 
H n»3K .lya^a n ipajnaaK Dia t^s^ ;» 
TPDM'U K 1»K IP IK ,^ KT |PO"tt D^O^^ CD 
»M IK ,p>i |yi by jyp
 fpn»n PR TRDHK 
*U .|PlW3K8» D*3 JPTnR1 yt^R )1W jyjytt 
*ma iyc^yn onya DDIH DWD IR ,oy»3 n 
DRT itaa^pnyo n^Ra DKH ,P'HDD nyn jw 
?yciyDt? yv;R3 DKT pR .^oiyoy JWSRI 
,D3ypya Dfiin oyo DB^ 
,'^ D^KBl? BKP p n m Dlftl 1PD — 
T W ,D3Rtya D.TK ix nya^K ot*n t _
 Dcui 
•pyo ppKo im PK iyai«3 D'J nya — 
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! ly'CDMnin O^D ny^*3 ! Diyi 
0*3 ,yDR?2 ,B1PP""IDD pf»R JP3B<1 1PHDB3 
-'R BTEHRD !PDD'tP3 yt^ y^DR0y3D,lK 
DP 1P3?P11 VIR i'BD R D'O IPDR3 »S HP2 
-O-.BC iy^jhi T D , : jy3pnpp33B ]P»P3 PR 
-RE yODplpa JHPI31R 1»3 ,P"1DD DPT JPXPI 
j'R oy ."!iJnp» IP3P3P3DB3 iJtfyn iy33ny-
Dip .p;yxD n ip3""icp3 ix v^ayoaw To 
-pRiny D*R ,|P3P5 p'o ?»R ^BO vueny 
BTB "3 >Bt TR (B ,DP OTDBB ,C*3PD IP^PC 
•pa ' » B .ijnnno D*O |y3"ii D"»i3y3jDp; 
•yii ipn jf3yxo njn pc jyny3 V* pa Oifl"" 
3R.T 1>R .D3»11P3 VW BBH 3 3 ^ n p lR^ PL* 
ro'inwi .nn tB ,iyr^UH osycBo nyay' pR 
DD'^'B iy O^RII ,y3yxo yiyn [ynyi ?V 
IB-SBP ^PD,*3^R IB D3"D oy PW ,iyDn3V: 
-iPP3yB 571RX P3"?P^ t» TB>«' 
n Dp>T DBDSITin TPWH TB ."lii^TX 
,33i?yoc np"T ijnpnsp vx ipaniya oyD»: 
c 
\ 
.-iyp"iKii Q3VO"IH: DVT«^ i j n 38 
-anp jnBB-aeD pa^ yu ; o-a'ap paVptB pR 
^^tf> 1JMU "IBB B"IT1P3M IKB D(«ll pB UU3U 
-»B n ini ipiiaa'ipp cp arrruupa p« jpa 
p* BIB lya^pii «i«i*» ; H'P,-|3« PH "ipB'<a 
"w PD WBpn«'C(tDD8 ipnpeirrs? op pit'ii 
;iUB"3*iirp^ pB DJ««:I» pit np3pa-ra"3 
cj»B,"H,c?prB pa^ p»8 aaipvu B IKB CKII 
-DB»rm \v**yn lyjaimsya n qn« I?3B;I 
-iy» ipa»t pjBHii ni ; ijfB'iaiH PK -ipapa 
/ 1JH3V1 p» ]'pctf=^»pi pit lPT^yo ?"* »"*« 
^Joy ipiBBpo jAp'spao pa'jpn ; ivapp^Bp VI 
aBsar B -uyavs pit jpimipa Eenipa ipam 
UnjtymiMJ'' OIB /gnflA jny«B pK tyi* 
"•*. HW»IW ipaairvips jnap^parapip-iBu 
IPiBrpo yaVyn ; iy3paca"3nK pK -i?a"3 
•at^ ff lyiu ir>"D^B n caniapa IP"1"" oy 
-npo .ip^o'D p3»ViyiB Tin o'aioac jpa 
"lpE31B PIITISB P* 1K»"H^ «D3Bp ,lBff"B 
-"3-w n B»u hi ipapu I»IB ; ipaatVpBn 
Ipam D*n ,BpB"-mpfi tpa«M DRYPa ijra 
IPB'D ?3»^ apo pa^pii p« .lpiBopo ppm 
<n nps'^sia m ipaeo is iponpajH tpm |?D 
WO<DIP n (8 ,Si»*a ytauny DRI PK oy 
oy ttm -UKDGW 818 IMinyoaiR Deny: 
Taoyc iyn« yeyiP3Rp 5JPD nw tyvDonpp 
PIK>P pK ov'K MI .jyopHD yo^yoE-y; 
nyn 3»IR .yams n PK .oa^t? oy »n . I«TB 
inyt iyvi) oamava, ypRD 
-:« iy?im v o TO .Donyinwc tnya TU D*a 
.oonjmpn jnya g lysnn 
-aiiysa* n o«n onnp 8 po e«jf pK 
nr o a » v y a o ^ Tt »w«* y$8P«5 j o i n 
-»R i y iy .nS^i 8 OBDBOK wmrmv 8 pn 
ya8^ H O^D t>i8pya nyoinyj PR DB« ^yj 
-V'R n K^D 18 ,OD'MI nyD8opm?p n «a 
-nyo IV ?y*e v a lynyn iyD»panyiii? ya»D 
•'VTyw IU^P-T'113 |1D DlBjfi Dyi lypjRT 
"DDtja y«'j ' i , ivaaua"* n ya^yn *uw 
jnypiR ;yany^ "RDOR^P yT KQOR*. JIR 
r .iyny^ao»D 
J4I»5J>»R iyiiK nno T'R anaypjRT 
T R 3"?nyD ,ny»y* yiy^R iw DIIJ D»D PK 
,331038 D'D 
.nyniB'TyiD-jjyD j y p n 
|ID D"snH H |y^m s j o m y o a w |B 
•^»p8t3Knfi 
-3>iB8 »vn 18D5MI D3jnnyiB D«H .jyajin 
-"31R pD lyDRtTlK H jycnKDlX3K3 ,0V0 
;K iy33«Dy3J8 DMH ,D"n«ny»TDwjw nyo 
PIK^P pK f»8P«08*is OVT |yayn ajiainyoam 
lyolB cyi asotnyatp .pn^1 W I'K T»ID 
-DVD ny'D yn3y3?«D .5«n 'O'O PR .IRWH* 
n oin>Dya iya«n IR'D'OWP nyn JID Dny3 
D8H ^8P$t3«1B . u j j i ^ p i ;-N« jujy^ %3 jnRf H : 33l3inyD31R 
.m^D^RP nyn IRD yj'03»« K nPO»anK am i^monyc y^pn fivmtf* 
yi pR tanynys |yaijn ya?yn n tfw"* 
•ys iy3"i iB'D't:^? n n IRD ypMiya iyay: 
Ttt .D ,e»n ,K insifn ,3^y33yIR^ .R : iw 
,TyTy»& .D ,R3i*a .8 ,cD»iran .m ,*IKPR' 
jnmaK PK p'Dt^iys .ta
 rnyf»DRp .E 
iKB"'R'DSDD8 DTjniiropyDlJBO h 1KD 
•ifi j» .5 : iyny3 miy yoMWu »1 iy3"i 
*8P »n3jm DP^icn ,iKoiya5»D .0 rfvw 
08n j3i3inytajiK vi .iRO?>ya"R .Ti PR |yr. 
H pR R^13R« iyol7 oyi .nac jyotf^ya v : 
I80)3*r*ni pR pyu8 pnw PR W C B W 
~iy jyo -tytapRD yayaysyasif n #n'*iw* 
wt oy ."i^ nyaaiR D^D on^ein ">",« DTWI 
"iyo3iR y3^3ny JR t8 ,»n«iiy3 mnwoiy-i 
-tn» o n jyjjm ijnyn oaRoya DUII aaiau 
.noona'H o m PR DD"H tyi pR ^RPRD 
po ^yt3y^b^yD R .YIKWIO ' iHoomno ,TV 
nyn iynRa,.onD pR onynnapyDUBD >T 
.Dip»5a» ii» '^ yDmo^yl] * ,|KQ»I 
•KP ^y^ o^ a os«-mnyj y^Riyiyo DIJI 
BBioao yDhiya jyainyoaiR \v WDRD IH'D 
: oymtf 
-PJ1?*! H lyTHBKMN ^ ! HpO'OBp i«i; 
-j'B nfl'in n J»B ipaaiaanpa-oat'aiK pj"n 
-I3B> V'B ,DB'«ED 1p5"31' 'T 11B ipnsDIl 
DBII lyiBBnam yayi p^'xpBD pB
 (o"3i* 
-BB'BBP paa'a'iBiyB pi ia?n n p« \p*S 
lpaain»W3 n ipsinpaaiB (^JT n ,\yto*b 
"^Jll J TPE"31B |)H Ip3pa-DB»131B Jpy'll* 
-(*n ipaaiaanpa pljpnacna'B n aJipiMi p3 
IBB DBII PB pBSin priyii ; Wan nais^ ipa 
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TUT** PJ'ODPD R tpiawnnx ipsxn "oypn 
nanpx pc PiR* n DTpoysiyc px IB'XXP3 
•po ocRrpsax ;-ipD"3"ix -ipijypia y3*5 
^oys^yan K oirpoyas^x ,B**3TX ojyoyj 
|w .pi* imyayn R PK iKo-oa^mR jya 
;iy*yr pa-xicc -lymyijin orrny) 
t n x iy oxn oxn — PDMVWI .TI i;ir.nyrt 
?rtpn«p *ipv;xa J*I pc spi^ ryn px anapa 
IjPD'V.s ! tP3x-)3P3 np3.*a ,p*3 ! o*i3P3Dnx 
TW px TPciPpa' PX iy jix ! |PE>5RBFIS 
x>2 inyn»P pM tyaniy wiv iy38apiR*P 
.D"3"m jnjjnjrDEnyv ys-^nyiiya pn 
\ ^ n :-^pay^tpa pm |io ^pa^e, n px 
~%TPD DXU ,tPompo*!» px ny3*nr yr"T*x 
D 3^ "t ;y3»n "jmx© x iy3'nw *pix MI 
?ivna Tyi« ,i*no »i lysyp DB" — tooc 
jyttfxnnKpiX; naxtaro^x jyiipa "i iP3"i 
PX ?3tfp istMnptp* oysys^ K ip"! tf'BR 
sr** D3y=>D*mys ipSxcya 3tfp im o*3 
0'M"U H PU D"P3**3»5p px CPRX3P oyT 
?0*3©P H Ty3'R3p3P3 
yospa^poa'X y*3xa -ipt3ix PK ;WP'> 
"Hft, lib biurarua n ."D^ypmaw .pen 
-«jp-fry*Yya6 y3"» D*O -IPT?* ,^y*"5p no 
ojwr oino onya ,cM"n .lyojnytjs'K MHJPT 
"! iKnwnynD »tx D»C 
px Tyo«anH
 fuw "I )yix> »w3n .8* 
-yx» i r n *n» " i is?3"t TO .nniv iyx:w 
.TOCTSTD'* yjnpir px ipexna jnyn j n 
;PI»* ,D»3TX rwanasmi 5yD x ipsxn -PO 
IPtoi TO p* op'nxvyrp n px I'otfn «i 
•IPBBOPPDMR p*>n tpoytaipx- piyuix pir 
TX3 ,l»B*Pn B«2|UW "t 1P3PP 'KD '11 *XD 
.tjraan niro lit e"3nx "lpuix px ,\v-\vuv 
VI oronysya »M 1 pup ny2"ip n PR 
-3*nn 5y»fi »ITK v> 1»<P o«n />y3"ir %i 
TJ»"I w
 rD»3r3-^ T31* nyi3iR PR Dy»oy3 
• o:yopTn»o nm p?rn »t ? i r ^ "jyjp:"K 
jyt»D V* iy5»n "I "vjn**R ! D"5 |«W W 
iy5*T ,03*^1* jn3Tt3R PR HUH iy3»T pR 
-y^ n pR K V yawR "«?"t jyc^ RinyD p.R 
^yyt iiR z""? ipjRDPyi "i HOT W8P IPT 
•ipi im PR .oyoip jny*M O*D orr'inyB 
v w inytsiR jycn ix ntpn n esnyi «i lys 
•pRim n Tnyo iy3"t an^itr ts ,HOR 
P>3 *11 DP31B iy3B . iy3"1t? »T Ml JTWO 
-jn n vt I»3»<*i iyo"v yo^ R JID py>3 ps 
p*f D3U"RTyo lys'-ns? vy E3»D jnyDPs-: 
-yr'c PR >yoic nyn iinycyTiTyD m^itry: 
-*jt3"R n .jipar y^^ RD PIR^P Tin pR y;» 
njn ;yiiy3 PR yon&DMK yj^ nniDsysM^ v. 
i'R P->R "DDTyinsD, -un • ."ooTjnnifc 
.t33"^ nj3*R PR $n*p pmn 
IM^3 ty3K06V2 iy3'*r .iVDRnya^  n ,»? 
,t3p31BT3»OP iyrD"»«R 'Vljfl ,p'R V» 
nvsi iy3«n PR ' / w w n n iyr3iR« ,v5oyj 
lie ^nmor imy TRD isnyiR n bBRCr 
ivnosu !»B- K t"ii3yo^v D h^ DBH ,03-
-;IR jyny3 ou PR oy .TV jy-iynsB on pc 
TB3 ,|«>g D»n3pDM131« JfDtf'D V^UPDMl 
.OBI 183 D'3 pR ,5»nt3TlRT8D V« *P»" 
nR3t? yDX38^ y33"R*ny'D » vw »P«O is: 
j n iw mo Tjn .iyvpD-iyo»3TR n *v 
ill nx ,r;y:'?yD3'K i»'n«D DD>R nyv;>t; 
c*n ,"i jypMix v* IW"i OBII ,iya»TB* *i 
:JDIR B:B *PW nnyw33iR D»3TRyi 
B ,^ na B I^BT PR rowan .n ni ,nvn 
r^R JIR .DRiya^ R px 03y3^yo3'R w -
-un'POMD'D 8 lyiBiiyi D^V yew* n ^B; 
iyT iic W P D n nay-inmi
 r5R-.c" >3 D*^  
y'oicB IRT [y3»: IB'3P lyaxcpiRr-
.in IRT PO — "Dypmn"3c. PDOK-S 
IRT iw> ,TRDT»T ;»3yny3 p'i COMIT-
Tin PR ,ntDR pM jy:8J m pn PR ny D»" 
-8Q. *« nytnyn inyi3«; i"p — TV Tyn:s 
-rynojmyD,, ."Dyp^mRxa D;'icnw ,**pr 
cranmn .in jjunw D»3 « I TRD iyo DRP 
•Mip n iRt -lyayssip iyi iyny3 PR |«$R 
"»3% iyn m MIR px ,nyD-iyii-«iao,B''i" 
-yD3'RB yV383 H B8n MtR ,"DE'3y3y3B D8~ 
yooina n i^'cx !oypa83y3iv "r3p:*? 
on px v* iw«n V* I»P""^ wioir 
3py -.i'ny^e D'o 'PQiixiK1 :D3U x^*iP= 
D'C X^TB" ^ 3 .ly'p'OC'TBRD D^O llX3>n8" 
ijn CD "DB s^yjBD. Tyi ^trwn wir 
|P38H P^ R ,y^8 ."PD'Qt? "IPO^ STR y^E-
."nsirm. TP»3IR VW D*3ROP3 »" 
IVU'»P3»nPD H D8nP3 Q'3 iy3«Tl »t 118 









.nypisii oaymto twi nyn 
PR ifO BPM »I ]p j " |
 (;-Wn -S .HtflB 1» 
"•W/PBO'K B'3 PR B'OIK, "1P"K pK ,B3KJ 
•7\3g2?,'> .wwpraspap* PB _ tiwtsi i u 
-73 p3'!>3pnpB pe ipiKi IPP T» .'ii ! ipi 
-ipo'K BO ipuapp lpaapa pipum .33103*3* 
- JJJ ' » ' " « I'»» ...IF^a'o rcDi^am n B'D 
^MRW»R»DBKR '1 pK I«rji»T 0?D*3 J^R 
,DI« ha B'trpo 1*3 op"iBO *»nnyi ipam 
3»a TWBS BSMvn ijn !»• "aiyi PHW 
170 nt$n i:Rirmm ipn IKB .Q'3B KB-IS p>p 
npr pK .BpjtBojn ipD'na K-isopp p*p B»J 
'R .ipipn i» BEK ">ny? s jnp rapD-,,|»niDl, 
"OR l'B'0 /ipBBBya "lyoSTRtys,, R MM V 
ytyiKn R 0'? V "iyB^n(jsjf3w ipiK D:y» 
.
-B)p*pS Djn I'M BBU 
•T»B Jpa BJ?B Dip otic* ipa^yn xt 





=•3 ypRe im Brnmn ? jyi own Kfy, 
.oipipi3R i'K (RiifV TUB pB — ,3>-riitr 
'^ RB-B pD R BI3 T1H I'K "pffRO,, H P« 
in C D jy?n '^11 DRII ,p'*Kt';u3"»K »n»ua 
.•f)y3 IJTIR 113= IKE /HRH "iy3-i??»R 
IVDDJff 1VXJ83 Tjri TPT*5 PR Dip DK 
i y j " P PK ,DnVI tn'N »« .VJK1D 1V1 HMK 
-^. pen* n iK .ijnnmi |np .an^ic n*a 
...»H« l y t r n ^ a iRayj "jyoKiVD 
-yil D3KI »PD1WB'DJM1 JVJ DK11 ,TPD"W 
:-K ftps* i jn lyani pR ^BPKDRIB oyn lira 
ya^yu , J : I J " D p:p3"R |« i ; n n y r n P^RJ 
-yaoniH DK:KO o'jm n'tfiyo pR y» Dtp 
l y w K p x "lyDM-iyD^. *i |*iD y ^ m n 
. o n n p 
j'K D-mp tpjraiPK oyn pK Sy'Dni 
• " T T ; " ^ 3 H > I P ] P 3 « i ^ 3 v lyasDPiR^P i y i 
."lyDK-iyo*^ n ," i DBVI tyo *») i y i « ,nya 
?[yjjiD"X ya^Qjyayii pR va^jyo H IID 
linyBDjy \t ^» T R 3>I5P yaRio T P I J H I*IR 
PTjniP n Ml 1*3 »U8
 l^ »jTn,DD»*.K r:R3 
5jw»n "iyn IIR lynj'iinyD iy^y« onRoa 
.njnpo'15 5»yo>a8 ijnyn oyn 
b*J -wan v k *im «i VW c^ nat? t«p 
tya«n »n ?»« ,DIPB n«3 .tPat*i iv iya«n 
.jy?n«D '>! 8^T IK) oaymyo 
I«D pn oyn ,iK'ji> TyDscpiK^p iy i p« ya 
.oivuRtya ^jya^xnya'R pK o a ' D w a |"1 
•v nyuiR a^BmjtDMK D i^y TyyjR3 i n »m 
r>« pR ,iyD03^D i n pR nm oa»o I»^ 
.1RD »1R »a 0D1P DR11 
O»TT* r i " 3 no iyiy? Tiny* ovw W " > 
-y^iya»R oyii ny jyn ,DB«iD3jr p-i»otr p»i 
ny i . }yp'D™ o',PDiiyt?D3'ii ypRjy; jyi 
"13 I R U R ' pR%"nya»D PIR?P n >»a W R P 
^R"B» "inyt i-R ^yp>D^R nyi ,"DD31P1VP nya 
,MI DyBy pm3"R oyn DDRO ny .jpaKncna 
p 'p D^3 DKn ' pow^o i ' i i yDRjy3 nynynaay 
TPHR ,P3RID ^p^ t»R lyaau^vnya'R POP'D 
Kl'R ^Rl roMnvi m ,DRny3 R i p DRH TP 
i y i J;D oyj»R D^B ipayaimRB 0*3 >pw 
HMRJ Dl5D3"R IR D«n *PDliyi?D3')l .3P3 
DIR> ,nyvyi .no j rotrc) . " I P D R T P D ^ . H 
"»> DTIpl D'PD ^R^D'D P3yi3y3 H D»1R D»J 
lpapnvp) D>RII ny jpii IB-DR .(jyoRnyD 
pR »i lyo^Rii ,33i3"my::*K D^D JIR o o ' m 
yo3yp>8"iPD ya^ytR D«ny3 D O y:R"iD nyT 
>PIR jyaRipys. MIR D O "I iyD5tf» .ninio 
."D3yn pa '^3 n 
tyJyDs? ya'foy lyn'D^v DCH«P« T O ^ 
-P3"8i IPT lyspii 3H3injn .^PP^DIR oyn po 
;ipD11PCD3'U .3P3 D3*l ,1'CRO "1PD3K3 
."po-RD. 8 ipiyii aty-i (Bttimin) iyB 
"iyB »HR ps-uo y3«tKT n T»t BKH !"»( 
-ya lyiiKTiyo MIB »t >'K IETK ,BiPB3p7» 
pn nKB T^3posiK pia- P K sj'*n iu .jyiRii 
syil ? t P o ' W « W»H B*B PM Pp U'a 
IpB-spD »t tPP opii iyj<s3»R i jny T ' K 
Bin ' • ,1PS«' "PffRB. n yv\i ly^ppo- DRll 
J3n^33»*P3'n I ' " 
,"B-iTt:Kiemw pip B»3 Esn pv*a *tm 
»i .urt"Bipo B'Bj|»n ycy* 1*»P s*3 B*" 
cTn^xys iy=?3 o'3 iporip. Tip^JB'B'prBB 
Bsn DK11 /lmmpM np3iV='3»3in in ' » 
"pi '3 . «T 3'iayonpa ,iyB"p3'npB p^y»pia 
ly^p'BT lyrjya pa»iKi »1 ."ps^o,, n B»O 
.B'>P3'^B:PBP ^s^ pR y^»p yoma ]"P s*a 
,1P^ K|J1 PO'113 PK tJHJ'B'O yaiKlRB "3 
T i PR lP3:»ipr3MV ><v iVDiyvB ijn mn 
lP»)?o ptpn VI IP71?1 »'n ts»t^ iP3 ijWPP'Wf 
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JIB IWJWtflBTtt VDJHB i y i pK IM*^P»D» 
D*: I ^ B B 1V21P « i M I o n o>o ; nesnyB 
1*3 ,33l3inytS31B ]K »!*» 11701811 D3PPW 
8 E3Tjn*CV: SECDI p i pllf IW 
?p1 " 3 IP3B.1 «1 ffSMm »*1 1KB WTO* 
- * i ' 1 — TBnwmyB D?K carc' iyD tvsa 
-an -i»"t miixyaoMiK iva«n jy:?3yD yjn 
" I ;iyOPB1K3 UWBHBDi r rmj rD '^D 4»D 
VK 0811 1VDPK1K3 K D3"Xy3DM1B |V3ltfl 
0*11 t**^* 8 PB W I ' D 1KB ffft'BKttW 
t roK ipson 5»Mi .tpicKiPBon ^ r omiB 
(IK ,lKn3*t3DWP m DM$ ^138,1 t3D"H 
»ji»n tvo is , IKB D2 " i r IKCID'SC:WP n 
pMftH n BU'031 8 1VTVE n« W B ^ S 
j»" i i v3 n s u JIK miy tea 
i K i i * T IKB3 n osn IKI;K» iyog4 o n 
y:«iE i y i jyayn ;3IYM B osnya | K ^ « I D * 3 
1*313 T s -iBOiyro tocwtriKMiK }8 PB 
-n \ po i n n H JIB a im 'p :s {K iy3'K » i 
o i ^ m . i ip j i ' m TUB tBCB^sno c s ^ 
PB .IKC^'K'OBDDK i y i IMB ipnifp i i :yn 
I K 118 11BB2 i y i 1KB 0"13813 .1 B'Ktf 
.IKJr"1D'3 
.BKtpiytJC'-.K D3KC t*0B2«.1O OB^MI 
o'lBoiyro o n lypni is a w s PK oy TB 
-O*D n OIK i¥«iB i y i tyjyii uiviy^piy 
1# » W P oy \tf>m Q'TW an«a JIB W S J 
r * 1*0*1 05*11 0*1 IB ,0P3"1 *tf -H» 
ITOOP ^MK pK D^IK-OJJIIT^PB'IK i y i 
. l y i y i c cy i iy*yor 
:'I»3*n ysH'ii , iyo"2iK i r a r p i o H „ 
D>3 lPSKTl. ,'80808-10 03*1 , ' iO"31Kiy i 
tram m * iy»y;> in ounayaitfya * i iyo*K 
- p D*H ,iyoiyi i ye^owiB PK jmfrp y^« 




-*5iyfi D3^5'B p i r oy e*n ,«r uD^ir iy i 
~"3iK n nm ,iy38 -Q^niiK^P w ; w ' i i n 
-3KiDiyE p.K \svfi c;ypy: i r o ^ u "wo 
lyfi^K-iy; oy O^MII , o n p w i i T» Wt= 
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